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F o r e w o r d

How to deal with Turkey’s Kurds is the subject of this important and pro-

vocative book.

The ‘‘Kurdish issue’’ is Turkey’s most difficult and painful problem, one

that presents a vast moral dilemma for the country. The issue, as the au-

thors note, feeds Turkey’s continuing inflation and is the major source of

human rights violations and the biggest irritant in Turkey’s relations with

the European Union. Its most pronounced manifestation, the war in the

southeast against Kurdish insurgents, has left more than twenty thousand

dead and many hundreds of thousands displaced. Despite the massive

Turkish military effort and some significant gains in coping with the Kur-

distan Workers’ party (PKK) insurgency, the fighting continues after thir-

teen years, although it has not reached the major cities of Turkey as many

have long predicted.

The issue has been with Turkey almost since the beginning of the repub-

lic in 1923. Atatürk stamped out serious Kurdish rebellions in the 1920s

and ’30s. Modern Turkey has never accepted the notion of a Kurdish ethnic

minority with minority rights. Turks have readily accepted Kurds as Turks

but have difficulty letting Kurds be both Kurds and Turks. In the past

twenty years the issue has been transformed by a variety of factors—

demographic, economic, and geopolitical. Perhaps half of Turkey’s six to

twelve million Kurds (estimates vary widely) have moved out of the south-

east and into the western cities of Turkey and have increasingly become

integrated into the growing Turkish economy. Large numbers of Kurds

have emigrated to Europe, where they finance Kurdish nationalist activity,

— xi —
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including the PKK, and promote the Kurdish cause among Western Euro-

pean publics. The insurgency has outside support (Syria and Iran), outside

financing, and a refuge inside the internationally policed no-fly zone in

Iraq. Moreover, unlike earlier Kurdish insurrections, the war with the

PKK gets public attention in the United States and Western Europe, not

least because the Gulf War led to a major involvement of Turkey in the

predominantly Kurdish areas of northern Iraq.

As the authors correctly point out, the Turkish state has treated the

Kurdish issue as if it were identical to the PKK insurrection, as if the prob-

lem would be over once the PKK was eliminated. Until very recently, the

United States has mostly agreed with this position, but the European

states less so. The focus of the Turkish government, except for the spas-

modic interest in the economic development of the southeast, has been to

wipe out the PKK’s military arm.

A month before his death in April 1993, I asked President Turgut Özal,

a man of insight and great intellect, the question ‘‘What would you do?’’

Inherent in his answer was that economic growth would ultimately resolve

the problem by ending the Kurds’ status as a disadvantaged minority. But

his explanation had a different thrust. He pointed out that half the people

of the southeast had already left, primarily for economic reasons. Private

investment would not go there; it is dangerous and costly, and there are

far more productive and easier opportunities elsewhere in Turkey. The

only answer, Özal believed, is to install incentives to get the remaining

population of the southeast to move out. Özal was not just jesting, and he

was not oblivious to the difficulties. Sizable emigration and the existence

of a large urban Kurdish minority in a vast Turkish sea has already signifi-

cantly complicated Kurdish perspectives. In any event, no Turkish govern-

ment is likely to adopt Özal’s approach publicly.

This book is the authors’ answer to the ‘‘What would you do?’’ question.

It is based on extensive study, many interviews with Kurds and Turks, and

a long familiarity with Turkey. It is a policy book since the mass of infor-

mation and analysis is directly geared to finding a better approach to the

issue. Unfortunately, no good statistical basis exists for analyzing Kurdish

matters, or for generalizing about the views of Turkey’s far-flung Kurdish

populations. The authors have had to make important judgments on some

basic concerns. They call for a solution ‘‘within current borders’’ that inter

alia (1) effectively establishes a legal Kurdish identity, (2) radically reduces

and alters the current military approach in the southeast, (3) protects
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rather than harasses or bans Kurdish political parties, (4) allows Kurds

education in their own language, and (5) decentralizes the administration

of the state. They call for a dialogue, as inclusive as possible, with Kurds

of differing political views and from various backgrounds. A basic require-

ment, in their view, is greater democracy and openness in Turkey, a pre-

scription that in any case would serve Turkey’s ultimate interests. Such a

proposal as greater government decentralization is also important for Tur-

key regardless of its impact on the Kurdish issue. Many of these ideas have

been voiced before, but until now they have not been put together in such

a comprehensive way geared to policymakers and backed up by detailed

analysis. I am not sure the authors’ solutions will deal with the problem,

but I frankly do not have a good prescription. Many Turks will declare

them unnecessary and divisive. In the unlikely event that the Turkish gov-

ernment were to agree on the utility of the proposed measures, carrying

them out is another question. There are strong and differing views on this

issue among important groups in Turkey. But the authors have done a

great deal; they cannot also be implementers.

This issue requires ventilation among and between Turks and Kurds

alike. While public discussion of the Kurdish issue has significantly in-

creased in Turkey in this decade, it is a subject that is handled very tenderly;

options are rarely discussed. Turks do not like to be branded as unpatriotic,

nor do they want to be threatened with a trial by the state prosecutor.

Many Turks in fact still believe that the United States really is trying to

split Turkey and carve out a Kurdish state. My numerous denials of such a

plan when I was the American ambassador in Turkey were met with a

certain skepticism; I felt at times that even raising the Kurdish issue made

me suspect in some quarters.

The book’s greatest contribution may be its impact in Turkey. It will

certainly be widely read and get attention in the media. It will be noted

and discussed, and this is of real, if intangible, value and very much what

the authors hope to see.

Morton Abramowitz

Washington, D.C.



P r e f a c e

A few comments about the nature of this study—what it is and what it is

not: First of all, this work represents a policy study. It is designed to exam-

ine the problems for Turkish policymakers and Turkish society, as well as

for Turkey’s friends and allies, stemming from the unrest among the Kurd-

ish population in Turkey. We attempt to analyze the nature of the Kurdish

problem in the setting of Turkish culture, politics, and society, and to offer

some tentative approaches toward a solution. The report focuses much

attention on the Kurds in Turkey but is not intended to be a study of

Kurdish culture and society except as it relates to the policy problem.

Our first concern in preparing this study is for the future stability and

well-being of Turkey as a key American ally, and for the Turkish govern-

ment’s ability to deal satisfactorily with the debilitating Kurdish problem.

We are concerned for the preservation of the territorial integrity of Turkey;

we strongly favor a solution that can be achieved within a unified Turkish

state if this is at all possible—at a time when many countries of the world

are beset by devastating ethnic rebellions and separatist tendencies. We are

also concerned for the loss of life suffered by Kurds and Turks as a result

of the conflict.

The study is not intended to be a report on human rights in Turkey.

Others have done that work. Our study looks at the human rights problem

only insofar as human rights must be increasingly observed by all states

that wish to be successful members of the international community; failure

to observe human rights also carries a political cost for Turkey in Europe

and Washington. Also, we are interested in determining how the Turkish

government can work to satisfy the special material and psychological

— xv —
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needs of the Kurds to maintain a secure existence within Turkey. If their

basic needs cannot be successfully met by state policies, the integrity of

Turkey as a state will be at risk. Other countries face similar problems, and

we hope that that eventuality can be avoided in Turkey.

We must state at the outset that our research leads us to believe that the

Kurdish conflict is in essence an ethnic problem, and not one of simple

terrorism or economics—although both terrorism and economic hardship

are indeed part of the current crisis. The key policy questions we raise in

this study are the following:

• What are the origins of the Kurdish conflict in Turkey?

• What is the current nature of the conflict involving Kurds within

Turkey?

• What do the Kurds in Turkey want?

• What are the problems that Kurdish aspirations raise for the Turkish

state?

• How can Kurdish needs in Turkey be met while preserving the integ-

rity of Turkish territory?

Both authors have spent many years professionally studying Turkey

from various points of view—political, cultural, linguistic, social, eco-

nomic, and foreign policy—and have spent much time in Turkey. Our in-

terviews with well over one hundred people over a five-year period tended

to focus more upon those Kurds and Turks who are concerned with the

Kurdish problem. One might argue that, statistically speaking, we should

have spoken with many Kurds who are not interested in the problem—to

the extent they exist. But the problem the Turkish state confronts stems

specifically from those Kurds that are concerned about and perhaps even

active regarding the Kurdish issue. So our study is naturally influenced by

those Kurds and Turks who think about the problem—the active elites

who make things happen.

But it is important to point out that this study is not quantitative in

approach. We did not seek to poll as many individuals as possible to find

their views, nor was our interview technique designed to fill out a specific

questionnaire or opinion poll. We rather sought to gain an understanding

of the viewpoints, attitudes, and psychology of various and diverse Kurd-

ish interlocutors: businessmen, intellectuals, lawyers, journalists, members

of parliament, politicians, human rights activists, conservatives and liber-
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als, ‘‘nationalists’’ and ‘‘assimilated.’’ After a period of intensive interviews

and discussions, we began to find considerable similarities of response

from quite diverse individuals on many of the key issues of greatest con-

cern to us. Over the course of two years we traveled often to Turkey and

Europe, continuing the interviews and updating our sources. These inter-

views and meetings represent the bulk of our fieldwork. Indeed, we feel

that our impressions from our many interviews and discussions left little

ambiguity on many of the key issues, such as questions of identity, griev-

ances, and hopes and aspirations.

We talked with a broad variety of ethnic Turks: members of nearly every

political party, lawyers, human rights activists, members of parliament,

businessmen, journalists, government officials—including members of in-

telligence organizations—academics, liberals, and conservatives. We have

studied the full spectrum of Turkish daily newspapers and journals to get

a feel for the range of press attitudes, to the extent the Kurdish problem is

discussed; the majority of our citations in this study are from Turkish

sources and from Kurds and Turks inside Turkey. We purchased as many

books on the Kurdish issue published in Turkey as we could find. We espe-

cially tried to read frequently those newspapers published by Kurds in Tur-

key and outside. While the pro-Kurdish press is of much interest on issues

of attitudes and goals, most of our press citations are from the few serious

mainstream Turkish dailies. We also interviewed a number of Kurds and

Kurdish leaders in several European countries, and we talked with many

Kurds from Iran and Iraq in several Western countries, including the

United States. We met with Kurdistan Workers’ Party (Partiya Karkeren

Kurdistan, or PKK) representatives in Europe as well as anti-PKK leaders.

While this study focuses on Turkey, we have tried to keep a broad com-

parative perspective as relates to ethnic issues generically. We have exam-

ined other ethnic issues and conflicts—in particular the Israeli-Palestinian

problem, with which we are quite familiar—to find parallels. The two cases

are of course quite different in many respects: Unlike the Palestinians in

Israel, Kurds and Turks have lived on a basis of full legal equality in Turkey

for over seventy-five years (as long as Kurds suppressed their identity);

Israel seized the West Bank by military force, whereas Kurdish regions

had long been part of the Ottoman Empire; major cultural, linguistic, and

religious differences exist between Palestinians and Israelis, far less so be-

tween Kurds and Turks in Turkey. At the same time there are useful paral-

lels between the two situations, such as issues of refusal to recognize
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distinct national identities, problems of dealing with nationalist move-

ments that also practice terror and guerrilla warfare, the experiences with

rapprochement of the two peoples, evolution of guerrilla organizations

and their use of terror, and so forth. It is important to recognize that

Turkey is hardly unique or alone in suffering from modern crises of an

ethnic nature, and the Turkish case is far from the worst in the region.

We are well aware that the study has shortcomings. The single greatest

problem is the paucity of hard data. Few Western scholars have written

about the Kurds of Turkey, in comparison with the number of studies on

other cultures in the Middle East. There has been very little writing at all

from Turkish and Kurdish scholars in Turkey, for the simple reason that

such inquiry has generally been forbidden by the state and often punish-

able under charges of inciting separatism or terrorism. Kurds have tradi-

tionally been reluctant to discuss their concerns as Kurds; foreigners

visiting the southeast in the years since the guerrilla warfare and state of

emergency have been under close scrutiny, so that private meetings with

Kurds in the region are yet more difficult.

If this were a purely academic study, we would simply have had to con-

clude that we could not ‘‘prove’’ some of our key hypotheses in any way

that would ‘‘convince’’ skeptics; indeed what constitutes ‘‘proof ’’ is what

academic debate is all about anyway. Because the most pertinent questions

for policymakers are probably the most difficult to answer—that is why

they are posed—we have felt compelled to answer those questions as we

initially listed them. They require careful response, even if they cannot be

answered definitively. We have tried in much of this work to indicate the

difficulties in providing firm responses, and to give the basis of our reason-

ing when we feel the evidence is less than fully convincing. There perhaps

is no data or evidence that would ever prove sufficient to convince those

whose beliefs are already firm on this topic. We can only rest on our best

judgments, based on the broad variety of information we acquired and

on some considerable experience with the daunting problems of political

forecasting.

Above all, we hope that this work will serve to encourage greater debate

within Turkey itself, so that the Kurdish issue can be seriously treated by

the many Turks and Kurds who have thought carefully about the problem,

even if they have not always been able to publicize their views. If the Turk-

ish government would permit it, Turkish and Kurdish scholars in Turkey

could very quickly amass a body of data far superior to anything we present
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here, and debate it thoroughly in the press and academia. If this study can

spark that kind of further research, marked by greater precision and in-

creased information and understanding, then it will have been worthwhile.

We cannot presume to come in and tell either the Turkish government

or the Kurds what their problem is and what to do about it. The Turkish

government will move in the time and manner of its own choosing. On

the other hand, this kind of effort must begin somewhere, and our chief

concern is that at present there seems to be a political stalemate of long

standing in the country. Indeed, this study was undertaken precisely be-

cause there are so few things written on this policy question that can help

concerned Turks, Kurds, or Americans. For the Carnegie Commission on

Preventing Deadly Conflict, the Kurdish case in Turkey has been one of the

most important examples of ethnic violence today in a state that matters a

great deal to the United States.

We have refrained from citing by name the individuals in Turkey whom

we interviewed; we promised in all cases that no one would be identified,

in order to overcome concerns and induce greater openness and frankness.

We owe a great deal to the many individuals who spent so much time

talking with us, often at great length or on several occasions, to give us

deeper insight into their concerns and the nature of the problem. We

would also like to take this occasion to especially thank Jane Holl at the

Carnegie Commission on Preventing Deadly Conflict for having made this

study possible. We thank RAND for having made its own financial contri-

bution to the study. We also owe a debt of gratitude to Morton Abramo-

witz, George Harris, Heath Lowry, Serif Mardin, Stanley Roth, Eric

Rouleau, and Shibley Telhami for encouraging us and reviewing and pro-

viding useful critiques of the manuscript before it was published. In addi-

tion we would like to thank Melissa Fuller, who helped us with a valuable

literature review of relevant scholarly thinking on the problem of ethnic

identity, separatism, and alternative forms of solution, and members of the

staff of the Carnegie Commission on Preventing Deadly Conflict, espe-

cially Bob Lande, for their patience in arranging valuable critiques of the

manuscript and in helping prepare the book for publication.



Introduction
Why Turkey Matters

WHY SHOULD AN EXAMINATION of the Turkish case be of interest to a

broader audience concerned with conflict prevention? There are,

after all, a multiplicity of countries in the world with internal frictions also

meriting attention. Turkey is of particular interest because it presents a

fascinating range of issues that have considerable generic applicability to

conflict situations in the rest of the world.

Turkey’s key internal conflict centers on the role of its large Kurdish

minority—ethnically and linguistically distinct—in a state that constitu-

tionally consists only of ‘‘citizens of Turkey’’—Turks—with no ethnic dis-

tinctions drawn. Bearers of a long tradition and culture of their own for

perhaps two millennia, the Kurds today are rapidly reformulating their

own ethnic identity as a community and seeking its expression in legal

terms in the cultural and political realm of Turkish life. In generic terms

then, the Kurdish problem represents the striving of an ethnic minority

to achieve legal recognition as such, and to establish legal rights deriving

therefrom. Since most states in the world are multiethnic in reality, even

if they are not always recognized as such, and in them minority ethnic

rights are often denied, the Turkish situation is broadly representative of

what most countries in the world already face, or will be facing.

The question raises difficult problems of multiculturalism—again com-

mon to much of the world. Is it desirable to seek broad ‘‘assimilation’’ of

minorities when most members of that minority group perhaps prefer to

— 1 —
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retain their own language and culture in their own historical ethnic home-

land? Is it understandable, or anachronistic, that minorities seek to pre-

serve their own identity? And how much can the state impose

‘‘assimilation,’’ particularly when it threatens the loss of distinct ethnicity

and culture in the face of a larger and more dominant Turkish culture?

These questions are likely to dominate the political agenda of much of the

world in the next century.

Second, Turkey’s Kurds represent only about 50 percent of the Kurds

in the Middle East—Kurds are especially heavily represented in Iran and

Iraq, and to a lesser extent in Syria. In other words, as an ethnic problem,

Turkey’s Kurds are not only an internal but also an international problem,

in several senses. First, they are divided across international borders, like

many other peoples of the world: Baluch, Punjabis, Uzbeks, Tajiks, Pash-

tuns, Hungarians, Albanians, Mayas, Mongols, and many African peoples,

to name just a few. The aspirations of a people in one country thus directly

affect the aspirations and actions of the minority across the border. Any

pretensions to ethnic unification of one of these peoples therefore not only

imply separatism of territory from one country but also a massive redraw-

ing of the international boundaries in the whole region in which that na-

tionality resides. As a result of this threat, regional states may cooperate to

ensure that a cross-boundary ethnic group is unable to exercise any resur-

gent nationalism or separatism. This generic problem will confront the

world more broadly in decades ahead as ethnic assertiveness inevitably

grows.

States like Turkey that are faced with this kind of dilemma must there-

fore either learn to develop new liberalized policies that will satisfy the

cultural and political aspirations of the minority or face continual insur-

gency, violence, and damage to democratic institutions and human rights,

becoming unattractive as members of a new international community.

How easily can this transition be negotiated?

The problem is also international in the sense that the Kurdish problem

has been ‘‘exported’’ to Western Europe as well. Over half a million Kurds

are resident there, particularly in Germany, where their political activities

lead to domestic disruption and violence between Turkish and Kurdish

communities. International organizations such as the European Union and

the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) are affected because they

are inevitably forced to take a position on the Kurdish problem in Turkey

as it affects their organizations.
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The difficulty of the Kurds in Turkey also raises important issues about

the nature of governance in a state and its ability to solve internal ethnic

conflict. Like several countries in Eastern Europe, Turkey is well along the

road toward a reasonably functioning democratic order. It has had gener-

ally free elections for nearly forty years, punctuated by only three brief

‘‘correctional’’ military coups which—atypical of the region—fairly soon

returned civilian government to power in each case. In an era in which a

large number of countries in the world are on the threshold of democratic

experiment, Turkey’s democratic experience is of considerable importance.

What is the relationship of the democratic order to the exigencies of con-

flict prevention and revolution? In the case of Turkey—a country with a

broad and active civil society, a free press, and functioning democratic

institutions—the tragedy has been that these democratic institutions have

not yet been extended to the Kurdish population. The Kurdish problem

has instead been relegated to the category of a ‘‘national security problem,’’

thereby rendering most open discussion largely taboo.

How do aspiring democratic societies extend democratic discourse into

the sensitive realm of security issues and domestic unrest? This problem

assails many societies of the world, demonstrating first that less than fully

developed democratic governance may be insufficient to manage complex

aspects of internal security problems. As Turkey comes to develop a more

open and liberalized policy toward its Kurdish minority, significant de-

mands will again be placed upon its democratic institutions to facilitate

the transitions from a constitutionally proclaimed homogeneous society to

a formally recognized multiethnic society.

Turkey is also of special interest because it is probably the most politi-

cally advanced Muslim society of the world. Although constitutionally

(and in many respects actually) a secular society, Turkey nonetheless has

deep Muslim roots that affect its perceptions of minority status. Kurds, for

example, were never considered a minority under Ottoman Islamic law

because they too are Muslims; Islamic law recognizes only non-Muslims

as officially constituting ‘‘minorities.’’ That legacy has complicated the ac-

ceptance by most Turks today of the concept of a Muslim minority within

the country. Turkey’s effort to reconcile modern nationalism and contem-

porary norms of minority and human rights with traditional Islamic views

will be of relevance to other Muslim countries that face problems of ethnic

or religious minorities. In this vein, Turkey’s Islamist Welfare party had an

opportunity when in power to develop an ‘‘Islamic formula’’ whereby the
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Kurds can be accommodated as an ethnically distinct group without of-

fending Turkish nationalist instincts. It clearly was unable to provide such

an alternative during its year-long tenure.

The Turkish case matters also because Turkish aspirations to gain full

membership in the European Union raise questions about the kinds of

societies and ethnic makeup that are compatible with European norms.

Such problems confront any potential members in the EU that suffer from

ethnic problems.

Finally, because of Turkey’s close alliance with it, the United States faces

particular challenges in helping Turkey to manage the Kurdish problem.

This same challenge arose with Israel and its handling of the Palestinian

problem. What types of pressures, if any, should the United States put on

Turkey to move it toward a solution—out of its concern for human rights,

democratic practice, and, above all, Turkey’s own future viability?

For all these reasons, then, the case of the Kurds in Turkey is of interest

to generalists in the fields of international relations and diplomacy. The

problem is on the doorstep of the West, involving a close ally of the West

and the largest ethnic group in the world without a state of its own. Can

the problem be solved within the existing borders of today’s Turkey? The

outcome of this crisis has major implications for much of the rest of the

world.



1
Origins of the Problem: The Roots of

Kurdish Nationalism

THE KURDS ARE UNDERGOING a period of profound (re)awakening of

their national consciousness as a people. They have, to be sure, been

aware of themselves as a distinct people and community for well over a

thousand years—linguistically sharply different from their Arab and Turk-

ish neighbors and a distinct branch among diverse Iranian peoples. In the

late nineteenth and twentieth centuries the Kurds of Iraq, Iran, and Turkey

have at various times agitated for their local or national rights. Today,

faced with a combination of dramatic domestic political changes and pro-

found international developments, the Kurds of Turkey (as well as Iraq

and Iran) have entered a new phase of national awareness. Domestic as-

sertiveness has emerged in the context of a modern world of nation states,

the spread of democratization and human rights, increased communica-

tion among all Kurds themselves, and raised political expectations. The

emergence of new Kurdish political self-awareness is a political evolution

largely irreversible in character: One does not readily unlearn learned eth-

nicity.

A Delayed National Emergence

Why have the Kurds, who constitute the largest ethnic bloc after the

Arabs, Persians, and Turks in the Middle East, been relatively late in devel-

— 5 —
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oping a modern nationalist movement? Different peoples of course experi-

ence differing patterns of nationalist growth, consistent with their

geography and historical circumstances. The Kurds’ delay in developing a

strong nationalist movement results from several factors. Geography heads

the list: As a people inhabiting a primarily mountainous region, the Kurds

have been scattered and isolated from each other, with no strong central

state structure like those that developed in the great plains of the Tigris

and Euphrates or in the Nile valley in Egypt. Geography and a nomadic

way of life for long periods strengthened the divergence of several Kurdish

dialects, many of them not readily mutually comprehensible today. In po-

litical terms, for at least the past five hundred years the Kurds have been

divided between Persian and Ottoman Empires; in the past seventy years

they have been yet further divided among the states of Turkey, Iran, Iraq,

and Syria. These political divisions, not surprisingly, seriously constrained

opportunities to develop a more comprehensive national vision; at the

same time, the states involved have been clearly intent upon inhibiting

Kurdish nationalism within their borders.

The Kurds have also generally lived in the more isolated regions of

larger empires, such as the Persian, the Arab Abbasid Caliphate in Bagh-

dad, or the Ottoman; isolation from imperial centers slowed their develop-

ment as a united and strongly self-conscious people. Isolation and an often

pastoral way of life in many areas contributed to the development of a

strong clan and tribal structure that perpetuated political and regional divi-

sions.

During the time of the Ottoman Empire, the Kurds, along with other

Muslims, were part of a broader Sunni Muslim core within a multiethnic

empire. The empire was fully cognizant of its minorities—but it defined

them in religious, not ethnic, terms. Thus the existence of sizable Christian

and Jewish minorities was legally recognized. For Muslim ethnic groups,

however, the concept of minority status in legal terms did not really exist:

The Muslim social and religious core of the empire was made up of Turks,

Arabs, and Kurds. Even if their languages and cultures differed, their reli-

gion basically did not: Sunnis were all equally Muslims and believers; eth-

nic and linguistic differences among them were of no legal consequence.

Kurds, as part of the Sunni community of the Ottoman Empire, were

already treated as a distinct group by the sultan in the sixteenth century,

when a number of independent principalities or fiefdoms (emirates) were

established. Used by the sultan to ensure the stability of the borders, these
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emirates were autonomous in their internal affairs. In exchange for their

autonomy, they provided the sultan taxes and soldiers. Although the rela-

tionship between these Kurdish lords and the sultan was not always free

of trouble, the system survived into the nineteenth century.1 Certainly

Kurdish tribes and clans were well aware of their cultural and linguistic

distinctiveness, but this was not an age in which ‘‘national’’ concepts were

well formed. The autonomous Kurdish leaders were not particularly kind

to their own populations either. Overall, Kurds identified with the larger

Ottoman society, but, far more important, at the local level they identified

with various religious orders or tribal groupings. These tribal groupings

were often in conflict with each other, forming shifting patterns of alli-

ances; indeed, the primary social cleavage lay between the tribal fighter

and the sedentary cultivator.2

By the nineteenth century, new factors induced gradual political change

in the relationship between the Kurds and the Ottoman administration:

increased imperial intervention in the Kurdish regions, levies for troops,

and warfare between Russia, Iran, and the Ottoman Empire that touched

Kurdish areas increased challenges to the privileges of Kurdish overlords

and a broader pattern of rebellion against Turkish rule throughout the em-

pire. The empire’s attempt at centralization was met with increased unrest

in Kurdish areas, some of which was the result of recklessness by Kurdish

chieftains intent on pursuing their own aggrandizement.3 Among these

rebellious leaders, Mir Mehmet Pasha of Rewanduz and Bedirhan Bey of

Cizre are the most famous. The revolts were suppressed at the cost of

many lives. There were a total of fifty various Kurdish insurrections against

the Ottoman state, many involving the Kurds of today’s Iraq as well.4

These revolts, however, were not nationalistic in character and their sup-

pression led to the strengthening of shaykhs and tariqats (religious orders)

leaders, who would later play a significant role in fomenting new rebel-

lions. By and large, the traditional feudal Kurdish lords in the areas, the

aghas, perceived themselves ‘‘as Sunni Muslim subjects of a fundamentally

Islamic empire and had no interest in an unpredictable Kurdish entity in

which their own status may change for the worse.’’5

The changing fortunes of the empire at the end of the nineteenth cen-

tury together with the nationalist stirrings of Armenians in regions also

inhabited by Kurds provided some of the other reasons for Kurdish disen-

chantment. With his ascension to the throne in 1876, Sultan Abdulhamid

II sought to solidify the base of the Ottoman state by emphasizing the
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Islamic character of the empire. Among those to be co-opted were Kurdish

leaders and elites. Yet, at the same time, the seeds of differentiation were

also being sown by the state. Among the first instances of direct interven-

tion and differentiation in the Kurdish region by the imperial state in Is-

tanbul was the creation in 1891 of Kurdish officered and soldiered

Hamidiye regiments. Designed to maintain order in the eastern provinces,

these battalions were eventually used by the Ottoman state in its campaign

against the Armenians. In the interim, the armed and tribally organized

battalions became the source of a state-sponsored division within the

Kurdish community as those Kurds benefiting from state patronage and

arms would antagonize and oppress those who did not. They also repre-

sented an attempt by the state inadvertently perhaps to differentiate be-

tween Kurds and non-Kurds, including Turks.6 The Hamidiye, just like the

village guard system a century later, further strengthened tribal links

among Kurds.7 While there is a debate over the degree of ethnic conscious-

ness exhibited by Kurds during the latter part of the century, from the

increased political activities in Istanbul and elsewhere, it is evident that

something was afoot. The empire itself was experiencing turmoil at the

center: The Committee of Union and Progress had begun to agitate and

conspire for a return to constitutional rule that the sultan had abrogated.

It is during this period that the first Kurdish national newspaper, Kurdi-
stan, was published in 1898 by Kurdish exiles in Cairo, later transferred to

Geneva and then to England. Indeed, much of the Kurdish elite went into

exile in various parts of the Middle East, Turkey, and Europe.8 With the

Young Turk revolution in 1908, two contradictory tendencies appeared.

On the one hand, the emphasis on Islam was replaced with secularism

and constitutionalism. In the ensuing atmosphere of liberalism, ‘‘Kurdish’’

national activities increased when many Kurdish intellectuals who had

abandoned hope in the efficacy of nationalist revolt looked to Ottoman

liberal movements and constitutional reform as the best means to achieve

greater national rights. Kurdish political and cultural societies burgeoned,

not only in Istanbul but also in the large towns of the Kurdish southeast.

The first nationalist organization, the Kurdish Society for the Rise and

Progress, was formed in 1908. But the ‘‘Constantinople Spring’’ was soon

repressed in 1910. On the other hand, while the return to constitutional-

ism served the more modern elements of the Kurdish elite, it did lead to

an antiregime reaction among the shaykhs and religious orders. Some of

them engaged in open rebellion. The Young Turk regime, finding itself
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besieged domestically and internationally, increasingly turned to pan-Turk-

ism as a means of consolidating its power. In the end, when the Young

Turks dragged the empire into World War I, the Kurds proved to be loyal

subjects: They fought in and alongside the Ottoman armies.

The defeat of the Ottomans in 1918 and the signing of the 1920 Sèvres

Treaty provided a turning point for the Kurds. The victorious allies had

occupied large segments of the empire with the purpose of dismembering

it. The Sèvres Treaty itself not only promised Armenians statehood out of

territories carved from the Ottoman Empire but also ‘‘envisaged interim

autonomy for the predominantly Kurdish areas of Turkey with a view to

full independence if the inhabitants of these areas wanted this.’’ 9 That, of

course, never materialized because the Turkish nationalist movement,

under the leadership of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, revolted against the sultan

and the occupying Western powers. In the process of this rebellion, Ata-

türk was successful in enlisting the support of the Kurds in his quest. In

the beginning of the War of Independence, Kemal often invoked the

equality of Turks and Kurds, the commonality of the struggle, and the

brotherhood of the two peoples.10 In his first speech to the newly gathered

parliament in April 1920, Mustafa Kemal argued that the parliament was

not composed of the representative of Turks, Kurds, Circassians and the

Laz, but rather the representatives of a strongly unified Islamic Commu-

nity. Kemal had even envisaged, according to some accounts of his

speeches and conversations with journalists, that where Kurds were in a

majority they would govern themselves autonomously.11 Kemal and his

rebellious forces, facing shortages of men and matériel, could not afford

to alienate the Kurds: They needed Kurdish cooperation to carry out the

war against the foreign invaders. The Kurds claim that they gave their

support on the understanding that a common Muslim cause existed against

Western interventionists, and that a future Turkish-Kurdish common mul-

tiethnic state would emerge. Still, some Kurds did revolt against Kemal:

Among those revolts, that of the Koçgiri in 1920 was the most significant,

as it forced Kemal to divert troops from the main theater of war to deal

with what could potentially have led to a serious division within Turkish/

Kurdish ranks.

The New Republic and the One-Party Era

If the Kurds expected equality in the management of the new state they

were sorely disappointed, as the new regime quickly embraced everything
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it deemed modern, from a centralizing mission to a secular approach that

was to bring it into line with contemporary values of the nation-building

process of the period. The state also assumed a Turkish character through

a process by which the Kemalist regime reinvented the Turkish ‘‘ethnie.’’

Ismet Inönü, Atatürk’s confidant and successor, succinctly summarized the

official position in 1925: ‘‘We are frankly [n]ationalist[s] . . . and [n]ation-

alism is our only factor of cohesion. In the face of a Turkish majority other

elements have no kind of influence. We must turkify the inhabitants of our

land at any price, and we will annihilate those who oppose the Turks or ‘le

turquisme.’ ’’12

In the 1924 constitution, the terms ‘‘citizenship’’ and ‘‘citizen’’ had been

equated with Turkishness. Accordingly, the document stated that one had

to be a Turk to become a member of parliament and the like. Certainly

Kurds could qualify as ‘‘Turks,’’ but only at the expense of denying their

own ethnic identity. Here then the seeds for eventual Kurdish dissatisfac-

tion were planted: In a state now officially defined as ‘‘Turkish’’ the Kurds

were not Turks, and only by giving up their ethnicity could they be treated

as Turks. It is clear that the leaders of the Kemalist regime perceived unin-

tegrated, unturkified Kurds as both a backward element and a potential

threat to the integrity of the modern state they were intent on construct-

ing. Compounding the problem was the fact that with the rise of the

shaykhs and Islamic tariqats in the nineteenth century, it was Islam that

had assumed a major role in bringing Turks and Kurds together. But with

the decision of the new regime to abandon religion as one of its unifying

characteristics and with the abolishing of the Caliphate in 1924, another

bond that united both communities appeared to have been severed. This

also provided Kurdish shaykhs in the east, such as Shaykh Said of Palu,

with the justification for rebelling against Ankara.

With the population exchanges with Greece that followed the establish-

ment of the republic in 1923, the Kurds, de facto, became the single largest

unrecognized minority with the potential to threaten the state. In fact,

Kurdish resistance to the extension of Ankara’s political, economic, social,

and cultural role began. At times violent, this resistance has been continu-

ous and has remained a major preoccupation of successive governments in

Ankara.

The Shaykh Said rebellion was the first. Started prematurely, before the

rebels had had time to gather all of their assets, the rebellion was eventually

suppressed by Ankara with a great deal of force and violence; its leader and

many others were tried and summarily executed by newly created special
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tribunals called the Independence Tribunals. These would become one of

the main tools of repression in the area for years to come.13 This rebellion

had both a religious and nationalist character: It was as much a revolt

against the secularist and anti-Islamic tendencies of the new regime as it

was the first stirrings, albeit regionally circumscribed, of Kurdish national-

ism.14 To this day, the descendants of Shaykh Said and his associates have

remained politically active within the Kurdish community and the Turkish

parliament. Another casualty of the revolt was the liberal-minded prime

minister Fethi Okyar, who was compelled to resign by hard-liners—led by

Inönü and supported by Kemal—advocating force against the Kurds. The

new government, led by Prime Minister Inönü, introduced the Law for

the Maintenance of Order (Takrir-i Sükûn Kanunu), which was used to

suppress other groups and muzzle the press.15

The Shaykh Said rebellion represents a major turning point. For some

it signified a change in the regime’s attitude, from one of ignoring the

Kurds to a policy of violence.16 Bernard Lewis has suggested that the rebel-

lion gave a greater impetus to Kemal’s efforts at secularization and repress-

ing religious orders.17 Interestingly, the Shaykh Said rebellion, which

initially was clearly interpreted correctly by the Ankara government as a

Kurdish and religious reaction, in later official interpretations lost its

Kurdish attributes as the state officially classified it as a reactionary move-

ment. There could be little confusion, however, regarding the 1930 Agri

and 1937–38 Dersim (Tunceli) revolts. They too were limited geographi-

cally in that they did not benefit from regionwide mass participation, but

they were Kurdish in nature and aspiration. Almost from the beginning,

the government in Ankara decided on the eventual complete assimilation

of the Kurds—by force if necessary wherever and whenever serious nation-

alist resistance was encountered. From the perspective of the time, the

regime may not have been unrealistic in attempting to integrate the Kurds

by assimilating them: There was no cohesive Kurdish leadership that ex-

erted significant pressure, much less one that could mobilize against An-

kara to pose an immediate threat. In other words, Kemal and his associates

did not expect to encounter significant resistance to their project in the

long run.

In their quest to build a ‘‘modern’’ state, the Kemalists not surprisingly

decided to emulate the ‘‘homogeneous’’ states of the West. They were

more interested in building the center at the expense of the periphery.

Kurds, as a result, were relegated to the minor role of errant Turks or
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descendants of Turkish tribes. Expressions of Kurdish nationalist thought

as well as language and culture were severely repressed.18 This was a long

way from when Kurds were often mentioned as coequal members of the

new state; they had become nonentities. The news media ceased referring

to them as Kurds. The government passed many laws that enabled it to

exile Kurds from their traditional areas to other parts of the country, where

they would be in a minority. At the same time, however, to the extent that

individual Kurds did accept the ‘‘new Turkish identity,’’ they enjoyed the

full rights of citizenship. In fact, many assimilated Kurds rose through

political, economic, and even military ranks to occupy important positions

in Turkish society, from president and prime minister to chief of staff of

the armed forces. True to the official dogma, they were accepted as bona

fide Turks: No one ever questioned their loyalty or Turkishness.

The attitude of the new regime toward the Kurds would undergo a

subtle change as it tried to come to grips with the new Turkish identity it

was constructing. If, at the outset of the new republic, the Kurds were

perceived as a threat to the unity of the remaining territories of the Otto-

man Empire, with time that definition was altered as the Kemalists them-

selves defined Turkishness and Turkish identity. As Taha Parla

demonstrates, Atatürk’s conception of nationalism underwent a gradual

but significant degree of change: It started off as anti-imperialist and Wil-

sonian in spirit, careful and peaceful in orientation.19 But with time it as-

sumed first a cultural and then an ethnic dimension. Still, this conception

of nationalism had many inherent contradictions. Not only did it discour-

age interest in ‘‘Turks’’ living in other parts of the world, primarily Central

Asia, but it also encouraged a dual understanding of Turkishness. The re-

sulting Turkish nationalist idea was both civic and ethno-cultural in na-

ture.20 Its civic character made possible the rise of assimilated Kurds, while

its ethno-cultural aspect formed the basis of forced assimilation and repres-

sion of those Kurds who refused to accept the ‘‘higher’’ Turkish identity.

But this ‘‘revolution from above’’ set into motion a process of change

that was far too complex and disruptive to predict its end result accurately.

Assimilation was only partially successful: It may have been too ambitious,

as it required that Kurds give up not only their political identity but also

all forms of cultural links and the language that bound them, not to men-

tion their traditional ways of expressing piety. The suppression of lan-

guage, the unavailability of books and other materiels in Kurdish, and the

bans on the use of the language meant that with time Turkish became the
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primary language for many, and especially for those who left their tradi-

tional areas either for economic reasons or because they had been exiled

by the central government. Assimilation had its limits; those limits were

imposed by geography (the remoteness of the region), economics (the

relative backwardness of the region making it easy for it to be economically

ignored), or the lack of resources (the Turkish government’s limited re-

sources proving insufficient for the massive task it confronted in educating

and integrating the Kurdish regions’ inhabitants). Today the southeast and

east are still filled with families unable to speak any language but Kurdish.

However, the assimilationist policies of the state also had a reverse effect:

They set into motion—albeit slowly—a process of constructing a new

sense of Kurdish national identity.

With the disappearance of Atatürk from the scene in 1938, the regime

assumed an even more static character on this issue. His ‘‘successors sought

to legitimize themselves in his shadow. Reformulating or questioning

some of the basic tenets of the Kemalist reforms became equated with

political disloyalty.’’21 Republicans under Inönü, who were not predis-

posed to change policy, maintained the course with even greater zeal. One

event during this period would loom large in Kurdish nationalist folklore.

This was the cold-blooded execution of thirty-three unarmed villagers near

the Iranian border on July 28, 1943. The general in charge of the region,

who ordered the massacre, Mustafa Muglali, tried to cover his tracks with

the connivance of the regime. It was only with the newly constituted Dem-

ocrat party, in order to embarrass the ruling Republicans and curry favor

with the region’s inhabitants, that the subject came up in parliament after

five years of official silence. Muglali, under the overwhelming weight of

the evidence, was sentenced to twenty years in prison.22

The Multiparty Era

With the suppression of the last of the rebellions in 1937–38, the Kurdish

question in Turkey went through a transformation of sorts: While the of-

ficial state ideology and the state’s approach to and fear of the Kurds did

not change, the failure of the localized rebellions and lack of a cohesive

national leadership gave way to a period of tranquil political activity cen-

tered on the educational opportunities offered by the state’s assimilationist

policies. Heralded by the success of the Democrat party at the polls in
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1950, the coming of multiparty politics to Turkey somewhat eased the

pressure Kurds had experienced during Kemal and his successor’s rule. The

Democrats, though cut from the same cloth as the Kemalists, inasmuch as

they represented a breakaway faction of Kemal’s Republican People’s

party, had promised to reduce some of the more ‘‘secularist’’ policies of

the state. During the election campaign they also promised to ease some

of the ‘‘cultural restrictions in the east’’ and to reduce the oppressive prac-

tices of the gendarmes in the rural areas.23 The Democrats also enlisted the

leaders in the prominent families who had been exiled during the one-

party rule to run on their party lists in their regions of origin.24

Democrats swept through most of the east and southeast. Still, they

could not, and were unwilling to, engage in activities that could have en-

couraged the renewal of ‘‘separatist’’ activities. Another important out-

come of the change of power in Turkey was the emergence of a commercial

bourgeoisie that benefited from a less restrictive and domineering state.

Kurds too were beneficiaries of this change, except that most Kurdish busi-

nessmen chose to invest, as they continue to do, in the economically more

developed regions of the country, ignoring their own, more backward

provinces. This further increased the difference and distance between the

underdeveloped Kurdish areas and those of the western provinces, primar-

ily Istanbul. In turn, the growing differentiation would provide one of

the main reasons for the Kurds’ turn to left-wing activism. The Democrat

Decade (1950–1960) was also notable for the new and relative freedom

of expression that allowed all, including Kurds, to articulate their griev-

ances. The Democrats would ultimately succumb to the authoritarian

tendencies of their predecessors and the civil and military elites’ unease

with the Democrats’ perceived disregard for them. The decade culminated,

from the Kurdish point of view, in one of the more significant of trials.

Forty-nine prominent Kurdish intellectuals were tried for sedition, and the

government formed by the military coup that overthrew the Democrats in

May 1960 quickly arrested some 484 Kurds and banished 55 aghas to

western provinces.

The end of the Democrat party era was momentous for another reason:

It coincided with the return to Iraq of the legendary Kurdish leader Molla

Mustafa Barzani, which rekindled the dormant hopes of Kurdish national-

ism there. The 1960 military regime assumed an uncompromising attitude

to the Kurdish question: Not only was a campaign initiated to rename

Kurdish villages but, in addition, coup leader Cemal Gürsel warned that
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‘‘the army would not hesitate to bombard towns and villages’’ in the event

of unrest.25 Yet, the coup makers of 1960 also bequeathed a liberal consti-

tution that set the groundwork for the emergence of trade unions and

student organizations. These, in the politically charged atmosphere of the

1960s, became important avenues of political organization for the Kurdish

groups. The first of these was the Turkish Workers’ party (Türkiye Isçi

Partisi, TIP). TIP soon became enmeshed in the ‘‘Eastern Problem,’’ as the

Kurdish question has been euphemistically known. Pushed by its Kurdish

members, the party in 1970 openly suggested that there was an ethnic

problem in Turkey—though its analysis was heavily laden with class and

leftist terminology. The mere mention of ethnicity was later used by the

Constitutional Court in 1971, in the aftermath of another military coup,

as the reason for closing the party down.26

The 1960s were turbulent times: It was a period of left-wing mobiliza-

tion, and many politically active Kurds threw their lot in with the Turkish

Left in search of their ‘‘national rights.’’ They assumed that Kurds, as the

inhabitants of the most underdeveloped regions of the country, would un-

doubtedly benefit from the liberation of the Turkish people from the ‘‘capi-

talist and imperialist yoke.’’ However, frustration with the Turkish Left’s

less than committed attitude to the Kurds ultimately led to the creation of

left-wing explicitly Kurdish groups, especially among the university youth.

Already by 1965 an organization parallel to the Iraqi Kurdish Democratic

party, the Democratic Party of Turkish Kurdistan, had been created. This

party was a nationalist rather than a revolutionary one. The most impor-

tant of the left-wing Kurdish groups was the Eastern Revolutionary Cul-

tural Hearths (DDKO), formed in 1969. It provided the kernel for a large

number of other revolutionary Kurdish groups, including the present-day

Kurdistan Workers’ party (Partiya Karkeren Kurdistan), or PKK, which

began its operations in 1984. Critical to burgeoning left-wing nationalist

Kurdish movements in the 1960s and 1970s was the impact of the genera-

tional change. The older generation, whose traditional ties limited its re-

bellious temptations, was replaced with one raised with all the symbols of

nation and state.27 The collapse of the Molla Mustafa Barzani’s movement

in Iraq following the 1975 Algiers Accord, in which the shah of Iran and,

by extension, the United States withdrew their support for him, further

convinced Turkish Kurds of the foolhardiness of relying on ‘‘imperialist

powers’’ in their own struggle for liberation.

The 1980 military coup—which brought to power a junta determined
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to forcibly eradicate not just left- and right-wing opposition but also all

activities falling beyond the ‘‘acceptable’’ scope of political behavior—

accelerated the process of Kurdish identity formation. Harsh policies remi-

niscent of the 1930s—banning the use of the Kurdish language and daily

humiliations of the region’s population, often by state-appointed civil ser-

vants—intensified rather than discouraged latent Kurdish nationalist feel-

ings and thus contributed to the eventual appeal of the PKK. Bülent

Ulusu, commander of the naval forces and one of the architects of the

1980 coup, in an interview a year before the coup told a journalist that

when the army went on maneuvers in the southeast, it was met with slo-

gans calling for its expulsion. ‘‘The East is boiling; the communists and

the Kurds are in complete cooperation there.’’28

The military unwittingly created a political vacuum by banning all exist-

ing parties and attempting to engineer a new political system. In turn,

this reengineering of the political system gave rise to a period of political

uncertainty, realignment, and vacillation among and within the political

parties that continues to this day. While all Turkish political parties in-

cluded Kurdish members, it is only in the latter part of the 1980s that any

of these members ventured to raise the question of the Kurdish minority.

The main vehicle for their activism was the newly (re)emerging Social

Democratic People’s party (Sosyal Demokrat Halkçi Parti, SHP).29

Openly critical of the Turkish state’s policy, some members of SHP ex-

pressed their criticisms at various forums. One such parliamentarian,

Ibrahim Aksoy, representing Malatya, bluntly described the grievances of

the Kurds at a 1989 meeting with European parliamentarians; this action

provoked a furor within SHP, leading to his dismissal from the party. This

event heralded a new phase in Turkish politics that eventually led to other

expulsions from SHP and the creation of Kurdish political parties.30

By the late 1980s, the Kurdish question emerged onto the political scene

with full force. Kurdish refugees fleeing from Iraqi repression and espe-

cially the chemical attacks on Halabja, and the rising levels of violence in

the southeast, meant that the issue could no longer be contained. With

Kurdish MPs increasingly willing to challenge the taboo on this question,

the press joined the debate. Kurds were now referred to as Kurds and not

as an unnamed minority or as separatists. This issue would win even

greater currency with the 1991 Gulf War, which resulted in hundreds of

thousands of Iraqi Kurds seeking refuge in Turkey from Saddam Hussein’s

murderous onslaughts. This second and much larger flight of Iraqi Kurd-
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ish refugees provided an opportunity for the mobilization of Turkish

Kurds to help their brethren, and the symbolism of this mobilization was

not lost on the Kurds. While there was no significant change in state pol-

icy—with the exception of the late president Turgut Özal’s uncompleted

search for alternative solutions—the Kurdish question came to dominate

the domestic and international policy preoccupations of successive govern-

ments.

Today, the process of growing national consciousness (bilinçlenme)
among the Kurds and the violence in the southeast—traditional violence

against Kurdish self-expression, violence provoked by the PKK, and state

counterviolence—have led to the alienation of the Kurds as a population

in many respects. In the process, the insurgency has created enormous

hardships for the people of the region; their families have been divided

and moved, their way of life has been disrupted, and their means of earn-

ing income have disappeared. Violence is not the only form of expression:

Turkey is teeming with political activities related to the Kurdish issue.

Kurdish political activism is reflected in the workings of human rights or-

ganizations, cultural associations, political parties, self-help organizations,

local administrations, and movements of different political stripes, ranging

from the traditional Left to Islamic movements. Increasingly, Turks and

Kurds are coming to live in their own separate psychological worlds—

working jointly in society but increasingly nourishing suspicions about

each other’s intentions and identifying with different things. It is this

growing psychological gap between Kurds and Turks that is the most dan-

gerous feature of the Kurdish issue in Turkey today.
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2
Enter the PKK

THE EMERGENCE OF THE PKK in 1984 as a revolutionary organization

in quest of Kurdish independence marks a major new phase in the

evolution of the Kurdish national movement, entering a stage of sustained

armed struggle now of over thirteen years’ duration—the longest Kurdish

rebellion in modern Turkish history.1 The transformation of the Kurdish

problem in Turkey into its present form is not only due to the PKK: Events

in other parts of the Middle East, specifically the Iran-Iraq and the Gulf

wars, provided the PKK with significant political and military room to

maneuver. The organization’s ability to profit from geopolitical changes

and its resilience on the ground have clearly touched a nerve within Turkey.

Whether the organization survives or not in the longer run, the fact re-

mains that it has managed to change Turkey’s foreign and domestic poli-

tics. This is why we start with an analysis of the organization. It is not the

purpose of this section to detail the evolution of the PKK or recount its

military successes and defeats.

The PKK is in fact an unusual phenomenon among Kurdish nationalist

movements, particularly in its left-wing origins. Most other Kurdish par-

ties—particularly in Iraq—have emerged from more traditional Kurdish

circles with a specific regional and tribal orientation.2 They represented the

least assimilated of the Kurdish populations. The PKK, by contrast, grew

out of the anarchy and turmoil during the 1970s when a number of radical

— 21 —
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left-wing Turkish groups emerged, many of them violent. Emerging from

among the more assimilated elements, left-wing Kurdish students in An-

kara began to talk of founding a movement as early as 1973, and in 1978

the PKK decided to hold its first congress and established itself in secret

under the leadership of Abdullah Öcalan. Its initial actions targeted Kurd-

ish landlords, including an assassination attempt on a member of parlia-

ment from the Justice party of Süleyman Demirel. With such operations,

the PKK made a name for itself as a fighter for the disenfranchised.3 It also

became the most effective Kurdish group in the southeast and caught the

attention of the security apparatus.4 Early police pressures led Öcalan to

decide that he and most of the party leadership had to flee to Syria and

Lebanon, where he has remained ever since,5 escaping the post-1980 coup

dragnet. Although Öcalan managed to escape, many others were incarcer-

ated by the military regime. However, the regime’s indiscriminate repres-

sion in the southeast and east helped the PKK gain many adherents, a large

number of whom were in prison in Diyarbakir. Under Syrian tutelage in

Lebanon, where the PKK recruits got their first real training, Öcalan and

his small group established close links with some of the Palestinian groups

as well as Syrian intelligence.

The PKK launched its military operations against the state in earnest in

August 1984 after consolidating its position in the southeast following a

bitter internecine struggle with rival Kurdish organizations. From then on,

the PKK began to gather strength. Though amateurish at the beginning,

its recruits with time gained experience as the PKK reached its peak be-

tween 1991 and 1993. Ankara was caught unprepared for the kind of chal-

lenge the PKK offered. This was not to be one of the many small bands or

groups that had appeared and disappeared over the years, but rather one

that had a well-defined political agenda and could exercise unparalleled

discipline. The PKK, in line with its political agenda, has divided itself into

three elements. The party itself—that is, the PKK—is the foremost organ.

In 1985 it created the National Liberation Front of Kurdistan (ERNK) to

bolster its recruitment, provide intelligence, and engage in propaganda

activities in Turkey and abroad. Finally, the third leg in its structure is the

People’s Liberation Army of Kurdistan (ARGK), formed in 1986.6

Ankara’s initial reaction, which consisted primarily of military re-

sponses, included air raids across the border that invariably caused more

casualties among the Iraqi Kurds than the PKK. With time the Turkish

state too learned from its mistakes and began to target significant re-
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sources, primarily military, on the region and to score important military

successes against the PKK.7

The onset of first the Iran-Iraq War (1980–1988) and eventually the

Gulf War in 1991 provided the PKK with strategic depth in its confronta-

tion with the Ankara government. In the first instance the regime in Bagh-

dad was forced to reduce its troop concentrations significantly in the north,

creating a power vacuum. Similarly, during the much shorter Gulf conflict,

Iraqi troops were thinned out of northern Iraq; more important, a de facto

Kurdish autonomous zone emerged under the protection of the U.S., Brit-

ain, and France. The PKK has benefited from the absence of a military

presence to impede its activities. On the other hand, the Turkish assump-

tion that the Iraqi regime would be sympathetic to Ankara should it one

day regain control of the area is not necessarily true. To impede the PKK’s

freedom of movement in Northern Iraq, Turkey has mounted numerous

military operations—land or air, large or small—across the international

border.

Goals

From the outset, the PKK has proclaimed its goal to be the creation of a

unified, independent Kurdish state, and thus it has made no secret of its

pan-Kurdish aspirations. The PKK sought not only independence, but

also a political and social revolution among the Kurds in order to trans-

form their society’s feudal structure. It described itself early on as Marxist-

Leninist and adopted the generally left-wing anti-imperialist rhetoric of

the period to oppose ‘‘imperialism,’’ including ‘‘Turkish imperialism’’ in

Turkish Kurdistan. The PKK’s program mirrored the slogans of the ex-

treme Left: Kurdistan with all four of its segments, controlled by Turkey,

Iraq, Iran, and Syria, represented the weakest link in ‘‘capitalism’s chain,’’

and the fight against imperialism was a fight to save Kurdistan’s natural

resources from exploitation. The PKK adopted a tight paramilitary struc-

ture and Leninist ‘‘democratic centralism’’ that essentially denied any inter-

nal debate or any transparency of organization and activity—features that

largely have remained intact today, even if Marxism-Leninism has been

abandoned in keeping with the new post–Cold War environment.

As an organization, the PKK takes itself very seriously. It has attempted

to demonstrate that it is a ‘‘national liberation’’ organization that can insti-
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tutionalize itself to survive the long haul. It periodically organizes national

congresses, in which decisions are taken ‘‘democratically.’’ It has laws re-

garding military conscription, promotions in its army, and so forth.8 While

these congresses and the publication of its decisions are intended to dispel

the notion that the organization is totally controlled by one person, there

is no doubt that these activities are designed to show that this is a move-

ment with a structure, goals, and the political means to achieve them.

Claiming to have abandoned Marxism-Leninism, the PKK justifies its

earlier radical stance as a reflection of the broad, extreme-leftist milieu that

dominated Turkish politics at the time. In addition, PKK spokesmen claim

that the Turkish state had then succeeded in winning over a large number

of the wealthy Kurdish landlords, or aghas, as well as the mercantile class,

leaving the PKK to seek adherents among the poorer classes of workers

and peasants. Armed struggles worldwide, too, were nearly all from the

left and propagated the appropriate leftist revolutionary rhetoric and ideol-

ogy to justify their movements. The PKK thus very early on became com-

mitted to revolutionary violence against the Turkish state.

In fact, behind the left-wing rhetoric, the PKK had always been a na-

tionalist movement. Its promise to save the exploited of Turkey and the

rest of the Middle East notwithstanding, its very formation represented a

break with the Turkish Left and abandonment of the ‘‘common struggle.’’9

To be sure, this may have been directly and indirectly caused by a Turkish

Left that sought recruits from the east and southeast as cannon fodder in

its own particularistic struggle of the 1970s. Hence, its assumption of a

nationalistic image is in fact not just in keeping with the times but also a

return to its real self. Although a product of the doctrinaire Turkish left-

wing movements, the PKK watched from close these groups’ destruction

by the military in 1980. The radical and violent Left failed to succeed

anywhere in Europe or the Middle East. By contrast, nationalist groups

proved to have much longer shelf life. Nationalism has proven to have no

equal in mobilizing them.

Although the PKK is primarily a nationalist organization, it would be

wrong to assume that it has completely abandoned the political Left. Its

discourse is that of a national-liberation movement dedicated to the con-

struction of a socialist state. Öcalan, in acknowledging the decision to do

away with the hammer and sickle on the party flag, also stated that this

did not represent a distancing from socialism.10 If it has not completely

abandoned its ‘‘left-wing roots,’’ it is because of both tactical and strategic
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considerations. Tactically, it is easier to modify one’s ideology than aban-

don it altogether. Also, a consistent ideological worldview is important in

continuing to recruit and discipline adherents. In addition, the left-wing

discourse is what they know best. Strategically and politically, the PKK

still needs the support of the Turkish Left; although the PKK is disap-

pointed with the Left’s disregard of the Kurdish issue in the 1970s and its

inability to survive the 1980 coup, the PKK knows that it cannot win on

its own against a well-armed and determined Turkish state without the

support of left-of-center forces in Turkish politics and society who them-

selves challenge some of the traditional ideological tenets of the old Kema-

list state. The PKK is not the only one among Kurdish groups that adheres

to left-wing dogma and terminology; as one Kurdish intellectual, Orhan

Kotan, has pointed out, most Kurdish groups still use the terminology of

the 1970s and are simply regurgitating the same old ideas, passing them

off for new.11

Since the beginning of 1995, the PKK has been undergoing a significant

shift in its political orientation. Although Marxist-Leninist thinking is no

longer prominent in its rhetoric, one might argue that the party still con-

tains some Leninist features of ‘‘democratic centralism.’’ The PKK has

moved away from an earlier condemnation of Islam as ‘‘exploiting the peo-

ple’’ to an acceptance of Islam: Indeed, an Islamist movement (Parti Islami

Kurdistan) is now in the process of being accepted within the pro-PKK

parliament in Exile (see below). The PKK now speaks of a political settle-

ment within the existing borders of Turkey.12 In an interview with the

London Arab daily al-Hayat, Öcalan stressed that his vision of the future

for the Kurdish areas of the Middle East consisted of a series of federa-

tions: Turkish-Kurdish, Arab-Kurdish in Iraq, and Persian-Kurdish in

Iran.13 The PKK no longer claims to be the sole political representative of

the Kurdish people. Öcalan has reportedly said that if and when negotia-

tions take place, they need not necessarily be held with him personally. In

this way the PKK is seemingly moving toward greater reality in its assess-

ment of the current political environment. At the fifth PKK Congress, held

at an undisclosed location in 1995, the party consolidated many of the

changes in policy mentioned above.

How genuine is the claim that the PKK has abandoned the ultimate

objective of an independent Kurdistan? At one level, this is a reflection of

realism: The end of the Cold War and the loss of powerful potential pa-

trons such as the Soviet Union, together with the growing realization of
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the power of the Turkish state and, most important, the lack of genuine

support for outright separation among Turkey’s Kurds, make it difficult to

make a serious case for independence. On the other hand, PKK recruits

appear not to have absorbed this change. While they recognize the impos-

sibility of achieving a military victory, they expect that the cost of the

PKK-led struggle will force the Turkish government to abandon the east

and southeast and, thereby, lead to the creation of an independent state.14

Clearly, the PKK must be able to engage in two different types of dis-

course: As it attempts to modify its international stand, it must also moti-

vate its recruits, who do the fighting. It must be cognizant of the limited

appeal that cultural autonomy and Kurdish language schools would have

in comparison with the promise of independence when it comes to recruit-

ing fighters and maintaining them in the field under very adverse condi-

tions.

It would be incorrect to assume that the PKK is simply a military cum

terrorist organization. No nationalist movement has ever achieved as much

as the PKK has without recourse to political activism and preparation. The

group’s military prowess has only made it easier to organize politically.

The PKK is first and foremost a political organization with distinct politi-

cal objectives—even if they are modified when necessary—that employs

violence, often extensively and even erroneously from its own standpoint.

This violence is basically secondary to its fundamental character; while this

does not imply that violence is unimportant for the PKK, it does mean

that violence is used to define and pursue political objectives.

In late 1995 the PKK dedicated increasing attention to the role of out-

side forces in helping to strengthen its political clout for negotiations with

the Turkish government. Two factors could be at work here. The first could

be increasing concern about the military setbacks dealt to the PKK in the

field in the period. In contrast to the early 1990s, when it controlled

towns, villages, and even roads, especially after nightfall, it has now lost

control of many of the major cities in the southeast; visitors note that the

cities witness fewer incidents and are safer to walk in. It has had to curtail

protest actions such as boycotts and shop closings. On the other hand, this

relative quiet has been bought at high cost, as the military has had to satu-

rate the region with troops and other security forces. The state can proba-

bly suppress PKK operations in the cities and in many parts of the

countryside as long as it is willing to dedicate massive force to the task. It

would seem likely that once the military begins to cut back on it presence,
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PKK activities will spring back into place once again. It may be tempting

for the state to argue that, when the PKK makes major new efforts for a

dialogue with the government, it is dealing from weakness. But one need

ask if this apparent weakness is transient or permanent. In our view, the

government has not been able to repress the broader Kurdish nationalist

movement—of which the PKK is the main leader and beneficiary—and

probably is contributing to a continuing growth and deepening of the

Kurdish nationalist movement on the political level despite military set-

backs.

The second reason for the PKK’s emphasis on negotiations with Turkey

is that they represent the ultimate political goal of the PKK at this

stage—to gain legitimacy in the eyes of the Turkish state as an interlocutor.

The PKK can resist the government’s military operations indefinitely—

with greater or lesser strength—but in the end some kind of Kurdish-

Turkish negotiations must occur if the armed struggle is to have meaning.

The PKK cannot win the armed struggle in any military sense. ‘‘Winning’’

can only mean forcing the state into recognition of the PKK in some form.

Here, the PKK may be growing more distraught about its ability to reach

an accommodation with the Turkish state; indeed, the state seems para-

lyzed within its own toils and unable to break out into any new initiative,

even if considerable groundwork already exists. Thus the PKK must place

additional external pressures upon the state to accelerate the states’s will-

ingness to ‘‘negotiate’’ with a Kurdish identity.

The anomalous situation in northern Iraq provides the PKK with a tem-

porary opening to Western news media and interest groups. The fact that

the U.S., France, Britain, and Turkey protect the Kurds of northern Iraq

against Saddam Hussein’s wrath indirectly lends support to the broader

‘‘Kurdish cause,’’ even if these governments are not individually well dis-

posed toward the PKK.15 The plight of the Kurds, while different in each

country, nevertheless has been bleak; as long as Saddam’s threat persists,

foreign involvement will continue. The porousness of international bor-

ders and the demonstration effect of Iraqi Kurdish successes also nourish

the Kurdish cause in Turkey; events in northern Iraq have always had an

impact on Turkey’s Kurds. Other secessionist or independence struggles—

many held dear by Turkey’s leaders and public, such as those of the Chech-

ens, Abkhazians, and Bosnian Muslims—all add further psychological

fodder to the cause of Turkey’s Kurds.
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Tactics

The PKK from its inception has employed classic insurgency tactics,

blending violence and terror with political organization. The terror has

systematically and primarily been directed first at potential rivals within

the Kurdish camp, including other leftist organizations, and then at ‘‘col-

laborators’’—in other words, other Kurds suspected of benefiting from

interactions or cooperation with the state. It is only after the PKK made a

name for itself that the violence began to be directed at the state and its

representatives again in a structured way. The violence against other Kurds

has been particularly gruesome: The PKK’s most hated target are the vil-

lage guards who, in its view, do the state’s bidding for money. In order to

discourage further recruitment, village guards and their families have fallen

victim to revolutionary justice, often being attacked and killed en masse.

Öcalan has in the past suggested that while terror may not be his preferred

instrument, ‘‘the violence alternative may be difficult and painful, but it

provides results.’’16 As a result, violence is employed in crude and simplistic

ways that damage the Kurdish cause. The PKK’s effort to lessen Turkish

state presence in the southeast by killing Turkish schoolteachers and civil

servants, and by burning schools and other public institutions, has particu-

larly enraged the Turkish public, which has seen innocent functionaries,

who have no say in where they are assigned, made victim to the struggle.

By far, the PKK’s primary focus has been the Turkish military presence

in the southeast. Using standard insurgency tactics against a military at first

unprepared and untrained to confront such a challenge, the PKK achieved

impressive results, denying its enemy large sections of the southeast. It

even engaged the Turkish military in large skirmishes, but suffered heavily

for doing so. Fighting the Turkish military and surviving against the efforts

to eradicate it are what have made the PKK popular among Kurdish

masses.

On the other hand, the PKK’s emergence and its mode of operation

have ushered in a new era of hardship for the Kurdish population in the

southeast. Guerrilla operations against the state introduced a massive new

Turkish military and security presence into the southeast that has made the

lives of ordinary Kurds far more difficult than before. The PKK sought to

provoke the state into engaging in counterinsurgency tactics that were vio-

lent and indiscriminate. This had the goal of radicalizing Kurdish attitudes,

forcing the Kurds to choose sides and banking on the fact that decades
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of ill treatment would make the PKK the natural repository of the local

population’s loyalties. In that respect, the PKK benefited from and ex-

ploited existing tribal divisions in the area. In the end, the combination of

PKK operations and state violence in response have contributed to pre-

cisely such a radicalization.

At its zenith (1991–1993), the PKK tried to create a political vacuum

in the southeast not just by denying the state access to towns and villages

but also by limiting the access of mainstream Turkish institutions, includ-

ing the press and political parties, to the region. It also encouraged civil

disobedience campaigns, such as store closings and sit-down strikes. It set

up secret tribunals to judge and arbitrate disputes among the residents of

the region. All of these were designed to show that it could effectively

challenge the rule of the central government. It subsequently attacked

other state institutions, primarily schools and teachers, to deepen the cleav-

age between Kurds and Turks.

The violence against civilians and representatives of the state, and the

military campaign against the security forces, were intermeshed with a po-

litical strategy designed to win both the respect and the support of the

local population. The political component, which relied heavily on utiliz-

ing built-up Kurdish resentment, is a crucial component because so much

of the livelihood of individual insurgents and units roaming the country-

side depends on the willingness of the citizenry to donate food and shelter

when necessary. In addition, the political education process is necessary if

the organization is to continue to recruit to replace its manpower losses.17

By its own admission, the PKK was not very successful with its civil

disobedience campaign. These campaigns were initiated too frequently,

without clear political goals, and resulted in exposing the civilian popula-

tion to retribution and in ultimate suppression by the security forces.18 As

a result, the PKK has clearly decided to refocus its energies on pursuing

military operations and, in response to the increased effectiveness of the

Turkish military, to expand its areas of operation as much as possible.

Financing

The success of the PKK in becoming the preeminent Kurdish organization

in Turkey is due to many factors, some of which we have already discussed,

such as its political savvy, the duration of the insurgency it has unleashed,
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and the perceived price in blood and sacrifice it has paid; this commitment

has won it the respect of large numbers of Kurds, even if not their love.

But it would be a mistake to attribute PKK success solely to the realm of

heroism, brutality, or even ideals: Money is also a factor. The PKK is

exceptionally well financed, which gives it important leverage in spreading

its message, underwriting its operations, and creating a broad infrastruc-

ture that facilitates its recruitment campaign.

The sources of PKK financing is a highly controversial subject.19 The

PKK claims that most of its funds are from contributions, both from

Kurds within Turkey and, especially, from those abroad. The Turkish gov-

ernment claims that the bulk of PKK funds come from burglaries and

robberies (especially true in its early days), from extortion and protection

money levied on Kurds and Turks wherever possible,20 and especially from

a massive narcotics trade between Turkey and Europe. Other analysts also

add the factor of PKK small and medium business investments as a source

of income.21

It is very difficult for the outside analyst to judge the extent of the accu-

racy of these two claims. In fact, it appears that there are some elements of

truth to both accounts. Considerable numbers of Kurds speak of ‘‘taxa-

tion’’ levied by the PKK upon Kurds all over Turkey, and there is a great

deal of circumstantial evidence that points to the PKK’s effectiveness in

extorting funds from all kinds of businesses, Kurdish—and Turkish, where

possible. The PKK itself admits that it is able to gain funds by collecting

customs taxes at the border from incoming trucks (including smugglers),

an activity conducted also by the main Iraqi Kurdish groups. Income can

also be seized from ‘‘collaborative landlords.’’22 Another important source

of revenue is the large Kurdish population living in Western Europe.

Numbering as many as 500,000, Kurds in Europe have contributed gener-

ously to the PKK. These funds are used not only to support the organiza-

tion’s activities in Europe but also to purchase arms. Just as in Turkey,

some of these funds are raised from willing contributors, who donate as

much as 20 percent of their salaries, while other funds are raised forcibly.

There is no doubt that many Kurds contribute quite willingly to the PKK

cause, but most of them would probably prefer not to be taxed, even if

they show some support for the cause. Reports of intimidation and de-

mand for protection money are frequent.

In the conditions of guerrilla warfare in the southeast, it is extremely

easy to imagine how intimidation is frequently employed. Some villages
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are pro-PKK for various reasons—conquest, tribal ties, commitment, des-

peration—others are anti-PKK for equally diverse reasons. Clearly the

PKK can threaten ‘‘enemy’’ areas and extract protection money from many

Kurds linked to the government who might otherwise be targets of guer-

rilla action. ‘‘Taxation’’ also extends to all kinds of economic activities

within the southeast—especially narcotics.

The extent of PKK involvement in the narcotics trade is particularly

controversial. The Turkish government claims that the PKK is responsible

for the bulk of narcotics entering Europe from Turkey. The reality is that

the region has traditionally been a major conduit for drug trafficking;

under conditions of lawlessness and guerrilla warfare and the incredible

temptation of the large profits to be made, many organizations and indi-

viduals, Turks and Kurds, are profiting from the trade. Those dealing in

drugs even include members of the government and various security orga-

nizations, operating privately.23 Narcotics-related corruption is wide-

spread,24 and, as in many Latin American states, it is growing in

proportion to the size of the narcotics trade—against which few individu-

als can remain invulnerable. There can be no doubt that the PKK ‘‘taxes’’

the narcotics trade extensively. And certainly the Kurdish—and Turkish—

population in Europe in general is deeply involved in the drug-running

business. But the PKK, in the eyes of many Western analysts, is not the

sole, or even the primary, source of European drugs from Turkey. Much

of the information from official Turkish sources may be politically moti-

vated. But while the PKK, along with other groups in the region, is in-

volved in narcotics, its political success cannot be attributed primarily to

this factor, nor can it be written off as a ‘‘narco-terrorist organization.’’

Such labels are misleading and tend to conceal the more fundamental na-

tional, political, and social basis of the PKK movement, of which the nar-

cotics trade is neither the raison d’être nor a permanent feature.

Finally, critical to the PKK’s success is the clandestine support it receives

from other states. To the extent that the Kurdish question is Turkey’s most

vulnerable point, for the countries threatened by Turkey or with which

Ankara has severe disagreements and conflicts, the PKK is a valuable tool

with which to punish Turkey. Thus, Iran and Iraq certainly have major

reasons to help fund the PKK. The Syrian regime has been the foremost

supporter of the PKK; it provides the PKK with training facilities in the

Syrian-controlled Bekaa valley in Lebanon, and Öcalan shuttles between

Damascus and the Bekaa. Syria, which has tense relations with Turkey over
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territorial and water disputes, made the most of Öcalan’s forced exile in

Damascus and Syrian-controlled areas of Lebanon and uses him as a card

against Ankara. Beyond these, states hostile to Turkey such as Greece and

Armenia, are known to have at least unofficial contact with the PKK; indi-

viduals within those states might well wish to pressure Turkey through

support to the PKK. Finally, the Soviet Union had well-established con-

tacts with the Turkish Left in the past; Russia today openly hosts PKK

conferences in Moscow whenever Turkey pursues policies perceived by

Moscow to be hostile to its interests. The Russian ability to support the

PKK unquestionably places a damper on any Turkish government willing-

ness to look too sympathetically at the Chechen resistance or pan-Turkist

movements in Azerbaijan and Central Asia.25

In the end, the question of PKK financing remains extremely elusive for

the outside observer. But there can be no doubt that the PKK is extremely

well funded, enabling it to conduct a broad range of activities, from guer-

rilla warfare and bombings to political organization, the printing of Kurd-

ish literature, and general support for the propagation of Kurdish culture

and media—especially abroad—as well as the establishment of ‘‘diplomatic

representation’’ via offices under one name or around Europe and in the

United States.

The hub of the PKK’s external activities is in Germany, where a majority

of the Kurds, who arrived there primarily as guest workers, reside. These

guest workers were joined in the 1980s by large numbers of politically

active Kurds escaping the military regime installed on September 12,

1980. They provided the leadership and the organization for the guest

workers. More important, they provided the link with the PKK and en-

abled it to mobilize and organize these Kurds. Though banned in Ger-

many, the PKK routinely organizes large-scale demonstrations, sit-ins,

hunger strikes, and the like. The efficacy of the organization and its later

decision to attack Turkish targets, both those representing the Turkish state

and Turkish nationalist organizations, ultimately led to its being banned.

Yet it continues to operate actively under the guise of cultural and other

forms of self-aid organizations. Even the anti-PKK Kurdish organizations

in Germany readily concede that the PKK has managed to gain the sup-

port of an overwhelming segment, maybe 90 percent if not more, of the

Kurdish population there.

In addition to financing, the PKK also recruits would-be guerrillas

among the Kurds in Europe and uses its diaspora population as a political
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trump card of sorts. Clearly, the German government has been forced to

coexist with the PKK on its soil, despite the ban on the organization. It

has also engaged it in discussions at significant levels with the hope of

curtailing its attacks on Turkish targets.26

The PKK has also put its financing to important use in the establishment

of a PKK-dominated Kurdish-language TV station that operates by satel-

lite transmission out of the U.K. The broadcasts are widely available to

Kurds in Europe, Turkey, and even in northern Iraq by satellite. The sta-

tion, called ‘‘Med-TV,’’27 provides daily news and commentary on the

Kurdish world in both Kurdish and Turkish. Its reporting on the greater

Kurdistan region employs traditional Kurdish names for places now re-

named in Turkish, Arabic, or Persian—such as Dersim for Tunceli in the

southeast. Live reports from PKK commanders in the field are regularly

broadcast, as well as announcements and ceremonies held by the PKK.

Öcalan often participates, by telephone, in the talk shows and uses the

broadcasts to convey messages and make important announcements.

Other programs are devoted to Kurdish arts and music. Med-TV is an

important source of alternative news and information about the PKK and

things Kurdish. But most important, it fills a large cultural vacuum: This

is the first time Kurds in Turkey have ever had television programming

dedicated to aspects of their own culture. As a result, the programming

commands a wide viewership.28 With the yearly rental cost of the tran-

sponder estimated at $6.5 million and a staff of two hundred,29 the broad-

casts represent an important financial outlay for the organization. (It seems

amazing that the Turkish government would prefer that Kurds get their

TV news and culture in Kurdish from PKK-TV rather than provide Turk-

ish state or private TV in Kurdish inside Turkey from non-PKK sources.)

In view of Med-TV’s large viewership, the government in Ankara has

made combating it a major priority. Security forces in the southeast have

tried to destroy satellite dishes and in some cases have even prosecuted

people for watching the station.30 Most of the government’s efforts have

been directed at convincing European countries not to lease transponder

time on their satellites.31 It finally succeeded in July 1996 in forcing the

annulment of the contract the station had negotiated with a Portuguese

firm; however, it appeared that by mid-August the station had found an-

other outlet, this time a U.S.-based independent firm. Frustrated, Turkish

officials have been considering electronic countermeasures and banning

the use of satellite dishes in the southeast altogether.32 This cat and mouse
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game is likely to continue for the foreseeable future because both sides

clearly appreciate the importance of video images in the modern-day strug-

gle for influence.

The Kurdish Parliament in Exile

One of the most important indicators of tactical change in the PKK, how-

ever, has been the creation of the Kurdish Parliament in Exile (Sürgündeki

Kürt Parlamentosu, or KPE). The parliament sets itself the critical task of

serving as the ‘‘authoritative representative of the Kurdish people’’ and

the eventual interlocutor with the Turkish state in reaching an eventual

settlement of the Kurdish problem in Turkey. It denies that it is an instru-

ment of the PKK, although most of its members are at least sympathetic

to the PKK, if not actual members. In fact, there are few identifiable ele-

ments within it that are clearly distinct from the PKK. The political wing

of the PKK, the National Liberation Front of Kurdistan, ERNK, is a key

element within KPE ranks,33 although the leadership of the parliament

states that the ERNK is expected to conform to political decisions taken

by the parliament as a whole.

The KPE claims to represent Kurdish aspirations by being ‘‘elected’’ by

all Kurds willing to participate in a vote while living outside of Turkey,

Iraq, Iran, and Syria. Some of the KPE’s members, especially the Turkish

ones, do in fact offer the organization an element of credibility, having

been elected to the Turkish Parliament in the 1991 elections from the Peo-

ple’s Labor party, HEP. The evolution of legal Kurdish representation and

political parties is analyzed later. Suffice it to say here that HEP was

banned by the state as was its successor, the Democracy party. After the

DEP was banned, a number of DEP parliamentarians fled Turkey and

sought refuge in Europe. It is they who have provided some of the core of

the KPE.34

Even though the PKK now speaks of a solution within the existing bor-

ders of Turkey, the Kurdish Parliament in Exile in its own program dem-

onstrates considerable ambiguity in reflecting its own basically pan-

Kurdish character. It ambitiously purports to be broadly representative of

all Kurds in the world. Article two of the founding by-laws of the parlia-

ment states that the KPE ‘‘represents the will of people both inside and

outside of Kurdistan.’’ Article three states that ‘‘the KPE will constitute
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the first step of the Kurdistan National Congress. . . . It rejects all forms

of foreign occupation of Kurdistan. . . . It respects peoples’ right to self-

determination. . . . It favors a diplomatic and political solution. . . . It

represents the people of Kurdistan and their struggle in the international

arena and undertakes diplomatic and political relations in that

regard. . . . It represents the people of Kurdistan who have been forced to

live in diaspora.’’35 This language demonstrates at least ambiguity, if not a

contradiction to arguments that the PKK now seeks a political solution

within the borders of Turkey, while the PKK-dominated KPE still speaks

for ‘‘all Kurds.’’

In order to legitimate itself to the maximum extent, the KPE has been

careful to establish the trappings of democratic process and transparency

of process in its founding. According to the parliament’s own information

bulletin, a Preparatory Commission was established in late 1994 to oversee

the work of the parliament. The Preparatory Commission consisted of

twenty-three individuals, of whom five were active members of the Turkish

Parliament—in exile because of proceedings that were opened against

them and six other deputies (then still in prison) on grounds of linkage

with a subversive organization (the PKK). In early January 1995 ‘‘elec-

tions’’ were reportedly held among Kurdish communities in Russia, Ka-

zakhstan, Azerbaijan, Armenia, Georgia, North America, and Australia to

select delegates to the new parliament; elections inside Turkey were obvi-

ously impossible. Some sixty-five delegates were ultimately elected. The

chairman of the parliament is Yasar Kaya, a long-time Kurdish activist,

former chairman of the Democracy party (DEP), and publisher of Özgür
Gündem, a pro-Kurdish newspaper eventually banned by the authorities in

Turkey. The parliament reportedly represents many different political

trends within Kurdish society, but in fact most of the non-PKK/ERNK

members represent only relatively small splinter groups—a few commu-

nists, a few Islamists, women’s groups, and Alevi, Yezidi, and Assyrian

religious minorities.36

The KPE Executive Council includes in its own program the following

goals:

• to establish a national congress and a national parliament of a free

Kurdistan;

• to enter into voluntary agreements with the neighboring peoples,

guided by the principle of self-determination for the Kurds;
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• to support and strengthen the national liberation struggle to end the

foreign occupation of Kurdistan;

• to undertake programs to safeguard the political, cultural, and social

rights of the Kurds;

• to engage in lobbying for the purpose of convincing members of the

international community to initiate military, economic, and political

embargoes on the Turkish state;

• to undertake to improve the Kurdish language;

• to establish national institutions in cultural fields;

• to work with youth to put an end to its alienation;

• to ease the return of the Kurdish people to Kurdistan;

• to protect the natural riches in Kurdistan and see to it that these re-

sources are used for the people’s happiness and liberation;

• to establish close links with the democratic public in Turkey;

• to derive its authority for the memory of the martyrs;

• to prepare draft resolutions relating to a constitution, citizenship laws,

conscription laws, civil laws, tax laws, penal laws, and an environmen-

tal protection act.37

This program presents yet further contradictions. Is the KPE dedicated

to a political solution in Turkey, or to the broader issue of liberation for

‘‘all of Kurdistan?’’ What does it mean to ‘‘strengthen the national libera-

tion struggle to end the foreign occupation of Kurdistan?’’ Is this the cre-

ation of an independent state, or is it simply hyperbole for removal of the

heavy-duty Turkish military presence from the region? What of ‘‘protec-

tion of the natural resources of Kurdistan?’’ Does this imply that the min-

eral and water wealth of the southeast will be totally at the disposal of the

Kurds—an economic declaration of independence—or will there be a sin-

gle shared economy with Turkey at large? Draft resolutions relating to

constitutions, citizenship laws, conscription, penal laws, tax laws, and so

on suggest that the parliament will be arrogating to itself nearly all the

attributes of sovereignty—leaving virtually no legal relationship with a

Turkish state. What does ‘‘single-state solution within existing borders’’

then mean in this context? In February 1996, Yasar Kaya explicitly restated

a one-state federal solution.38 In brief, the KPE program is formulated in

such a way as to shed reasonable doubt on the willingness of the Kurds to

remain part of Turkey in any meaningful way. It raises, in fact, the problem
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of the ‘‘pan-Kurdish’’ dimension that cannot be readily isolated from exist-

ing Kurdish politics.

In fact, nearly all Kurdish groups, parties, and organizations demon-

strate ambivalence on the question of ‘‘pan-Kurdism.’’ It is necessary here

to distinguish between ‘‘pan-Kurdism’’ as a political movement, which in

principle would seek to found a single state comprising all Kurds, and a

more modest cultural ‘‘pan-Kurdish’’ interest that would demonstrate a

concern for the welfare of all Kurds and view their own political struggles

for greater rights as having direct impact on the struggle of all other Kurds,

therefore requiring regular contact and even some degree of political coor-

dination.

In actuality, nearly all Kurdish political movements today, including the

PKK, state that they seek solutions only within existing state borders of

the Middle East. These claims may be largely accurate—on two grounds.

First, it is simply not feasible for any Kurds to aim at complete indepen-

dence from the states in which they currently reside; they lack the capabil-

ity to achieve independence on their own by force. Furthermore, no

international support exists for such an aspiration, which is perceived as

highly destabilizing to the region. Thus separation is not the stated goal of

any major Kurdish party anywhere at the present time.

On the other hand, this more limited political stance need not exclude

the prospect of independence, or even the ultimate creation of a ‘‘pan-

Kurdish’’ state, at some indeterminate time in the future. It is quite com-

mon to hear Kurds admit in private that their dream is of a future united

Kurdish state, but they do not know whether it will ever be possible. In

the interim, achievement of greater human and cultural rights, and perhaps

some degree of local autonomy, represents a critical step toward alleviation

of their major problems and grievances.

The parliament in exile thus faces a serious representational problem. It

has sought, so far unsuccessfully, to enlist other, more serious, Kurdish

movements into its ranks. The very important moderate and active (Turk-

ish) Kurdish Socialist party, for example, headquartered in exile in Sweden

under the leadership of Kemal Burkay, has declined to join the parliament.

Burkay feels that the KPE cannot be taken seriously as a parliament since

it is in many ways self-appointed; as a parliamentary body it is also prema-

ture in its establishment, as it controls no territory and has no international

recognition. The two leading Iraqi Kurdish political parties, the Kurdistan

Democratic party (KDP) led by Massoud Barzani and the Patriotic Union
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of Kurdistan (PUK) led by Jalal Talabani, have also declined affiliation

with the KPE. The Iraqi Kurds’ concerns reflect the same questions about

the KPE: If it is a pan-Kurdish organization, then these Iraqi parties—who

value their links with Ankara and Washington—do not necessarily wish to

link themselves to a pan-Kurdish agenda; if the KPE really speaks for Tur-

key’s Kurds, then it is not appropriate for Iraqi Kurds to be involved. The

mainstream Iranian Kurdish organizations have also not joined. In a sense,

then, the KPE cannot be said to represent more than the PKK and a

broader group of sympathizers who see it as the major vehicle of orga-

nized, internationally oriented Kurdish power. The absence of other seri-

ous Kurdish organizations at this point weakens its representational

aspirations.

The KPE also suffers from its lack of recognition by any existing govern-

ment in the world. Unlike the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO),

which for years maintained ‘‘embassies’’ abroad and gained formal ob-

server status in many international organizations, the KPE so far has not

attained this status.39 It has, however, gained the sympathy of a number of

private international supporters from many European countries who are

willing to lend their names to the Kurdish cause. KPE leaders recognize

that they have a formidable task ahead of them in seeking diplomatic rec-

ognition; they may, over time, in fact come to gain greater recognition

than at the present early stage of the diplomatic offensive—depending on

how the Turkish government reacts. The Turkish government’s strong and

inflexible denunciations of the PKK and the KPE may have somewhat

helped the parliament. Ankara severely criticized both Belgium and the

Netherlands for allowing the KPE to gather for meetings in their capitals;

in the case of the Netherlands, Ankara even temporarily retaliated by ban-

ning military purchases from The Hague. Ankara also reacted vehemently

to subsequent meetings of the parliament in exile in Austria and then in

Moscow. The great consternation with which these meetings are received

in Ankara has obliged Turkish leaders to initiate political démarches that

far exceed the political embarrassment these meetings of the parliament in

exile may cause Ankara.

Another goal of the KPE is to create a Kurdish National Congress (Ulu-

sal Kongre), quite consciously modeled on the Jewish National Congress,

which for so long served to keep the idea of the Zionist state alive in public

opinion. The congress purportedly is to be a permanent body, higher than
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the KPE itself, designed to attract Kurds of all political persuasions and

from all countries who are dedicated to the national cause. Such a body

would broaden the Kurds’ public visibility, internationalize the movement,

create further legitimacy for itself, and serve to deepen and spread a na-

tional identity among Kurds themselves.

In the end, then, the future of the KPE is uncertain. But it is important

to recognize that it could become caught up in a new dynamic that will

change its character. Most Kurdish thinkers and activists are not likely to

remain indefinitely satisfied with either traditional PKK policies or its au-

thoritarian, closed, modus operandi. Kurdish intellectuals are likely to

want a more flexible approach to policies in order to deal with a changing

world and a gradually changing Turkey. The establishment of the KPE in

Europe opens up an entirely different world to Kurdish political activists.

Instead of operating as does the PKK in secret in the Bekaa valley in Leba-

non, or conducting guerrilla operations in the mountains of the southeast,

Kurds living in Europe have the freedom and opportunity to openly seek

political goals through political organization. Indeed, the PKK’s struggle

may now be gradually shifting toward the political and diplomatic phase,

in an effort to increase pressure upon the Turkish state from abroad. Such

a task will require a new cadre of Kurdish activists, more open, more edu-

cated, more European, and more flexible. This cadre is likely to grow in

number as the nature of the political struggle evolves.

There are four possible future scenarios for the KPE, depending upon

the policies of the Turkish government. First, it remains a strictly PKK

vehicle and even the means through which the PKK tries to gain respect-

ability abroad. Second, the KPE may expand as the Turkish government

digs in its heels on the issue of reforms, thus making it easier for groups

such as Burkay’s to join the parliament to create a united front. Under this

scenario, the influence of the PKK will be diluted, but the overall Kurdish

movement strengthened.40 A third outcome includes the possibility that

the PKK may come to be entirely superseded or taken over by the KPE,

creating quite a different organization—more open, transparent, demo-

cratic, even if not fully abandoning the armed struggle. Finally, the KPE

itself may become irrelevant if the People’s Democracy party (HADEP),

the present successor to the banned Kurdish parties in Turkey, manages to

become the legal focal point for Kurdish activities. The corollary is also

true: The repression of HADEP may give greater visibility to the KPE.
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The Öcalan Factor

How important is Öcalan to the PKK? By all accounts, the PKK is very

much Öcalan’s creation. Although based in Damascus and the Bekaa, Öca-

lan has succeeded in imposing himself on the Kurdish psyche by sheer

force, ruthlessness, and single-minded determination. There is no question

that he has a genuine following among rank-and-file Kurds, even those

who do not belong to the PKK. Indeed, by all descriptions Öcalan is secre-

tive, withdrawn, suspicious, and lacking in self-confidence. He does not

like group discussion; his close associates reportedly seem uncomfortable

around him. He does not treat others as equals and he often demeans his

subordinates in front of others, demands self-confessions from his lieuten-

ants, and keeps his distance from nearly everyone.41 He has elevated the

art of self-criticism to new heights. Arguing that the movement started

with self-criticism, developed with self-criticism, and that victory will re-

sult from continued self-criticism,42 he has used this notion effectively to

maintain his hold on the organization and its membership. The lack of

pluralism within the PKK ought not come as a surprise given its Marxist-

Leninist roots. ‘‘Kurdish ‘Marxism’ in Turkey, like Turkish Marxism itself

. . . offered little opportunity for political pluralism.’’43 Not unlike other

organizations of its kind, the PKK has been subjected to numerous purges

by its leader. This type of structure is not appropriate for the overt political

phase of PKK activity. He has very limited direct personal contact with

European statesmen of the sort that Yasir Arafat consistently sought to

encourage.44 Constrained by the Syrians, he is limited in the contracts he

can develop from his Damascus base.

Some Kurdish observers believe that Öcalan has begun to show consid-

erably more maturity, realism, and balance since 1993. This version shows

him moving away from ideology toward greater pragmatism, as evidenced

in changing PKK positions on key issues ranging from separatism to

Marxism-Leninism. He first demonstrated this pragmatism in 1993 when

he declared a unilateral cease-fire that was well received by the Turkish

public and media.45 The positive Turkish response was encouraged by

then-president Özal, who even asked the HEP parliamentarians to attend

the announcement of the cease-fire’s renewal. The death of Özal and the

subsequent collapse of the cease-fire dashed any hopes of a cessation of

hostilities. Öcalan has again tried, but this time without success, to seize
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the initiative by declaring a unilateral cease-fire to coincide with the De-

cember 24, 1995, Turkish parliamentary elections.

Öcalan’s grip on the organization remains an important question. After

all, the collapse of the 1993 cease-fire was the result of insubordination:

In a deliberate attempt at undermining the cease-fire, a local PKK com-

mander in Bingöl intercepted a bus carrying military conscripts and killed

thirty-three of them.46 Despite the potential for many more such would-

be disloyal commanders and the natural handicaps arising from running

an insurrection from a foreign capital, Öcalan has maintained a semblance

of coherence and unity. In part, he has managed to do this by instilling a

sense of blind dedication among his followers. He has used his aloofness

and harshness to create a charismatic image for himself. Should he pass

from the scene, the PKK will undoubtedly experience a period of interne-

cine fighting until another leader emerges or the movement evolves into a

new and unexpected—perhaps less, or even more, violent—form. Here

again the future role of the KPE may have a major impact on the form a

future PKK takes.

There has been speculation for some time about the absence of any

PKK-related violence in the main cities of the country, where hundreds of

thousands if not millions of Kurds reside, some of whom are fairly recent

arrivals escaping the conflict. Among the reasons offered are the efficiency

of the security services; the vulnerability of the daily lives of these Kurds,

afraid to get involved in the violence from which they have yearned to

escape; the lack of professional PKK cadres in the cities; and finally the

control exercised by Öcalan, who correctly calculates that a major escala-

tion of this sort would doom, at least in the medium term, any hope of

Turkish-Kurdish reconciliation.47 In fact, it might trigger the kind of inter-

ethnic fighting that has not yet materialized in this conflict. That is not to

say that soft targets in the cities have not been attacked directly by the

PKK. Some attacks, such as the bombing of a railroad station that killed a

number of military cadets, created a furor. Other attacks against tourists in

Antalya, which shook the tourist industry in 1993, have not been resumed

despite periodic threats by Öcalan. If the government’s military campaign

against the PKK genuinely succeeds in the southeast, this option in the

cities may then appeal to Öcalan. More radical members of the PKK may

not share this view, but, for the time being, the PKK is not about to

disappear from the southeast.

On the other hand, the possibility exists that the recent expansion of the
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political and diplomatic arm of the PKK into the KPE will in fact impose

change on the political leadership of the PKK—if not in removing Öcalan

himself, at least in diluting his influence and pushing the organization in

more moderate and open directions by those most prominent and active

outside of the Bekaa valley and Damascus. The expansion of legal political

activity in Turkey would similarly force Öcalan to respond to changes he

cannot totally control or manipulate.

An important constraining factor in the life of Öcalan is his host, the

Syrian government. As much as this situation shelters him from the Turk-

ish military, it nevertheless makes him a client of the Assad regime. While

it is impossible to discern the degree of control Syrian officials have over

Öcalan, it is safe to argue that Syrian help does not come without strings

attached. The situation makes him vulnerable in the unlikely event that

Ankara and Damascus can cut a deal satisfactory to both sides. Although

it is hard to see Öcalan’s being delivered to Turkey by Assad, there was

increasing speculation in Ankara that the government formed by Necmet-

tin Erbakan would at least request from Damascus that Öcalan be sent

somewhere not adjacent to Turkey’s borders. Erbakan, it was thought,

with his Islamic anti-Israeli credentials, stood a better chance of convincing

Assad than a traditional Turkish government. Still, not only did his tenure

in office not suffice to initiate discussions with Damascus, but as his deal-

ings with the Iranians who clandestinely support the PKK demonstrated,

it is unlikely that these countries would willingly give up a political cord.

The Syrian connection notwithstanding, the fact remains that for the

time being Öcalan is the uncontested leader of the PKK. Irrespective of

the terrorist label that has stuck to him, he has achieved, at least among a

significant segment of Turkey’s Kurdish population, a stature that no other

Turkish Kurdish personality has reached, certainly not since Shaykh Said.

Kurdish Attitudes toward the PKK

The PKK today is the single most important political fact of life for Kurds

in the southeast. The PKK decision in 1984 to begin its ‘‘armed struggle’’

pushed large parts of the region into violence and vastly increased the

armed presence of the Turkish army, gendarmerie, special forces, police,

and intelligence elements. Some Kurds argue that the emergence of the

PKK actually worsened the situation for the Kurdish cause overall; it po-
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larized the situation and reduced yet further the already limited organiza-

tional freedoms that the Kurds had gained as they sought to build national

consciousness over the long term in nonconfrontational ways. The heavy

military presence in the southeast has significantly diminished other forms

of Kurdish political activities as well, including demonstrations, shop clos-

ings, strikes, and other forms of civil disobedience.

Beyond the difficulties of everyday life, the insurrection led by the PKK

had deepened divisions within Kurdish society. Governmental attempts at

recruiting village guards (see below) often pit village against village, ham-

let against hamlet, and tribal organization against other tribal groupings

as the PKK and the state compete for the support of individual villages.

Even the feudal system that the PKK has vowed to dismantle may have

received a boost, as the state and the PKK have both sought to recruit

along tribal lines. If the Turkish-Kurdish struggle is one day resolved, the

seeds for internecine Kurdish fighting may have been sown: There will

surely be many accounts to settle.

Therefore, it is difficult to ascertain exactly the extent of the PKK’s sup-

port among Kurds in Turkey.47 Despite some of the deep divisions that

the insurrection has generated, and whether or not Kurds approve of all

the PKK’s tactics or like its leadership, the PKK has imposed itself upon

the Kurdish political scene as the single central reality and has dominated

its dialogue for many years. As a result, few Kurds are in fact willing to

oppose the PKK openly. While there are three reasons for this, they can

be summarized as an absence of rivals or alternatives.

1. The PKK’s Hostility to Rivals

In its early years of paramilitary operations, the PKK tended to act on

the principle that ‘‘all those that are not with us are against us.’’ The PKK

struggled quite harshly against all other Kurdish groups and activists, and

it railed against what it perceived as their minimalist goals or narrow ideo-

logical perspectives. In fact, it did not take on the Turkish state until it had

virtually eliminated all other potential military rivals. In the eyes of the

PKK’s Kurdish opponents, the violent paramilitary character of PKK op-

erations transformed the operating environment in very negative ways.

Whereas the state had once tolerated a minimal number of publications,

demonstrations, and even some political organization by Kurdish political

parties, the violent assault against the state forced it to crack down harshly
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against almost all forms of Kurdish political activity. Thus, for those Kurds

involved in daily political activities, there is a certain degree of nervousness

about taking on the PKK publicly. It is not simply the PKK’s past reputa-

tion for intolerance that deters people, but also pressure from rank-and-

file supporters, who tend to view such criticisms as traitorous to the cause.

The PKK has in fact tolerated those political parties it thought it could

influence, or at the very least use. The first was the HEP, the People’s

Labor party, which was subsequently banned by the state after having suc-

ceeded in entering parliament in a temporary alliance with the social demo-

crats. With the closing down of HEP, the same members formed the DEP,

the Democracy party, which was subsequently also banned. Many of its

parliamentary members, including the most famous of them, Leyla Zana,

were imprisoned on charges of sedition. While they may have had strong

sympathies for the PKK, these parties were not monolithic, containing

pro-PKK as well as non-PKK elements.

2. Turkish State Opposition

In tactical terms, it might seem wise for Turkey to allow a moderate

Kurdish opposition to emerge that could then eclipse the PKK, attracting

the support of the majority of the Kurdish population via more moderate

goals and methods. Such an alternative movement, one might argue,

would severely undercut the support of the PKK. Indeed, Öcalan himself,

in a long interview in May of 1991, demonstrated some of his greatest

resistance to the idea of any Kurdish political alternative to the PKK. He

viewed any alternative Kurdish political organization or move to seek the

support of the U.S. as a disguised attempt at liquidating the PKK and the

Kurdish cause. Although he accepted that non-PKK political parties have

a right to exist, he clearly viewed them as state-sponsored agents intended

to divide the resistance.49

Yet despite Öcalan’s clear sense of paranoia about potential rival move-

ments emerging against him—especially those created by the govern-

ment—there is no indication that the government has ever seriously tried

to implement this idea. In fact, in the eyes of many Kurds, the PKK actu-

ally turned out to be a kind of blessing for Turkish hardliners. It was easy

for the state to rally domestic and international support against an enemy

like the PKK. Many Kurds have observed that the Turkish government

prefers to have the PKK as its enemy: What more ideal enemy than one
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that has practiced massive violence, the killing of members of its own eth-

nic group, has espoused for long periods a Marxist-Leninist and maximal-

ist ideological position, has alienated most other Kurdish groups, and is

headed by a leader broadly seen as a megalomaniac? A more moderate,

cooperative, nonviolent, and attractive Kurdish leadership would make it

much harder for the state to justify its own violent response and heavy-

handed policies in terms of domestic and international opinion.

Although a more detailed analysis of the Turkish government’s position

is presented below, suffice it to say that its systematic suppression of mod-

erate Kurdish groups has played into the hands of the PKK by exposing

the ‘‘futility’’ of moderate behavior. Among such actions, the banning of

HEP and DEP were the most radicalizing, as they did away with legally

elected parties and members operating within the system. Unlike their pre-

decessors, which were either illegal (as in the case of the Iraqi-affiliated

Turkish Kurdistan Democratic party, founded in 1965) or had never suc-

ceeded in developing past student-type organizations (such as the Eastern

Revolutionary Cultural Hearths (DDKO)) HEP and DEP were bona fide

parties that had a mass following, especially in the southeast.

The state has been equally harsh with small, nonradical Kurdish-based

parties. Serafettin Elçi, a former minister in Bülent Ecevit’s last cabinet in

the late seventies, has tried to form a pro–free enterprise Kurdish party;

initially called the Kurdish Democratic platform, it was finally constituted

on January 7, 1997, as the Democratic Mass party (Demokratik Kitle Par-

tisi).50 Ibrahim Aksoy, a former DEP secretary general and close confidant

of Kemal Burkay, the exiled Kurdistan Socialist party leader, has tried to

come up with a left-leaning political organization, the Democracy and

Change party, as an alternative to DEP and its most recent successor,

HADEP (People’s Democracy party). Such party leaders and members are

continuously harassed by state security bodies, which initiate legal action

against them. In fact, in recent years the state has found that the most

effective way of silencing Kurdish groups in general is through the legal

system, which can impose harsh prison sentences and monetary damages

often far beyond the means of defendants. Such policies are not new: In

fact, the state has been consistent in its pursuit of any kind of Kurdish

activism, including the most peaceful, through the court system. Large

trials occurred in the 1950s as well as in all the subsequent decades, and

individuals have been sentenced to long terms in prison for evoking Kurd-

ish nationalist themes.51
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The Turkish policy has clearly benefited the PKK, which, unlike other

groups, relies on its military capabilities to make its point. In effect, this

gives a premium to violence and ensures that the PKK has a near monop-

oly on the political discourse as it relates to the Kurdish issue. The fate of

HADEP, the latest transmutation of the HEP and DEP members, remains

to be seen. Although allowed to participate in the 1995 parliamentary elec-

tions, HADEP may also follow in the footstep of its predecessors and find

itself banned by the state. The decision taken in June 1996 to close down

the Labor party (Emek Partisi), a small left-wing non-Kurdish party, on

charges of sedition because it advocated a peaceful solution to the Kurdish

problem in the southeast serves to underscore that, at least as far as the

hardline elements within the state are concerned, political dialogue re-

mains out of the question. Such actions invariably augment the PKK’s

ranks.

3. Political Support for the PKK among Kurds

The PKK has been relatively successful in perpetuating not only its own

existence but also the armed struggle against the Turkish state. The result-

ing prestige it has derived has also led to defections from rival organiza-

tions deemed ineffective by their own militants.52 Even Kurds who dislike

its methods or its leadership style recognize that the reality of PKK opera-

tions, more than any other single activity, has raised the Kurdish issue at

the international level, focused attention upon the problem, and created

pressures—so far not yet decisive—upon the Turkish state to reconsider its

policies.53 In their thinking, it is the PKK that forced the then incoming

prime minister Demirel in 1991 to state that he recognized ‘‘the Kurdish

reality.’’ Furthermore, Kurds distrust the state’s rhetoric to the effect that

reform is impossible while a ‘‘terrorist’’ campaign is being waged, and

therefore reforms will occur only after the defeat of the PKK. Nearly all

Kurds recognize that it is the PKK that has created the political space in

which other Kurdish organizations and parties have been able to operate

in recent years—even though they too have been subjected to prosecution,

fines, and closure on a periodic basis.

Many potential alternative Kurdish political figures believe it is not feasi-

ble for them to form alternative political movements within Turkey—at

least now. This is not to say that attempts have not been made, and a few

were described above. Apart from the potential danger of reprisals against
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them from the PKK, there is a sense that alternative opposition figures

offering themselves at this juncture would not sit well with the Kurdish

public at large and may be viewed as fronts for the state. HEP, DEP, and

HADEP are unlike other parties (as will be discussed in a later section) in

that many of their rank and file are sympathetic to the PKK. Even the

Welfare party’s (Refah) Kurdish members who directly compete with

HADEP and PKK will concede that they do not want the PKK eliminated

totally, although they may seek to justify their position on humanitarian

rather than political grounds. There is a widely held belief that fighters

for the PKK—whatever one may think of the movement’s leadership and

tactics—have truly ‘‘paid their dues’’—that is, demonstrated their sacrifice

in blood for the Kurdish cause over a prolonged period.

Indeed, many Kurdish families have been directly affected by the PKK-

led insurrection: By military estimates, over 11,000 PKK members have

been killed in the years since the beginning of the ‘‘armed struggle.’’ In

addition, there are some 10,000 in jail for PKK-related or Kurdish-nation-

alist activities; tens of thousands have been arrested, served time, and have

been released; there are perhaps as many as 5,000–10,000 guerrillas in the

countryside and neighboring countries; and there is a militia estimated at

50,000.54 Given the large but tightly knit nature of the average Kurdish

family, and the impact of so many deaths, imprisonments, and the contin-

ued battlefield activity, large numbers of extended Kurdish families have

been directly affected by the fighting, and especially by PKK political activ-

ities. In one of the few surveys conducted in the southeast, of the 35 per-

cent of those surveyed who responded to a question on how well they

knew members of the PKK, 42 percent claimed to have a family member

in the organization.55

From the perspective of individual Kurds, the PKK has achieved a de-

gree of success that has eluded them since the inception of the Turkish

republic. The PKK has managed to marry political activism to armed resis-

tance and internationalized an issue that had previously received little at-

tention. While no one expects the PKK to defeat the Turkish military, its

success in getting Ankara to commit vast amounts of manpower to the

southeast and the ability of the organization to fight the army to a standstill

are a source of pride. In comparison to its Iraqi or Iranian counterparts,

the PKK has managed to achieve a great deal more with significantly less.

Furthermore, having publicly anointed the PKK as its sole enemy and then

addressed it with a purely military response, the state has created two dis-
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tinct consequences for itself: At one level it has elevated the PKK’s status

in the eyes of the public, friend and foe alike. Second, by abandoning the

political arena among the Kurdish public to the PKK, the state has de

facto put itself at a terrible disadvantage in the race to win the hearts and

minds of this most important constituency. In effect, it allows the PKK to

set the agenda among Kurds. All of these factors also serve to create an

atmosphere of intolerance within the Kurdish community in which criti-

cism of the PKK is often equated with treason to the cause. Not surpris-

ingly, this mirrors the developments within Turkish society, in which

criticism of state policies is often interpreted as support for the PKK.

As it is with most diaspora communities, the Kurdish diaspora is more

radical than the Kurds living in Turkey. This is the result of both the ease

with which an organization can operate, recruit, and mobilize away from

the control of security services, and the tendency of aggrieved groups to

express their feelings and ideas without fear. In the Kurdish case, the fact

that the diaspora communities tend to be of the working class and uninte-

grated in the European societies they predominantly live in further facili-

tates the PKK’s task.

Support for the PKK today among politically active individual Kurds,

including even those opposed to the PKK, undoubtedly contains a self-

serving element. That is, they may expect to benefit in the long run from

the PKK’s bloody struggle if it opens the door to greater political partici-

pation and recognition of cultural rights. Clearly, past political activity—

clandestine or legal—has brought them little gains in this regard. As a

result, few on the Kurdish political spectrum would like to see the PKK

defeated—including even those hostile to the PKK. Such a defeat would

be perceived as removing the major leverage the Kurds currently have

against the state. Not surprisingly, therefore, few are willing to criticize

the PKK openly.

Turkish Kurds, Iraqi Kurds, and Operation Provide Comfort

Turkey has always feared the influence of events in Iraqi Kurdistan on the

Kurds in its own midst. It has, therefore, not just opposed independence

for Iraqi Kurds but has also been displeased by any discussion of federation

or even autonomy for the Kurds of Iraq. Ankara’s fears notwithstanding,

the relationship between Turkish and Iraqi Kurds has not always been eas-
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ily discernible. Separated by an international boundary and by regimes that

have been anxious to limit the mobilizational potential of their respective

Kurdish populations, the two Kurdish populations have been kept to-

gether by little else but family and tribal ties and cross-border trade. In the

early 1920s, the new government in Ankara set its eyes on Mosul, the oil-

rich province of Iraqi Kurdistan then occupied by the British. Ankara

quickly abandoned any claims it had, once the Shaykh Said revolt erupted

in 1925. The Kemalists always suspected the British of having encouraged

the revolt to discourage them from advancing their claim.

The international boundary between Turkey and Iran is the oldest and

most established of all of Turkey’s frontiers. By contrast, the demarcation

line with Syria and Iraq is a twentieth-century phenomenon. The creation

of Iraq was particularly disruptive, as it divided the Kurmanji-speaking

areas of Turkey from Kurmanji-speaking parts of northern Iraq, stranding

families, clans, and tribes on different sides of the international divide.

Over the years, trade between the Kurds residing in different states contin-

ued at a much reduced level and assumed a contraband character. But there

were attempts at political cross-fertilization: Kurdish students from differ-

ent countries began to mingle among themselves in Europe in the 1960s,

and there was an abortive attempt by Iraqi Kurdish students studying in

Turkey to set up branches of their European organizations.

The political connection between Iraqi and Turkish Kurds was rekindled

with the successes of Molla Mustafa Barzani. As van Bruinessen argues,

‘‘Barzani in his lifetime became a legendary superhero, whose feats were

sung and told in all corners of Kurdistan. . . . Admiration for, pride of,

and consequently loyalty towards Barzani strengthened an awareness of

Kurdish identity and loyalty towards the abstract idea of the Kurdish na-

tion.’’56 The fact that Barzani was a Kurmanji speaker from across the bor-

der, with close family connections, also helped his stature among Turkish

Kurds. The Barzani movement, in victory and defeat, influenced Turkish

Kurds and provided them with an impetus for their ethno-political activi-

ties. His military successes and his ability to force the Baghdad regime to

accede to an autonomy agreement, such as the one reached on March 11,

1970 (the first one ever to be concluded by a sovereign state and the

Kurds), reverberated throughout the Turkish Kurd population.

Turkish Kurds clandestinely formed the Turkish Kurdistan Democratic

party (TKDP) as the Turkish counterpart of Barzani’s Iraqi-based organi-

zation. The TKDP managed to gather an impressive following before it
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fell into disunity—mirroring events in Iraq—and disappeared altogether

in Turkey. The struggles between the leftist elements among Iraqi Kurds

and the more traditional Barzani were replayed in Turkey.57 Similarly, the

1975 collapse of the Iraqi Kurdish revolt58—following the Algiers agree-

ment between the shah of Iran and Saddam Hussein of Iraq that put an

end to Iranian support for the Iraqi Kurds—confirmed the trend toward

radicalization among Turkey’s politically active Kurds. Disillusioned with

the capitalist-Western camp, Kurds in both Iraq and Turkey were further

pushed in the direction of the Soviet Union and other Third-World libera-

tion struggles, especially the Palestinian one.

To this day divisions among Iraqi Kurds, between Molla Mustafa’s son

Massoud on the one hand and Jalal Talabani on the other continue to be

reflected among Turkish Kurds. In 1975, Talabani left the Barzani’s Kur-

distan Democratic party to form the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK).

Talabani, a Sorani speaker, represents the more urban middle- and lower-

middle-class elements of Kurdish society, whereas Barzani’s movement is

more tribal and peasant based. The advent of the PKK has not changed

the view of Turkish Kurds about Iraqi Kurdish politics. Turkish Kurds

continue to be divided: Those who oppose the PKK remain attached to

the Barzanis and regard Talabani as neither genuine nor trustworthy. They

blame him for dividing the Iraqi Kurdish movement and betraying Molla

Mustafa Barzani. By contrast, PKK supporters and leftist Kurds belonging

to parties such as HADEP, while not automatically pro-Talabani, are more

positively disposed toward him. Barzani, insofar as he resembles the tradi-

tional conservative Turkish Kurdish elements, represents everything Öca-

lan is ideologically opposed to. Talabani has also had more of an influence

on Öcalan. He was quite instrumental in getting Öcalan to consider the

1993 ceasefire and was present when Öcalan publicly renewed it. Talabani,

to some extent, can afford to have a more balanced relationship with the

PKK, since his territory does not abut Turkey as does Barzani’s, although

in the past (as in 1992) he did participate in anti-PKK military operations

with the Ankara government.

Ironically, it is Saddam Hussein and the PKK who have brought the

Kurds in both countries closer together—at least physically. Saddam’s re-

pression in the 1980s and 1990s caused large population movements from

Iraqi Kurdistan toward Turkey. Because the revolt against Saddam in the

aftermath of the Gulf War was so comprehensive—it included not just the

peshmergas but also civil servants, the middle classes, the professionals, and
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the peasantry—the refugee flow into Turkey was much larger and different

than before. Their suffering, which prompted international food drops,

also mobilized Turkish Kurds. Local officials, without relying on Ankara’s

help, organized large food convoys for the Iraqi Kurds. The refugee influx

not only mobilized them but also further politicized them when they

thought that Ankara was being less than generous.

On the other hand, the growth of the PKK and its use of northern Iraqi

territory to base its fighters and supplies introduced a Turkish dimension

into Iraqi Kurdish politics. During the Iran-Iraq War, Turkey signed a

security agreement with Iraq that allowed Turkey to conduct operations

against the PKK in Iraqi territory; the Turkish military has continued to

intervene in the north almost at will and without Iraq’s permission since

the end of the Gulf War in 1991. These operations, especially air attacks,

have not always ended up hitting PKK bases; sometimes they hit Iraqi

Kurdish villages, causing casualties among their civilian populations. In

effect, by traversing across the border into Iraq, the Turkish-Kurdish con-

flict is influencing developments there and forcing the two Iraqi Kurdish

parties to deal with the PKK.

There is no question that Turkish Kurds now follow developments in

northern Iraq more carefully than ever. The connection between the two

areas is real, although this does not mean that one would necessarily emu-

late the other when it comes to political choices. Turkish Kurds are still

very much interested in the fate of their brethren in northern Iraq, despite

the failure of the two Kurdish factions to build upon their initial achieve-

ments after the conclusion of the Gulf War. The future of the de facto

autonomous region, which had a promising beginning with the holding

of free elections in 1992—a first in Iraqi territory—is in serious jeopardy,

as the KDP and the PUK have initiated a furious internecine struggle

against each other. Kurdish interest in the fate of the north is best seen

during the debates over Turkey’s renewal of the Operation Provide Com-

fort (OPC) mandate, the U.S.-led multinational force that has served since

1991 in northern Iraq to protect the Kurds from attacks by Saddam Hus-

sein.

OPC, under attack from a variety of sources, including Islamists, nation-

alist elements among the center-left parties, and even indirectly from the

military, which is anxious about the indefinite prolongation of such a force

and its consequences for Turkish sovereignty, began to run into serious

trouble in the Turkish parliament. The debates on its periodic six-month
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renewal assumed an increasingly vitriolic character, with OPC being ac-

cused of deliberately fomenting revolt by the PKK and other ills.59 The

resulting acrimony over the subject put parliamentarians of Kurdish ori-

gin, irrespective of their affiliation, in a quandary. While supporting the

renewal of OPC’s mandate, these parliamentarians have found themselves

in difficult situations when their parties have required them to vote against

any extension. Nowhere is this more visible than within Welfare. Welfare’s

Kurdish MPs have told their leaders that they would like to see OPC’s

mandate renewed, despite Erbakan’s very determined and relentless oppo-

sition to it. Kurds in Turkey recognize that the operation in fact saved tens

of thousands of Kurdish lives among the Iraqi Kurdish refugees who fled

into the mountains in 1991 after the Gulf War to escape Saddam’s revenge.

They also acknowledge that this operation was among the catalysts that

brought the whole Kurdish issue to greater Western attention and that

resulted in the precedent-setting visits of Iraqi Kurdish leaders to Ankara

during Özal’s presidency. Hence, for Turkish Kurds, the operation helps

focus attention on the Kurdish factor in Turkish politics and serves to

strengthen their cause.

The advent of the Welfare-led government in June of 1996 ironically

may have helped save the operation. Prime Minister Erbakan not only

agreed to its extension but at the end of 1996 also gave his assent to a

revamped—admittedly less extensive—OPC, renamed Operation North-

ern Watch. This allowed Erbakan to claim to have fulfilled one of his elec-

tion promises. In the long run, the multinational force, which since

January 1997 no longer includes France, is more threatened by develop-

ments in northern Iraq. Massoud Barzani’s deal with Saddam Hussein in

August/September 1996, which until he was pushed back allowed him to

gain control of all of northern Iraq, underscored the limits of OPC and its

successor force. While some Turkish Kurds welcomed the ascendancy of

one faction over another, especially because their preferences were with

Barzani in the first place, they were angered by the KDP’s deal with Sad-

dam, who is equally hated on both sides of the border. In the end, how-

ever, Turkish Kurds publicly supported an end to the conflict, and Welfare

party’s Kurdish members even initiated attempts at bridging the gap be-

tween the two Iraqi factions. Still, it remains to be seen how the August/

September 1996 events will impact Turkish Kurds.

The PKK, however, has been much more wary of Operation Provide

Comfort. It believes that the U.S. and other Western personnel participat-
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ing in Provide Comfort are cooperating closely with the Turkish govern-

ment, and particularly with Turkish intelligence. They also claim that the

force, based at the Turkish-U.S. base in Incirlik, is providing intelligence

to the Turkish army on the whereabouts of PKK forces in northern Iraq

in order to facilitate the army’s attack on the PKK there.60

The PKK as a whole continues to be suspicious of U.S. intentions

toward it, based in particular on Washington’s leading role among Western

states in denouncing the PKK as a ‘‘terrorist organization.’’ The PKK also

sees the U.S. as Turkey’s main source of arms used against the Kurds in

the southeast, and the principal diplomatic support to Turkey in defending

the government against European criticism that Turkey is violating human

rights in the southeast.61

Finally, Özal, in his final years as president, decided to capitalize on the

close connection between Iraqi and Turkish Kurds. By inviting the Kurd-

ish leaders to Ankara, he sought an alternative way of defusing the conflict

within Turkey. Working on the assumption that any move by Turkey de-

signed to help the Kurdish enclave in northern Iraq would be well received

among Turkish Kurds, Özal started to lay the groundwork for a strength-

ened relationship between Ankara and Iraqi Kurds. This would demon-

strate to the Kurds in Turkey that the Turkish state was not necessarily

hostile to Kurds, but just to the violence perpetrated by the PKK: It was

largely a symbolic move. It did, however, turn traditional Turkish policy

upside down. The nationalist center-left politician Mümtaz Soysal, by con-

trast, during his short tenure as foreign minister, acted in the opposite

manner. He tightened the restrictions on journalists and nongovernmental

organizations crossing into northern Iraq and sought to get rid of OPC.62

Both political leaders had started with the same assumption regarding the

influence of northern Iraq, but they devised opposite policies.
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3
The Building of Kurdish National

Consciousness

IF WE ARE TO UNDERSTAND Kurdish politics in Turkey today, we need

to examine the dynamics of a deepening sense of ethnic or national

consciousness. It is not just the state’s policies that have hampered the

development of the Kurdish identity. Divisions among the Kurds along

geographical, linguistic, religious, and political lines have also contributed

their share to the situation. In this section we focus on these divisions and

their interaction with the changing economic and political environment.

Demography, Geography, and Language

A key task of the Kurdish movement over the past several decades has been

to build among Turkey’s Kurds a sense of national consciousness. This is,

after all, an ethnic group divided territorially (and to some extent linguisti-

cally) among four regional states, whose own local linguistic development

has been severely repressed within Turkey, a repression that has included

prohibitions against education, publishing, or dissemination of news in

Kurdish. The emergence of a Kurdish consciousness has been harshly dis-

couraged. The Turkish state, intent on preserving a unitary state with a

homogeneous population, has strongly opposed such ‘‘consciousness-rais-

— 61 —
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ing.’’ In turn, these factors have helped blur the ethnic distinctions within

society. Who is a Turk or a Kurd or a member of any other minority in

Turkey is an often difficult question to answer. Here we adopt van Bruines-

sen’s definition of a Kurd in Turkey: ‘‘All native speakers of Kurmanji or

Zaza, as well as those Turkish-speaking persons who claim descent from

Kurmanji or Zaza speakers who still (or again) consider themselves as

Kurds.’’1

While even Kurds may find this definition limiting, Turks also maintain

quite legitimate fears that enhanced awareness of differing ethnic identities

within the state will inevitably lead to calls for special community interests

and the possibility of political movements in search of community rights.

That, under the worst scenario, could result in a separatist movement.

These phenomena, after all, are hardly unknown in other societies in the

world.

How many Kurds are there? There are no established numbers. The

most often used number is 20 percent of the population; that ratio was

popularized by the late president Özal. David McDowall has estimated the

percentage of Kurds in Turkey to be around 19 percent.2 The 1965 census

represents one of the rare instances—and certainly the most recent—in

which people were asked to identify their mother tongues. In that survey,

some 2.2 million claimed Kurdish as their mother tongue and 1.2 million

said it was their second language.3 The 1965 census had also identified

150,000 Zaza speakers.4 A recent study based on the 1965 census con-

cludes that the Kurds represent 12.6 percent of the population (corre-

sponding to just over 7 million in 1990).5 Of course, the problem with

such surveys is that they are more likely to underestimate the numbers

because some respondents, fearing the state-employed questioner, do not

always tell the truth. In addition, there are many Kurds who have lost the

use of Kurdish but consider themselves to be Kurds, or who have, over

time, regained Kurdish identity.6 Moreover, centuries of coexistence be-

tween Kurds and Turks have given rise to a considerable amount of inter-

marriage, which may result in assimilation in either direction.7 The

population figures and fertility rates are the subject of intense controversy;

a December 1996 NSC report warned about the burgeoning Kurdish pop-

ulation.8

While the southeast and east are considered the traditional Kurdish

areas, and those regions have suffered the brunt of the insurgency and

counterinsurgency campaigns, the fact remains that of the Kurds living in
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Turkey only a minority inhabit these regions. Over the course of this cen-

tury, many Kurds were forcibly resettled in western provinces or left to

their own volition to pursue better economic opportunities in the faster-

growing areas. Others, especially since the beginning of the PKK insur-

gency, have had their villages destroyed by security forces or to a lesser

extent by the PKK, or have simply fled from military operations that have

destroyed homes, crops, and livestock. Some 2 million Kurdish refugees

have, as a result, been displaced in the last seven years.9 The resulting refu-

gee flow has found its way to some of the main cities of the region, such

as Diyarbakir, or to Mediterranean cities such as Mersin and Adana, or to

the main western cities of Istanbul and Izmir, where large Kurdish popula-

tions already existed. None of these cities are equipped to absorb the flow

of refugees whose skills are not adaptable to city life. In Adana, for in-

stance, 80 percent of the youth among the migrants are unemployed.10

Seeking jobs as unskilled day laborers in the construction industry or as

street peddlers, they end up competing among themselves for the few jobs

or crowd each other out in the market.11 The implications of this outflow

has serious ramifications for the future of the Kurds. Does it create the

conditions for a deepening of the assimilation process, or does it further

radicalize them?

The development of Kurdish as a language has been inhibited by a num-

ber of factors, including the fact that it was not used as a written language

during the Ottoman Empire for administrative, religious, or literary pur-

poses, and the restrictions imposed on it by the modern Turkish state.12 In

addition, there is not a single Kurdish language to speak of. The existence

of two main language groups, Kurmanji and Sorani, has also complicated

matters. Kurmanji is spoken primarily in Turkey, northern Iraq, Syria, and

a few parts of Iran, while Sorani is dominant in Iran and southern parts

of Iraqi Kurdistan. The two languages can be mutually understood at an

educated level with some practice. In Turkey itself, the overwhelmingly

dominant dialect is Kurmanji in the east and southeast; a second dialect,

Dilimi or Zaza, is spoken only by a very small group in central Turkey and

is not mutually intelligible with Kurmanji. But the general suppression of

written and spoken Kurdish in Turkey for any official or public purposes,

including education, mass media, and broadcasting, has created problems

in raising the linguistic level of the language to that attained, for example,

in Iraq (especially the written language). The language has survived, but

not flourished, in isolated villages and hamlets untouched either by the
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regional economy or by the state. At a time when urbanization increased,

such as in and following the 1950s, the language of the villages and ham-

lets could not cope with the different lifestyles and environment, further

depressing its use. If the language were ‘‘released’’ it could quickly adapt

to modern conditions, much as modern Turkish has developed a highly

rich vocabulary under the tutelage of the Turkish Language Institute.

Not surprisingly, reversing the trend toward cultural irrelevancy has

been the goal of many Kurdish nationalist groups and parties as they un-

dertook consciousness-raising activities as important elements of their

agenda, including the sponsoring and dissemination of research—often il-

legally—on Kurdish history, literature, culture, language, and music.

When unable to print in Turkey, these groups imported the material from

abroad, mainly from Iraq, provoking the state to pass the 1967 law that

officially banned the importation of publications and recordings in Kurd-

ish. In 1983, in a further tightening of restrictions on language, the gov-

ernment passed a law declaring Turkish to be the native language of its

citizens and banning the use of any other native languages, as well as par-

ticipation in activities aimed at propagating their use.13 This law, No.

2932, was revoked by Özal in April 1991, which has provided an opportu-

nity for the reemergence of Kurdish-language publications that, under the

ever-watchful eyes of the authorities, have to carefully regulate their con-

tent. Cultural organizations intent on teaching Kurdish and Kurdish his-

tory and culture, such as the Mesopotamia Cultural Center, have also

emerged in recent years.14 Only recently did the Turkish authorities allow

for the registration of a cultural foundation, the Kurdish Foundation for

Research and Culture, Kültür ve Arastirma Vakfi. Perhaps of more impor-

tance is the fact that it is the first such foundation to legally incorporate

the word ‘‘Kurd’’ in its name. By and large, these publications and centers,

operating under severe financial constraints in addition to the legal ones,

have had an impact, although a limited one, on the resurgence of Kurdish.

If language is an important building block of national identity, is it pos-

sible to construct a nationalist movement without a common language?

Unlike Iraq, where there is real competition between Sorani and Kur-

manji, in Turkey the overwhelmingly dominant Kurmanji dialect has to

compete only with Turkish as the primary language of the Kurds.15 For

practical purposes, then, the Kurds of Turkey do have a unified language.

The linguistic problem becomes more severe only when speaking of a pan-

Kurdish state. Examples from other countries, including Israel and India,
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demonstrate that language, while a critical ingredient, does not have to be

shared by all. The revival of Hebrew, or rather the emergence of modern

Hebrew, is purely the product of efforts in this century.

Societal Structure

Two characteristics of Kurdish society, its tribal nature and its religiosity,

have played an important role in guiding it through the momentous socio-

economic and political changes experienced in this century: from the dis-

appearance of the Ottoman Empire to the formation of the modern Turk-

ish republic under Kemal to, finally, the resurgence of ethno-nationalism

among Kurds.

The Kurdish areas were not immune to the forces of change buffeting

the area in the aftermath of the collapse of the Ottoman Empire. Serif

Mardin has argued that ‘‘the provincial population of Anatolia was ‘un-

hinged’ by the transformation from a setting in which Islam had occupied

a central place to a secular ‘laic’ society.’’16 Although the new republican

state officially abolished the tariqats, these Sufi orders continued to exist in

the Kurdish areas because they provided the inhabitants, especially after

the decision to do away with the caliphate, with an identity and a means

of dealing with what was quickly becoming an alien ethnic environment.

Similarly, the tribal structures played a dual role: While offering an identity

to these villagers, who had previously thought of themselves as Muslim

citizens of an Islamic state, they also played a mediating role between the

economy and the average peasant and, more important, between the indi-

vidual and the state. Tribal leadership, although based on kinship, is a far

more complex institution than one in which loyalty is automatically of-

fered to clan leaders. As Lâle Yalçin-Heckman demonstrated in her re-

search on Hakkari, leadership was not always automatic, as the individual

peasant expected his agha to produce results and offer patronage and pro-

tection. Hence, it is not surprising that an agha family will support differ-

ent parties and clandestine nationalist groups simultaneously.17 This ability

to maneuver among competing external forces has, at one level, strength-

ened the tribal structure in the southeast since the outbreak of the PKK-

led rebellion. The PKK itself has had a contradictory impact: It has in

places strengthened the feudal structure by aligning itself with the local

feudal structure, while, in other areas of the southeast it has come to repre-
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sent the antithesis of the feudal representative, the agha, by bypassing the

latter altogether and appealing to the population directly.

The strengthening of the tribal system comes at a price for the local

inhabitants: Its tendency to try to resolve conflicts without recourse to

local authorities increases the importance attached to blood feuds. These

feuds tend to last for long periods of time before getting resolved and,

therefore, result in much bloodshed. In the present-day southeast, the ma-

nipulation by both the state and the PKK of tribal differences not only

accentuates the conflict but also increases the degree of bloodletting be-

tween rival Kurdish groups. We will return to this subject later on.

It is still too early to assess the long-term impact on tribal structures of

the depopulation of the southeast. When villages are razed and the popula-

tion is forced to move out, the inhabitants tend to leave en masse and

therefore can carry their clan leaders with them; unfortunately, these aghas

are woefully unprepared for the life that awaits them in the towns and

cities. Already processes were at work undermining the loyalty of the peas-

ants to their tribal leaders. Van Bruinessen identifies two such influences:

first, the tendency of economic relations to become too exploitative, and,

second, the ideological support system for tribal and religious leaders

being continuously undermined by the process of education and the mass

media.18 The rise of the left-wing Kurdish nationalist movements in An-

kara and Istanbul among students and workers is one such manifestation

of this development.

In sum, two processes are at work simultaneously: While tribal struc-

tures are being dismantled by the movement of Kurdish populations, those

Kurdish remaining are increasingly caught in a conflict that strengthens

the hold of the clans on their daily lives. Still another observation is worth

noting here. The controversial Chambers of Commerce and Industry re-

port found that the areas with the strongest tribal and feudal links experi-

enced the most significant rates of PKK recruitment.19 Whether this was

simply a reflection of the PKK’s ability to manipulate these divisions or

also of the fact that it represents a way out for youth increasingly disen-

chanted with the restrictions imposed by traditional authority remains to

be seen. The weakening of the tribal structure has not escaped the notice

of political authorities: In a report submitted to his party leader, Tansu

Çiller, a minister of state, Salim Ensarioglu, defended the tribal system and

lamented its weakening, which ‘‘allowed illegal organizations to fill in the

vacuum.’’20
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Religious Divisions among the Kurds: The Alevi Factor

The Kurdish identity question is further complicated by a profound reli-

gious split across the population, between Sunnis and Alevis. In fact, the

Alevi issue represents one of the more obscure and least understood of

important political and social phenomena in Turkey today. A major cul-

tural and political struggle is under way for the souls of the Alevis of Tur-

key. Increasingly disenchanted with the status quo, Alevis have

increasingly taken to the streets to protest and have sought alternative ven-

ues for representation, including the formation of their own parties. This

is a process that will be a long time in unfolding, and one with potentially

dramatic consequences for Turkey.

Figures about the Alevi population in Turkey are notoriously vague, but

they range from approximately 10 percent to 30–40 percent of the entire

population.21 Even the Alevi faith is variously interpreted by different

scholars. One interpretation is to see it as fundamentally a brand of Shi’-

ism, which insists on religious leadership only through blood ties descend-

ing from the Prophet Mohammed. An alternative version sees the Alevis as

descended from a much more ancient pre-Islamic tradition of fire-worship

stemming from Iran, a tradition linked to Zoroastrian and Manichean be-

liefs.22 Indeed, most Kurds in the twelfth century had largely resisted Is-

lamization and were still adherents of older religions in the region,

including Christianity, Judaism, and, most particularly, the ‘‘Cult of the

Angels,’’ derived in part from ancient Iranian religions including Zoroas-

trianism and its successors and offshoots. The ‘‘Cult of the Angels’’ de-

scribes a syncretistic faith that has broadly absorbed and integrated many

other faiths around it, including strong elements of Shi’ism in the medieval

period.23

The theological origins may be obscure, but the reality of the social

distribution has unleashed much violence in Central Asia and Turkey for

over a thousand years, and there are prospects for more of the same in the

future. What is at stake is the struggle to redefine, in political and social

terms, just what Alevism is today and what the considerable Alevi demo-

graphic strength will mean for political alignments. The process is hardly

just an intellectual one, since approximately 10–30 percent (or even more)

of Turkey’s Alevis are Kurds; and nearly 30 percent of Turkey’s Kurds are

Alevi.24 Another factor that has helped make the Alevi issue politically po-

tent is the migration to the cities and the creation of shantytowns. Those
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Alevis who tended to live in isolated localities became aware via urbaniza-

tion not only of their minority status in religious terms but also of their

lower economic status. In March 1995, riots in Istanbul’s predominantly

Alevi neighborhood of Gaziosmanpasa ended with at least seventeen peo-

ple being killed by riot police. Understated at the time of the riots was the

fact that most of these Alevis were Kurdish migrants from Tunceli.

Alevis perceive themselves as having suffered throughout history at the

hands of their Sunni oppressors. Ottoman history is replete with chroni-

cles of Alevi uprisings against the state, which in turn suspected them of

loyalty to rival Iran. The depth of Sunni resentment against the Alevis is

seen in the Sunni refusal even to acknowledge the Alevis as Muslims.25

In Turkey’s Republican period, the Alevis readily embraced the Atatürk

revolution because its strong promise of secularism in principle would no

longer leave Alevis as second-class citizens—as they had been in the offi-

cially orthodox Sunni Ottoman Empire. The Alevi-Sunni conflict pro-

duced widespread violence between 1975 and 1980, when the military

took power. These bloody clashes were often publicly presented as right-

left clashes, but more often than not they had deeper Sunni-Alevi charac-

teristics. Some antileftist Sunni Kurds are even willing to vote for extreme

Turkish nationalist Alparslan Türkes because of his antileftist platform.

Alevis have thus been staunch advocates of secularism in the Turkish

Republic, out of concern for the traditionally repressive character of the

official Sunni state, placing them on the left of the political spectrum.

Alevis have been important elements of all major Turkish leftist parties

including the Turkish Labor party, which was banned in 1971, and many

others including the communists. In Tunceli, TIKKO (Turkish Workers’

Peasant Communist Army), another local insurgent group, is primarily

Alevi in origin and operates independently of the PKK. Today Alevis are

dismayed at what they see as the betrayal of Kemalist secularism by the

state-tolerated growth of Islamist movements and the role of Islam, now

accepted in most mainstream political parties. Some Turkish Alevis believe

it is they themselves who represent the heart and soul of traditional Turkish

culture: In their view, it was only the Alevis who maintained the purity of

language and the culture of the Turkish tribal period during the sweeping

Arabization and Persianization of mainstream Turkish life during the Otto-

man period. In a sense, they are thus staking a claim to being culturally

‘‘more Turkish’’ in a historical sense than their Sunni Turkish fellow citi-

zens, who continue to treat them as second class.

To some Kurds, their religious community—either Alevi or Sunni—is
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more important than even ties to a common Kurdish ethnicity, especially

where Sunni and Alevi Kurds live in towns with mixed Turkish-Kurdish

population, such as Malatya, Erzincan, Elazig, and Maras. Here, Alevi-

Sunni friction can be more important than Kurdish-Turkish friction, cut-

ting right across ethnic lines. Historically, the Sunni and multiethnic char-

acter of the Ottoman Empire readily provided the Sunni Kurds a

privileged place in society. Sunni Kurds assumed all the bigotry that their

other Sunni compatriots held against the Alevis. To this day, there is less

likely to be a family incident if a Sunni Kurd seeks to marry a Sunni Turk

than for the same person to marry an Alevi Kurd. The political ramifica-

tions of the Sunni-Alevi divide among Kurds can be seen in the Shaykh

Said rebellion of 1925, which was led by Zaza-speaking Sunni Kurds.

Feeling betrayed by the new republic, which did away with the Islamic

symbols of unity such as the caliphate, these Sunni Kurds were betrayed

again by their Alevi brethren in Dersim (Tunceli) who cooperated with

the state. In 1937–38 the favor was returned: In the Dersim revolt, which

featured Alevi Kurdish rebels in what was one of the more bloody rebel-

lions, the Sunni Kurds did not come to the rescue of their Alevi brethren.26

Many Turkish Alevis show some sympathy to Kurdish Alevis—in a way

that Sunni Turks could never show to Sunni Kurds. Because many Alevis

have increasingly come to believe that theirs is a fight for identity and

recognition, they have come to identify with the plight of the Kurds,27 and

they think that at some level they deserve to have their democratic and

national rights respected. However, these same Turkish Alevis, who have

no territorial claim, are very opposed to any change in Turkey’s borders.

Still, Alevis are uneasy about the fact that most Sunni Kurds belong to the

Shafa’i sect, which is viewed as one of the most conservative and regressive

of the Sunni sects.28 The Alevi factor thus casts considerable complications

into the Kurdish question.

On the other hand, ethnic solidarity among Kurds has now begun to

outweigh the religious tie nearly everywhere, but the intensity of these ties

to some degree depends on the level of education, sophistication, and the

degree of homogeneity in the communities in which they live. In Alevi

Kurdish strongholds such as Tunceli—one of the most volatile and rebel-

lious of all the Kurdish areas—opposition to Turks is far deeper than to

Sunni Kurds. Heightened Alevi-Sunni rivalry has worked well for the

PKK as demonstrated most recently in Sivas, where the PKK, by targeting

Sunni villages, managed to unleash a counterreaction by state forces
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against Alevi villages, some of which are Kurdish. In the ensuing conflict,

the state evacuated some sixty-three Alevi villages,29 unleashing a storm of

protest among the Alevi community, including their Germany-based mass

organizations.

In fact, the PKK has had to bow to reality and adjust its policies and

ideologies to such facts: It has now dropped its former hostility to Islam

and has been actively fostering Islamic tendencies within the PKK. It has

supported the building of mosques in Europe and the creation of a pro-

PKK Islamist Kurdish movement, the Islamic Party of Kurdistan (PIK).

The PKK leadership, while not Alevi in character, has increasingly had to

accommodate itself to the Alevi community in recent years in order to

attract this extremely important segment of the Kurdish community. The

PKK has also fostered the creation of a confederation of thirty organiza-

tions called Kürt Alevi Birligi (Kurdish Alevi Union, KAB), while also

catering to orthodox Sunni dislike of Sufi sects.30 One of the more visible

leaders of the KAB, Ali Haydar Celasun, is not only a member of the KPE

but is also an avowed follower of Öcalan.

The full implications of the Alevi-Sunni divisions within Turkish and

Kurdish communities have yet to unfold. Alevi Kurds have played a prom-

inent role in the recent evolution of the Kurdish nationalist movement:

Among some of the best known are Kemal Burkay and Ibrahim Aksoy.

What is missing from the discussion above is the role of political parties in

accentuating these divisions. Every political party has tried to manipulate

this complex picture for its own narrow electoral gains. The Republican

People’s party (CHP) has over the years been the main repository of Alevi

votes. Even before the September 12, 1980, coup, and especially since

then, provinces with large Alevi minorities—Turkish and Kurdish—have

witnessed a great deal of unrest. In part this is due to the increased urban-

ization of Alevis; once tending to live in secluded villages, they have now

moved into the regional provincial capitals, thereby falling prey to the

ideological hostility of organizations close to either the Welfare or Nation-

alist Action parties. These groups in targeting the Alevis and Kurds are

motivated either by simple religious hatred or by political considerations,

such as their wish to dislodge the Republicans. The province of Sivas has

been particularly affected by such intercommunal tension.31 Yet the Islam-

ists, as represented by the Welfare party, today advocate a much less con-

frontational policy on the Kurdish question. The role of parties will be

discussed in a later section.
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Political Divisions among the Kurds

The de facto dominance of the PKK in the political field today should not

conceal the fact of splits among the Kurds and varying degrees of opposi-

tion to the PKK among them. There is hardly a Kurd in Turkey who is

not well aware of, and probably shares, the special grievances Kurds

have—underdevelopment and neglect of the southeast, harsh security mea-

sures employed there, and the lack of cultural rights. Yet not all Kurds,

even nationalist ones, have chosen to pursue the nationalist cause as their

first or exclusive goal, either via the PKK or membership in radical parties.

Many Kurds, even including nationalists, have joined mainstream Turkish

parties and have become members of Parliament. What are some of these

differences among the Kurdish population in Turkey as it affects the ethnic

or nationalist struggle?

Viewed from a Turkish-Kurdish perspective, the options available to

them in recent years have ranged from violence to political activity to as-

similation. In this section we look at these options in a more systematic

way. The PKK represents one facet of the violence option; the other is the

opposition to violence engaged in by Kurds who oppose the PKK. Politi-

cal activities can in turn be separated into three divisions: mainstream poli-

tics, legal and illegal Kurdish political parties, and Islamic politics.

Violence and Counterviolence

Since the PKK has been discussed in great detail in earlier sections of this

work, here we take up only the question of counterviolence. The most

important violent counterreaction to the PKK among Kurds has been the

institutionalization of the village guard (köy koruculari) system. These are

Kurds in the pay of the state who have been co-opted by it to provide

security for selected villages and to act as a front line of defense against

PKK incursions. The village guard system is a direct outgrowth of the

societal structure in the region. Aghas, who not only owned large tracts of

land but also commanded the loyalties of the peasants residing in their

‘‘villages,’’ were willing participants in the village guard system. To them

the PKK represented a genuine threat to their power and influence, espe-

cially if they have also enjoyed the patronage of the state. Indeed, given
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the PKK’s radical leftist origins, it was not surprising that it vehemently

opposed the tribal system on ideological grounds.

Recruitment of village guards is not based solely on these primordial

ties but also can contain a considerable element of coercion: The state will

force villages and villagers to choose sides. Violence in the village often

springs from class or personality differences within the village, and the

‘‘struggle against the PKK’’ has been used by both sides in part as a means

of settling old scores.32 The village guard system also has an important

economic motive; in the bleakness of the southeast, state salaries often

represent the only source of income for many of these poorly educated and

trained guards themselves. In addition, many of the aghas pocket as much

as half of the salaries their guards receive. With the money they earn and

the arms they carry, the guards exercise a degree of power in their areas. It

is not surprising, therefore, that the guards have acquired a vested interest

in conflict with the PKK; there are numerous anecdotal accounts of manu-

factured incidents designed to keep their profile high.

Nor should it be assumed that all tribal elements are more ‘‘traditional’’

and hence pro-state. Indeed, there are tribal and clan groupings who for a

variety of historical, regional, and even accidental factors are either pro-

state or pro-PKK. The competitive and often conflictual nature of inter-

tribal relationships and the long-standing feuds between them that have

nothing to do with the state or the PKK explain their preferences.33 The

PKK itself was forced by practical considerations to abandon its anti-agha

attitude and make alliances with ‘‘patriotic’’ ones against collaborators; in

the process, by going after the village guards and their families, the PKK

has actually transformed this aspect of their ‘‘struggle’’ into an extension

of tribal warfare.34 It has been particularly difficult for those residents of

villages who have refused to join either the PKK or the state-sponsored

village guard systems. Often, they have had no choice but to leave their

villages for the towns, where they are not welcome.

The village guard system poses a serious long-term danger: State poli-

cies to divide the Kurds politically on the PKK issue are sowing the seeds

of long-term inter-Kurdish rivalries and hatreds, with many bitter political

scores to be settled. Even if this conflict is resolved peacefully, the wounds

created today will fester for long periods of time.

Another violent reaction against the PKK emerged among Kurdish

right-wing religious nationalists who are strongly opposed to the leftist
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and Marxist origins of the PKK. Most notable among them is the Hizbol-

lah, operating in key cities (Nusaybin, Batman, Diyarbakir, Van) in the

southeast, which is responsible for a large number of assassinations of

PKK members and sympathizers; they have killed dozens of people since

1991, especially intellectuals and journalists. The name Hizbollah suggests

the basically Islamist origin of the organization, probably reflecting its for-

mation from a nucleus of Islamist police and security officials purged from

government in 1991. Hizbollah itself split into two groups, those with a

purely Islamist orientation opposed on principle to political ethnicity

within Islam, and those who combined Islam and nationalism in seeking

to found an independent Islamist Kurdish state.35 The group is sympa-

thetic with Sunni Islam and opposed to Kurds who are not Sunni but

Alevi in their religious beliefs. The Hizbollah soon began to emulate the

tactics of the PKK and to extract ‘‘contributions’’ from businessmen and

truck traffic.36

The state has often been held directly responsible for setting up or utiliz-

ing these ‘‘hit squads’’—sometimes called ‘‘Hizbollah-contras’’—for extra-

judicial handling of pro-PKK activism; there is no evidence available one

way or another to prove or disprove this, and the general atmosphere of

lawlessness today in the southeast facilitates all kinds of terror and vigilan-

tism, including irregular activities by the state. One can only say that the

Hizbollah represents a group of Kurds, probably small, with their own

religious rightist nationalist Kurdish agenda. Given the nature of the con-

flict, it is inconceivable that the Turkish state would not at least privately

welcome Hizbollah activities, which have been so damaging to the PKK

cause; indeed, until recently there have been almost no arrests or prosecu-

tions stemming from the actions of the Hizbollah, further suggesting state

disregard of, if not complicity in, the work of the hit squads. The situation

may have changed with the reported accommodation reached by the PKK

with the Hizbollah to cease assassination operations in 1993.37 Despite the

fact that Hizbollah in the past seemed to be pursuing the same agenda as

the state, since 1995 confrontations between Hizbollah and security forces

have begun, indicating that the state may have lost its control over the

group. Nevertheless, the conflict between right- and left-wing Kurds is far

from over. A spread of Hizbollah violence or Kurdish civil war to other

parts of Turkey could be quite destabilizing.
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Mainstream Politics

Not all Kurds have chosen to pursue their ethnic grievances through radi-

cal movements and parties. In the absence of any legal Kurdish parties in

Turkey, in the past Kurds have joined existing Turkish parties on the right

or left. This section discusses their motivations for joining such parties.

The actual views of these parties is discussed in the next section.

Despite the difficulties Kurds have had in expressing nationalist views,

they have had a remarkable success in getting themselves elected or repre-

sented in mainstream Turkish parties. Over the years, it has been estimated

that as many as one-third of the members of any parliament may have been

of Kurdish origin. Why have so many sought to become parliamentarians?

Two general explanations can be advanced.

The first has to do with the conditions in the southeast: In economically

deprived regions, politics offers individual Kurds a means of advancement.

In a centralized state such as Turkey, Ankara is the locus of all power and

of all decision-making, whether vital or trivial. Hence having a representa-

tive in Ankara is of utmost importance. With mainstream parties being the

only game in town, access to power could be achieved only through them.

Kurdish politicians have not run just for parliamentary seats but also at the

local level for positions of municipal councilor or mayor. Some of the

prominent tribal families in the east and southeast are expected to run for

elected office; this not only validates their preeminent position in their

communities but also helps them to perform the crucial intermediary func-

tion they have been accustomed to doing for so long. As a result, some of

these families in every election will field two or more candidates, often

from different parties, in order to spread the risk. Prominent families will

also divide the elected offices among them: While one becomes a parlia-

mentarian, another gets elected mayor of the town, and a third gets ap-

pointed—presumably with the help of the parliamentarian—to run one

of the major state-owned installations, such as the district offices of the

waterworks or the railroad. Tribal families and aghas have been eagerly

sought by all political parties because they can deliver large blocks of votes

at election time. This also explains why members of one family will appear

on the ballots of more than one party. Irrespective of their position on the

Kurdish question, these parliamentarians will seek to bring projects home,

to help constituents with their problems, to get them jobs, and so forth.

Second, there are a myriad of individual motivations that explain
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involvement in politics: For some individual office holders, constituency

services and easing the pain of their citizens back home are genuine ways

of addressing the problems created by the Kurdish question. Clearly, for

others, elected office represents a conduit to a share in the spoils generated

by a political system in which patron-client relationships are highly prized.

A number of Kurds, especially nationalist ones, have sought to join parties

and get elected to protect themselves. They either hope that the party will

provide them and their families with some protection from the security

officials who may be investigating them, or, if they succeed in getting

elected to parliament, that parliamentary immunity will protect them from

being charged.38 For Kurds who have traditionally maintained ties with

the state and benefitted from state largesse, continued association with

mainstream parties offers them protection from the PKK, which they

fear.39 Similarly, the same motivations also lie at the heart of the frequent

changes in party affiliation.

Some of the MPs of Kurdish origin may elect not to be concerned with

Kurdish issues, or to closely align themselves with the central government.

Such is the case for the Bucak family or the Cevheris. While for some

belonging to the larger Turkish melting pot is perfectly acceptable, for

other Kurdish politicians the Kurdish agenda may not always have been

the first public goal—even if the Kurdish cause may have been uppermost

in their minds. To most Kurdish parliamentarians, it has simply been im-

prudent, given existing conditions in Turkey, to openly champion the

Kurdish cause—and potentially costly on a personal basis as well.40 As re-

gionally elected representatives from Kurdish areas, Kurdish representa-

tives, like all politicians, have sought to encourage legislation that

economically benefits their regions and their constituents—without any

mention of the Kurdish cause per se. Instead, they seek to get their non-

Kurdish colleagues to bring up these issues. In general, despite the some-

times acrimonious nature of Turkish politics, Kurdish MPs from the region

tend to have excellent relations with other members and tend to cooperate

among themselves irrespective of party affiliations. This also explains why

they have been viewed with suspicion by other parliamentarians and other

institutional bodies.41 Still, as Hamit Bozarslan points out, ‘‘Kurdish actors

who were traditionally well integrated into the system could not remain

indifferent’’ to the radicalization of Kurdish politics and were ‘‘forced to

accept the minimum nationalist demands—the end to the state of emer-

gency, to stop the destruction of the Kurdish countryside, to respect

human rights and to recognize cultural rights.’’42
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Which of the mainstream parties to join is a decision that is very much

influenced by local conditions, such as historical alliances between individ-

ual parties and certain families, internal religious differences and the influ-

ence of Sufi religious orders, recruitment drives by parties, and the ability

of the parties to deliver benefits or even to ensure success in the elections.

Many have been uncomfortable with the violence (and attendant risks of

association) that has marked PKK policies for so long, and the political

radicalism of Kurdish parties as well. By and large, political ideology has

not played much of a role in recent years, as it is not uncommon to see

members of parliament switching parties when circumstances make it con-

venient to do so. Some of the more radical Kurds were at some point

members of left-of-center and even conservative parties. While Ahmet

Türk (a Kurdish MP) could boast membership in both the Justice party

(the precursor of the present True Path party) and SHP (the Republican

People’s party’s precursor in the 1990s) before becoming one of the lead-

ers of DEP, Abdülmelik Firat, the grandson of Shaykh Said, got elected to

parliament from Erzurum on the True Path ticket. He subsequently re-

signed from the party and became an independent deputy.43

The Republican People’s party (CHP), which until recently was the sole

center-left party, has long been detested by Kurds as Atatürk’s creation,

and also because of its role during the single-party era, when the state

promulgated the key policies that denied the existence of Kurds as a sepa-

rate ethnic group. On the other hand, as a left-of-center party, the CHP

has also been more active in recent decades on the human rights front and

more liberal in viewing Kurdish grievances and opposing state-conducted

violence. In its previous incarnation, as the Social Democratic People’s

party (SHP), the party at first welcomed many members from the south-

east, many of whom were to eventually form the Kurdish-based parties.

But SHP/CHP ultimately suffered from its decision to join, as the minor

partner, the government coalition with the True Path party. Paradoxically,

as the party in charge of the human rights portfolio in the 1991–1995

coalition government, it alienated both Turkish and Kurdish nationalists.

By defending Kurdish human rights it incurred the wrath of the security

forces and all those who viewed the Kurds as a threat to Turkish unity. By

contrast, as far as the Kurds were concerned, the party became associated

with Prime Minister Çiller’s uncompromising hard-line policies in the

southeast. Suffice it to say that despite harboring some of the more liberal

members of the parliament on the Kurdish issue, the party succeeded in
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alienating the bulk of the Kurdish population in the southeast. This be-

came evident in the election debacle of 1995. In recent years, the center-

left has been divided between the liberal, but inept, CHP and a nationalist

wing led by Bülent Ecevit and his Democratic Left party (DSP), which

few Kurds support.

In the case of the center-right political parties, the True Path party

(DYP), despite its more uncompromising stand on the Kurdish issue, has

regularly managed to elect a number of Kurdish representatives to Parlia-

ment. In addition to the deals constructed between party leaders and local

aghas,44 the DYP is the direct heir of the Democrat party, which in 1950

unseated the long-time oppressors of the Kurds, the RPP. Hence, some of

the alliances constructed between certain tribal leaders and these parties

have withstood the test of time. Other factors have also helped these cen-

ter-right parties: The tendency of CHP to capture the bulk of the Alevi

votes has made the conservative Sunni Kurds uncomfortable with the Left.

The other center-right party, the Motherland party (ANAP), created by

Turgut Özal following the 1980 coup, has attracted and recruited its share

of Kurdish politicians. Although responsible for many of the harsher mea-

sures initiated in the southeast, Özal eventually earned the admiration of

Kurds for his willingness to discuss the issue in public and seek alternative

solutions to the military campaign. What is not obvious is whether Özal

had long coattails, especially after his death in 1993. Kurds vote or join

ANAP for many of the same reasons they join any political parties. As a

result, in many of the parties Kurdish nationalists coexist with their Turk-

ish counterparts and uncommitted Kurds.

In the final analysis, mainstream parties’ use of Kurdish representatives

as ‘‘bulk vote generators’’ has not served Turkish democracy well. It has

transformed part of the traditional leadership into a conservative societal

force that seeks to prevent the local social order from being disrupted; at

the same time, it has failed to articulate the critical needs of the local popu-

lation beyond the accepted terms of the state-sponsored discourse. These

traditional leaders were willing to limit their requests to safe needs, such

as more schools or more services, only partially fulfilling real political and

social needs. ‘‘Local traditional voters who gained new importance by de-

livering votes to the governments in the multi-party period, became sup-

porters of the regime. In this sense, wider representation has come to mean

a narrower representation for the Kurdish population.’’45
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The Islamists

The Welfare party (Refah Partisi, RP) is treated here separately, although

it aspires to be and in some senses is a mainstream political party. The

reason for the differentiation is occasioned not by Welfare’s discourse but

rather by the way Kurds relate to this party. Of course, Welfare’s discourse

is one of the reasons that it has done well among Kurds.

There are two different Kurdish approaches to Welfare. One results

from the relationship Kurds traditionally have had with Islam. The other

is due to Kurdish perceptions that Welfare is an antiestablishment party

intent on, if not destabilizing the Turkish political scene, then testing the

limits of Turkish democracy and expanding them further.

The relationship between Kurds and Islam has already been discussed.

In the years since the inception of the republic, Islam provided an alterna-

tive identity for Kurds, if not one approved of by the state. It also repre-

sented the social glue that had kept Kurds and Turks together in the

Ottoman Empire. Not surprisingly, in describing the conditions in Hak-

kari, Yalçin-Heckman finds that ‘‘Islam is intimately linked with local cul-

ture. Islamic practices and beliefs, and the teachings of Islam, form a

fundamental, if not the most important, part of the local cultural dis-

course.’’46 Therefore, Welfare’s message of Islamic solidarity, which delib-

erately underplays ethnic differences, has had much appeal to Kurds,

though not to all. Clearly, from the Kurdish standpoint, it is the political

party with the least hostile attitude toward them, the fewest ideological

problems with the concept of Kurdishness, and the least historical bag-

gage. Welfare has also succeeded in recruiting bona fide Kurdish national-

ists who, ironically, do not share the Islamic message—at least to the same

extent—that emanates from the party’s hierarchy. Some have joined Wel-

fare for many of the same reasons discussed above in relation to main-

stream parties—that is, to get elected into parliament or the mayoralty,

access to Ankara, and so on. For some of these MPs, the Islamic identity

that Welfare has used as a means to paper over the Turkish-Kurdish divi-

sions is secondary to their Kurdish identity. These Kurdish nationalists are

different from those HADEP has courted; they are politically, economi-

cally, and socially more conservative and tend to view HADEP itself as

being too close to the PKK. Many do not share the PKK’s goals or meth-

ods, especially the killing of fellow Kurds, and are also alienated by the

radical leftist discourse that Kurdish parties of the likes of DEP and
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HADEP have used.47 For them, the Kurdish question is fundamentally

about identity and the recognition of this identity by the Turkish state and

society. Their antipathy for the Turkish state and its policies is no less than

that of other Kurdish nationalists, but it is reinforced by the treatment that

religion has received at the hands of Kemalist ‘‘secularists.’’

Some of the Kurdish MPs of Welfare also believe that the party, while

not necessarily the best vehicle for a resolution of the conflict, appears to

have the best chance to democratize the system. Precisely because it is an

antisystem party and rejected by the establishment, especially the military,

its success in the polls and assumption of power, even in coalition, will

force the Turkish political system to open up and include new groups. This

would represent a first step in making the system more inclusive of the

Kurds.

In the recent past, as for example in the 1994 municipal elections, Kurds

voted for Welfare en masse because it represented a protest vote: In the

absence of any Kurdish parties, this was the party that the establishment

dislikes and fears—and therefore it deserved their vote. However, Wel-

fare’s status as a recipient of protest votes may change now because of the

combination of the two factors stated above: Islam and the democratic

opening produced by the 1995 elections, when Welfare increased its size

from 38 to 158 members of parliament. With 34 Kurdish MPs, the party

has a chance of becoming a serious contender for Kurdish votes. In other

words, with the mainstream parties failing the Kurds, Welfare or Kurdish

parties remain the only significant avenues for legal Kurdish political activ-

ity. But Welfare disappointed its own Kurdish activists during its time in

office. To the consternation of Kurdish activists, it has adopted much of

the state’s discourse on the insurgency. This was primarily out of concern

not to further antagonize the military establishment, which viewed the

party with suspicion and disdain. The party’s general attitudes toward the

Kurds will be explored in a subsequent chapter.

Independents

The Kurdish political scene is not restricted solely to the political parties

already discussed—mainstream, Kurdish, or Islamist. There are also cul-

tural organizations and professional organizations of lawyers and others
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who participate daily in articulating different visions of the Kurdish ques-

tion.

Among the more important independent political forces is a former

minister of public works, Serafettin Elçi. Representing a liberal economic

viewpoint, Elçi, like many other Kurdish politicians, has flirted with or

joined different parties.48 While rejecting the violent methods employed

by the PKK, he has since 1994 been trying to form a political party of his

own, called the Kurdish Democratic Platform. Its demands include the

recognition of the Kurdish identity and calls for the reorganization of the

state, but within the territorial integrity of Turkey. He has not had much

success in the past, as other Kurdish groups view him as being too moder-

ate. His new party, the Democratic Mass party (DKP), while differentiat-

ing itself from the likes of HADEP and DEP, which Elçi calls Marxist in

tradition, considers suggestions such as a possible federal arrangement as

potential solutions to the conflict.49 Elçi epitomizes the difficulty indepen-

dent Kurdish groups have in negotiating the small political space left to

them by the PKK and the state: While in favor of the PKK’s abandoning

the armed struggle, he sees no reason why that organization should give

up its arms unconditionally.50 Still, despite its anti-PKK position, in June

of 1997 the prosecutor for the Supreme Court initiated a court case to

have the DKP banned.51

Kemal Burkay, who formed his Kurdistan Socialist party (PSK) in

1974, has lived in exile in Sweden. In 1978, Mehdi Zana, considered a

close associate of Burkay’s, won the election for mayor in Diyarbakir, the

most important Kurdish city in Turkey. In fact, the PSK thinks it was on

the verge of a major breakthrough in the southeast in terms of organiza-

tion and influence until the 1980 coup and pressure from the PKK eventu-

ally succeeded in dismantling the PSK’s organization. Known for his

aversion to violence, Burkay did not make his peace with Öcalan until the

latter extended his 1993 cease-fire offer, and then the two signed a proto-

col on cooperation—an agreement largely devoid of content. While his

party is organized abroad, one of his confidants in Turkey, Ibrahim Aksoy,

formed the Democracy and Change party. The PSK was one of the main

casualties in the rise of the PKK. The PSK, though banned in Turkey and

unlike the Democracy and Change party, is committed to a federal solu-

tion within Turkey. The latter, despite its more moderate stance, was sued

by the state for advocating the division of Turkey. Ironically, the party’s
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appeal in Turkey had remained small, and Aksoy, who has changed parties

many times and served as leader of HEP, ended up being imprisoned.

Assimilation

In stark contrast to the nationalists, there are those Kurds who are consid-

ered as having ‘‘assimilated.’’ What constitutes assimilation is a difficult

question to answer in the Turkish context: Some Kurds are turkified (Türkl-

esmis)—in other words, they may have lost all trace of their ethnicity

generations ago.52 They may also be considered—not always accurately—

‘‘assimilated,’’ for quite disparate reasons:

• They may have elected to become Turkish, either as a result of the

socialization process in schools and elsewhere, or, even if aware of

their Kurdish origins, they may prefer to consider themselves Turkish

as a result of a deliberate choice to belong to the larger, more power-

ful, and more prestigious Turkish mainstream.

• They may be deliberately concealing their Kurdishness and pretend-

ing to be Turkish.

• They may think that the politics of ethnicity is irrelevant or may be

by and large apolitical.

• They may live in western and central Turkey and live and work in a

purely Turkish environment, rendering Kurdish identity irrelevant if

not forgotten.

• They may have lost any working knowledge of the Kurdish language.

• They may be the offspring of mixed marriages.

• It may be professionally more prudent for them not to state their

Kurdish origins.

• To conceal any Kurdish origin may have certain opportunistic bene-

fits, at the least to avoid possible problems, especially at a time of

confrontation and rising Turkish national chauvinism in some circles.

• A handful may genuinely feel that Turkish culture is more advanced,

may see the Turkish language as a greater vehicle for access to the

world in general: to literature and the means of being part of an intel-

lectual, business, and power establishment that is more attractive than

a (deliberately) underdeveloped Kurdish culture.
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It is impossible to state how many Kurds fall into these categories. For

assimilated Kurds, the doors of opportunity have been wide open. In fact,

until recently there have been few if any barriers to their advancement in

the state bureaucracy, in politics, and in business. Former chiefs of staff,

big city majors, and numerous parliamentarians have been of Kurdish

stock.

There are a few prominent Kurds, such as the former mayor of Istanbul,

Bedrettin Dalan, who simply say that Kurdish culture is ultimately a poor

man’s version of Turkish culture, that ‘‘both go back to the same roots.’’

However anthropologically dubious this statement is, Dalan has chosen to

drop his Kurdish heritage entirely as a dead-end street.53 Kurds who as-

sume such an openly anti-Kurdish pro-Turkish position are in a minority.

Another prominent Kurd, the foreign minister of Turkey in 1995 and one-

time leader of the CHP, Hikmet Çetin, does not at all deny his Kurdish

heritage and has a good command of Kurdish. Çetin, however, sees him-

self as culturally a Turk within a Turkish establishment, from which a solu-

tion to the Kurdish question will come through working within the

system; at this stage, he is unwilling to seek any special rights for Kurds,

any more than for any other group in Turkey.54 This is a slightly more

widespread phenomenon among establishment Kurds, but it may likely be

subject to evolution and change.

But in seeking a solution to the Kurdish problem, the difficulty is not

with those who have no recollection of their past Kurdishness or who have

deliberately elected to give up their original ethnicity. These are not the

ones who have become politicized or who can potentially mobilize against

the state. These are not among the nationalist elite. The key question is

whether the strong process of growth of Kurdish national consciousness

over the past decade has begun to reverse the slow process of assimilation.

Is the conflict in the southeast, by giving rise to anger and large population

movements, directly stimulating the rise of Kurdish self-awareness? The

answer to this question has powerful policy consequences for the govern-

ment of Turkey. Yet it is impossible to draw linear results from complex

social processes. The propositions that assimilation has increased or has

been reversed are not mutually exclusive. Given the large size of the Kurd-

ish population in Turkey, both of these processes may be occurring simul-

taneously as the conflict spreads and affects the middle ground of the

Kurdish community, which has hitherto sat on the sidelines.

The motivations behind the attitudes of ‘‘assimilated’’ Kurds thus vary
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considerably. President Özal believed in the proposition that, as Kurds

move west, they tend to assimilate. To some extent, if the 1995 election

results for HADEP were to be repeated, the fact that the party was unable

to muster much support in Istanbul and Izmir would certainly support

Özal’s contention. On the other hand, the military was clearly unhappy at

this prospect and did not have confidence in the idea that assimilation

would increase with the outflow of Kurds from the southeast: quite the

contrary, according to the former chief of staff, Dogan Güres. He claimed

to have disagreed with Özal’s wish to see more westward migration, fear-

ing that the process of migration would ‘‘damage the psychology’’ of the

migrant.55

Another key question is, might the views of assimilated Kurds change

under changed circumstances in the future? If penalties no longer attach

to proclaiming oneself a Kurd, or if the Kurds should gain widespread

political representation in political parties, might not many of those ‘‘as-

similated’’ decide to revert back to their original Kurdish identity? Indeed,

under less strained circumstances, declaration of a clear-cut Kurdish iden-

tity within the framework of the Turkish state is not necessarily an unwork-

able formula in the future. Those who have been fearful of acknowledging

their Kurdish identity in the past may feel less concern about doing so in

the future. Exposed to reinvigorated Kurdish political and cultural activi-

ties, some ‘‘quiet’’ Kurds will inevitably feel a long-repressed sense of pride

awakening within themselves and start taking a more active role in official

Kurdish life. This phenomenon of a reactivated sense of identity and na-

tionalism is well known throughout the developing world, and most re-

cently is strongly asserting itself among the Turkic peoples (and others) in

the former Soviet Union. There is every reason to expect that rising Kurd-

ish national sentiments in Turkey will heighten the willingness of people

to consider themselves Kurds and to take pride in that fact, especially as

the penalties for doing so diminish. Few people anywhere in the world are

comfortable in denying their own roots and identity.

More negatively, if the situation between Kurds and Turks should

sharply deteriorate in the years ahead, perhaps nearly all Kurds will be

forced to take sides in an uglier confrontation in a way that they had always

hoped in the past not to have to do. History offers many such cases of

evolving senses of identity in which conflict, for better or for worse, polar-

izes identity, denying individuals the right to remain neutral or disen-

gaged. Chaim Kaufmann argues that ‘‘even those who put little value on
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their ethnic identity are pressed towards ethnic mobilization,’’ primarily

because of the behavior of extremists on either side of the conflict.56 In

short, identity can be a shifting characteristic—but under stress the search

for identity is usually more a one-way street in the direction of one’s most

basic identity. Brutal repression can cause people to conceal their identities

and even publicly proclaim other ones, but the phenomenon is not likely

to last under peaceful conditions.

Legal Kurdish Political Parties

At the moment, the only legal Kurdish political party—although its leaders

would cautiously argue that it is not solely a Kurdish party—is HADEP,

the socialist-oriented People’s Democracy party (Halkin Demokrasi Par-

tisi). It is the direct descendant of HEP (the People’s Labor party) and

later DEP (the Democracy party). Its status today is in limbo in the after-

math of a tumultuous party congress in June of 1996 in which the Turkish

flag was lowered and replaced with a banner depicting a likeness of Öcalan.

Subsequently, the entire leadership of the party was arrested, charged with

sedition, and jailed. As a result, the party runs the risk of being closed

down.

HEP, formed in June of 1990, is the first legal and explicitly Kurdish

party ever to exist and have a parliamentary representation in modern-day

Turkey. It was an unprecedented event and a harbinger of a trend not

readily reversible. At the outset, the party went through the motions of

appearing to be a Turkish party; its first president was actually a Turk,

Fehmi Isiklar, and its general secretary a Kurd, Ibrahim Aksoy. Yet given

the fact that the initial impetus to form it originated with SHP’s expulsion

of seven Kurdish MPs who had attended a conference on the Kurds in

Paris and its overwhelmingly Kurdish composition, there was little doubt

as to what HEP’s main purpose was. HEP made a remarkable entry into

Turkish politics when it concluded an electoral pact with SHP, the center-

left Social Democratic People’s party,57 in the 1991 parliamentary election.

The pact allowed HEP to field candidates in the southeast and east and to

overcome the prohibition on its participating in the elections because of a

technicality in the election law.58 It won twenty-two seats and caused a

furor when its deputies wore the banned Kurdish colors to the swearing-

in ceremony, some of them even using Kurdish for the oath of office—a
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highly provocative act.59 Not surprisingly, these and other events under-

mined HEP’s relations with SHP and caused the undoing of the pact.

Soon thereafter, HEP was banned because of its alleged links to the PKK

and activities endangering the state; it was ultimately replaced by DEP,

the Democracy party.60

The formation of DEP coincided with the 1993 PKK ceasefire an-

nouncement. The ceasefire, which had the backing of then-president Özal,

had created a favorable atmosphere all around Turkey until it was dispelled

by the death of Özal and the subsequent killing of thirty-three Turkish

soldiers. In this expectant atmosphere, DEP members perceived them-

selves not simply as a political party but moreover as party to future nego-

tiations on the resolution of the Kurdish conflict.61 In that vein, many of

the intra-Kurdish divisions that had plagued their previous attempts had

been pushed aside. DEP also represented an unambiguous choice: It was

a Kurdish party determined to advance the Kurdish agenda. The party

initiated a ‘‘Campaign for Peace’’ that essentially articulated the need for

the state to recognize the ‘‘Kurdish identity,’’ for negotiations with elected

members of the population, for freedom to publish, educate, and broad-

cast in Kurdish, for abolition of the emergency rule in the southeast, for

removal of the special security forces and village guards, and for introduc-

tion of economic measures and judicial reforms. DEP’s creation had coin-

cided with a hardening of the position of the government, especially after

the ascendancy of Süleyman Demirel to the presidency and his replace-

ment at the prime ministry by a novice politician, Tansu Çiller. With the

increasing level of tension, DEP could not go much further with its agenda

and found itself on the defensive: Soon after its formation, one of its MPs,

Mehmet Sincar, was murdered, and the state prosecutors initiated pro-

ceedings to close down the party.62

In 1994, on the eve of the March municipal elections, Prime Minister

Çiller, claiming that DEP was simply an extension of the PKK, engi-

neered, in conjunction with the banning of DEP, the imprisonment of

some of its parliamentary representation by having the Parliament vote to

remove their immunity. While other DEP members managed to flee to

Europe and eventually form the KPE, in a much-publicized trial the ar-

rested members of DEP were sentenced to long periods of incarceration.

The banning of DEP and the arrest of its MPs profoundly shocked the

Kurdish population.

Unlike previous occasions, when a soon-to-be-banned party could create

a new political shell to host its parliamentary delegation, the 1994 attack
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on DEP was designed to cleanse the Parliament of nationalistic Kurdish

members. The banning of DEP and the harassment campaign conducted

by the state and state-affiliated groups, which caused the deaths of many

activists, dealt a significant blow to the ability of the Kurds to organize

politically.63

A new party, HADEP, was formed to pull together what was left of

DEP. Devoid of many of the better known Kurdish politicians, ranging

from Leyla Zana to Ahmet Türk, HADEP did not, until recently, have the

name recognition, visibility, political experience, or depth that its prede-

cessors enjoyed. Despite its claims to the contrary, HADEP is primarily a

Kurdish party. It includes a number of Turks attracted by the party’s left-

wing message and the concerns it expresses for economic and workers’

issues. Arabs and Circassians are also represented in the party, especially

because of their concentrations in the southeast. But fundamentally, for

HADEP the Kurdish problem is its most urgent concern. HADEP did

not participate in the 1994 municipal elections, claiming that the state’s

intimidating tactics made it very difficult for it to engage in a fair and

honest campaign. The main beneficiary of HADEP’s boycott was the Is-

lamist Welfare party, which swept the municipalities in the Kurdish re-

gions.

The 1995 elections were its first real test, and the results were mixed.

HADEP received 4.17 percent of all the votes cast nationally. While it did

well in the southeast, winning in many districts, it fared poorly elsewhere

in the country. It did not manage to elect any representatives to Parliament

because of the 10 percent nationwide minimum, or barrier, it needed to

pass in order to obtain a seat in parliament. Without such a barrier, it

would have elected approximately twenty-two members from the south-

eastern region. Welfare was once again one of the primary beneficiaries: In

Diyarbakir, HADEP, with 46.3 percent of the vote, could not elect a single

representative, whereas Welfare, with 18.8 percent, received five of the ten

parliamentarians elected from this electoral district. Nor did HADEP fare

well in the Kurdish districts of the big cities such as Istanbul, Izmir, and

Adana. This was particularly disappointing given the party’s expectations

and the assumed level of politicization of the Kurds living there. In Adana

and Mersin, large-scale emigration from the southeast has transformed

these cities demographically. Yet despite the enthusiastic crowds that

greeted HADEP president Murat Bozlak—far greater than those welcom-

ing other party leaders—the final tallies did not reflect that enthusiasm.
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A number of factors explain HADEP’s disappointing performance:

First, Kurdish masses in the cities are not as politicized as HADEP had

expected. Second, in the cities, where incumbency and patronage matter a

great deal, Welfare controlled many of the municipalities in which Kurds

tend to live and, therefore, could fully exploit its advantages. Welfare col-

lects the garbage, HADEP does not. Third, HADEP ran a poorly orga-

nized campaign. Fourth, its electoral alliance with two insignificant left-

wing parties not only confused some of its electorate but also alienated

some of the more conservatively inclined. And fifth, these elections, called

on very short notice, were conducted with voter rolls that had not been

updated since 1991.64 In the southeast, HADEP did exceedingly well de-

spite evidence of intimidation and vote rigging by the security forces in

the more rural parts of the southeast.65

Ironically, with its less than stellar showing in these elections, HADEP

succeeded in legitimizing itself. There are two reasons for this: First, it

proved that it was the preferred choice for many in the southeast, despite

the long years of war and violence. Second, its poor showing in the main

cities was received with a collective sigh of relief by Turks who had feared

that the party would score significant victories there as well. This result

allowed Turks—perhaps erroneously—to talk about a Kurdish problem

that is regional in nature rather than nationwide in character. A regionally

contained problem would be easier to resolve. This combination of a re-

gionally successful showing with a poor performance in the cities enabled

politicians and pundits alike to argue for the elimination of the 10 percent

minimum requirement, so that HADEP can be represented in Parliament

in the future. This was an important turnabout in attitudes.

In early 1996, HADEP therefore seemed poised to grow and about to

recapture the luster lost with the dismemberment of the DEP, and to be-

come part of the Turkish political scene. It also appeared that it was un-

likely that any future Turkish government would attempt to ban it.66 The

1995 elections also demonstrated, as argued earlier, that HADEP and

Welfare are in competition for Kurdish votes. This is why even HADEP

officials concede that they are unlikely to get more than 10 percent of the

national vote, even under the best of circumstances. There is, of course, an

irony in this, because it effectively means that the Turkish establishment

has to choose between alternatives it dislikes. HADEP may perhaps be

closer to this establishment than is Welfare.67 It is a modern, secular, and

Western-oriented movement, except that its focus is on the Kurds. Ironi-
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cally, pro-Welfare Islamist Kurds perceive HADEP as a Kemalist institu-

tion.

HADEP’s focus, just like that of its predecessors, is on the immediate

concerns of the southeast. Its demands are identical to those of the DEP

and HEP: peace and security, the elimination of the state of emergency,

and the protection of human rights. It also has longer-term goals that are

broader in scope and that were shared but not always advocated by HEP

and DEP. These include changing the internal political structure of the

state, cultural reforms, end to the emergency rule in the southeast as well

as to the conflict with the PKK, decentralization, and a new constitution

that reflects the Kurdish reality. Whether or not these represent a consen-

sus of Kurdish opinion or even one within HADEP’s own members is

difficult to tell, but it is extremely important to note that its political goals

go beyond the cosmetic and cultural ones that some in the Turkish body

politic are willing to provide, such as regional Kurdish-language television

and private Kurdish-language instruction. Still, the party’s thinking is

somewhat muddled because its cadres have been thinned out as a result of

the continuous state of confrontation all Kurdish organizations find them-

selves in.

Not unlike its predecessors, HADEP claims to be separate from the

PKK. Although there are no organic links between the party and the PKK,

its rank and file are sympathetic to the PKK. And the PKK has a significant

sway over the party membership. Like all other Kurdish parties and orga-

nizations, it is not willing to see the PKK defeated, nor could it do so,

given the preferences not just of its rank and file but of other Kurds as

well. The PKK, in their view, has provided the bulk of the sacrifices for

the Kurdish cause, and it is part and parcel of a larger Kurdish cause. To

some extent, HADEP has been pushed into being a Kurdish nationalist

party, and not just by the state. The state and the news media, by equating

the search for identity with a Kurdish nationalist struggle, have succeeded

in marrying HADEP to the Kurdish cause more than HADEP itself would

have dared attempt.68 There is, however, a danger in the state’s constant

suggestion that HADEP is a surrogate for the PKK. Such statements, in

the wake of the 1995 elections, are tantamount to saying that there are

at least 1.2 million people who voted for the PKK. Still, the inability to

disassociate itself clearly and unequivocally from the PKK is an issue that

continues to bedevil HADEP, just as it did its predecessors. It remains a

dilemma for HADEP precisely because it cannot afford—at least in its
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own mind—to alienate the large numbers sympathetic to the PKK while

cognizant of the fact that distancing itself from the PKK may win it some

credibility with Turks in general but not necessarily a ‘‘legal status’’ from

the state.

The volatility of the Kurdish issue in Turkey was once again demon-

strated when, in the summer of 1996, six months after its quite respectable

showing at the polls, HADEP faced the same fate that befell its predeces-

sors: Its leadership was jailed and the State Security Court sought its out-

right ban. This followed the HADEP Congress in June 1996, which

witnessed the removal of the Turkish flag and its replacement by an Öcalan

banner. As this event unfolded, some of the audience applauded, while

others booed the perpetrators. Stunned, the HADEP leadership failed to

react immediately, and, with television cameras rolling, the damage had

been done. The reaction within the Turkish public was swift, encouraged

by the media, and people flew the Turkish flag in protest. The State Secur-

ity Court jailed party leaders and fifteen days later charged them with sedi-

tion. The court ordered the HADEP headquarters raided and party

membership lists confiscated. It ordered a nationwide ‘‘security investiga-

tion’’ of all the members and their relatives.69 Clearly intended as intimida-

tion, these investigations were also designed to find enough evidence, as

the prosecutor admitted, to close down the party.70

The events surrounding the HADEP convention were widely interpre-

ted at the time as a provocation.71 But a provocation by whom? The two

parties most likely to benefit from such an eventuality are the state and the

PKK; the first because it gets to close down a party it despises and second

because it demonstrates to the Kurdish public that there is no alternative

but the armed struggle and complete adherence to the PKK.72 Whether

HADEP as a party survives the incident or whether another party is

formed in its stead remains to be seen, but a sense of fatigue is settling on

Kurdish activists: Not only do they have to incur the financial and other

costs of setting up parties along with all their attendant local party organi-

zations and so forth, but the personal risks are quite high. The night after

the flag incident, three HADEP members returning home to the southeast

from the convention were ambushed and killed near Kayseri. This brought

the total number of HEP/DEP/HADEP leaders and members killed under

mysterious circumstances in which the perpetrators were never caught to

ninety-two since 1990.
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4
The Kurdish Issue in Turkish Public

Opinion

ONE OF THE MAJOR GROUNDS for hope for a peaceful solution to Tur-

key’s Kurdish problem is its relatively advanced stage of political

development. At least three critically important qualities already exist in

Turkish political culture: democratic process and governance, the existence

of a large and vibrant civil society, and an open press. In each of these areas

there is something left to be desired, but these characteristics nonetheless

function quite impressively by any regional standards, including those of

most of Eastern Europe and the Balkans. Unfortunately, these institutions

have not functioned well in terms of handling the Kurdish problem. The

Kurdish problem seems to fall well outside most of the normal processes

of Turkish government and society. To put it another way, Turkey’s demo-

cratic features are largely nonfunctional when it comes to the Kurdish

issue.

Parliament and the Political Parties

Turkey has a functioning democratic order, in the sense that governments

now regularly come to and leave power in accordance with an electoral

process derived from the constitution. Turks actually believe that their lives

— 97 —
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can be changed by elections—an important sign of democratic principles

at work at the grass roots. While the democratic order is far from perfect,

it is increasingly solidly established; public opinion now exerts major im-

pact on how Turkey conducts its policies.1 In parliamentary terms, Kurds

happen to occupy nearly one-third of the seats in the Turkish parliament.

Yet only a handful of Kurdish deputies in the parliament have been willing

to speak out at all on the Kurdish problem. Why so?

We noted earlier the extreme difficulties that have existed for anyone

even talking about the existence of a Kurdish problem. To speak about

Kurds was to run the risk of violating the constitution on the grounds of

encouraging separatism. Hence Kurdish deputies, elected from primarily

Kurdish regions, avoided directly addressing the problem, preferring at

best to work behind the scenes or simply to focus upon the economic

betterment of their regions. Even today, despite the emergence of a series

of explicitly Kurdish parties, the parliament has yet to undertake a debate

of the Kurdish issue per se. Kurdish-oriented parties such as the People’s

Labor party (HEP) and its successor, the Democracy party (DEP), were

banned in quick succession over the last three years. Their successor, the

People’s Democracy party (HADEP), has had a tenuous hold on life.

These parties have all walked on extremely thin ice and are vulnerable to

accusations of constituting a separatist, or a PKK-affiliated, party.

Still, there have been occasions on which the Parliament has attempted

to investigate developments in the southeast. Such efforts have not

amounted to much, as they have tended to become political footballs

among the various parties. One such effort was a parliamentary commis-

sion that submitted its findings in October of 1994. While timid in its

criticisms of governmental policy and putting the blame for the ills of the

region almost entirely on the PKK, the commission’s report, nonetheless

intimated the difficulties ordinary citizens experience at the hands of the

security forces and the lack of interest on the part of both the public and

private sectors. It even suggested that the operations of the security forces

could resolve only 25 percent of the problems, while the remaining 75

percent had to be addressed within the state structure and its representa-

tives operating in the region.2 The two dissenting members’ comments, by

contrast, took the report and the commission to task. One of them even

suggested that the report did not conform with the style of a parliamentary

investigation, but rather with that of ‘‘a state-issued one.’’ He went on to

criticize the report for failing to mention, incredibly, that the southeastern
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problem was caused by the different ethnic origins of the region’s inhabi-

tants.3

Turkey’s major parties have acted with a great deal of caution with re-

spect to this issue. They have by and large differentiated between their

own specific policy prescriptions and what they have termed as ‘‘state pol-

icy.’’ By state policy, politicians mean the combination of the preferences

of the civilian and military bureaucratic elite and the ideological precepts

of Kemalism: Turkish nationalism and the maintenance of a centralized

unitary state. Few if any among the mainstream parties engage in any revi-

sionist thinking about the nature of the Turkish state. While substantial

differences exist among them on issues such as taxation, privatization,

worker’s welfare, and so on, there are no deep philosophical divides; what

is being argued is a matter of degree—and of course, personalities.

The two major exceptions on the Turkish political scene today are repre-

sented by the Islamist Welfare (Refah) party and the New Democracy

Movement (Yeni Demokrasi Hareketi, YDH), both of which approach

their understanding of Turkey from quite new and independent positions.

The two parties ended at the opposite ends of the election results in De-

cember 1995: Welfare emerged as the single largest party, while YDH

withered away.

The 1995 Elections

At the outset, the post-1995 election period augured well for the Kurdish

question. HADEP’s results, as discussed earlier, while not satisfactory by

any means, nonetheless did give a boost to HADEP itself and did indi-

rectly help legitimize the party in the eyes of the public. Despite the poor

showing of Cem Boyner’s YDH and the relative disappointment for

HADEP, the elections provided an opportunity to discuss the Kurdish

question. The social democrats, the Republican People’s party (CHP), had

for years engaged in a battle, fought mostly from within the government,

that produced scarce little. This was due to the fact that they opted to

become the minority party in a coalition with Tansu Çiller’s, the one party

that has embraced the ‘‘state policy’’ wholeheartedly. Both the CHP and

ANAP went out of their way to emphasize the fact that they would seek a

peaceful solution to this problem. While these can be interpreted as cynical

efforts at minimizing Welfare’s pull in the southeast, ANAP’s statements
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were significant in that the party used them to differentiate itself from the

ruling DYP. Even the DYP, which hitherto had been the architect of an

uncompromising policy, can be said to have discovered the problem of the

southeast.

The absence of a clear winner (see Table 4.1) in these elections meant

that Turkey was immersed into a period of coalition formation. Welfare’s

first-place finish, while not a shock, posed a strange dilemma: Divisions

within the center-right and center-left made it very difficult for a coherent

government to emerge from the mainstream parties. Consequently, either

one of the two center-right parties had to initiate a timid dance with the

Islamists. ANAP chose to go first, drawing the ire of the secular forces

around the country and the military. Such pressure convinced the center-

right to form a minority coalition supported by the larger of the two cen-

ter-left formations, the Democratic Left party of Bülent Ecevit.

The ANAP-DYP coalition did not survive long, as allegations of finan-

cial improprieties and parliamentary investigations fielded by Welfare

against Çiller brought the government down. In a surprising turnaround,

it was Welfare and DYP that in June of 1996 put together a rotational

coalition agreement that envisaged that Erbakan would be prime minister

for the first two years, to be followed by Çiller. By June 1997, this coali-

tion government had succumbed to pressure from the military and other

establishment forces and resigned.

TABLE 4.1
Distribution of Seats in the Turkish Parliament

Party Name % of votes seats 12/95 seats 7/96 seats 4/97

Welfare 21.3 158 159 160
Motherland 19.7 125 130 127
True Path 19.2 135 120 120
Democratic Left 14.6 76 75 68
Republican People’s 10.7 49 49 49
Great Unity* 7 7 7
Great Turkey 1 7
Independents 8 10
Vacant 2

*Elected as part of an alliance with the Motherland party
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The Islamist View: The Welfare Party and Others

The position of the Welfare party on the Kurdish question, as on many

other questions, is of immense interest not just for Turkish politics but also

for the region, since it represents the first Islamist party to come to power

by the ballot box in the Middle East. On the surface, the Welfare party’s

vision of the Kurdish question has always been at odds with that of the

mainstream parties—which was not necessarily very meaningful while

Welfare had been in the opposition. But now Welfare had come to power.

The Welfare party and Islamists in general view the Kurdish issue as a

problem created by the state, based on the decision to use Turkish national-

ism as the sole foundation of the new state, a policy that deliberately ex-

cluded and alienated the Kurds from the Turkish republic. To them, ethnic

divisions are artificial; the Welfare party naturally contends that if Islam

had formed the foundation of the state, the Kurds would not have felt

excluded. Accordingly, a return to the Islamic identity in Turkey will com-

fortably accommodate both Kurdish and Turkish peoples. Welfare party

members argue that the Kemalist state, by discriminating against both

Kurds and Muslims, created a bond between the two groups.4 With these

criticisms of the state’s founder. Atatürk, the party has tried to distance

itself from the mainstream parties and appeal to Kurds. In fact, one ob-

server suggests that Erbakan and his people deliberately avoid direct refer-

ences to the Turkish people and insist on using substitutes, such as ‘‘our

dear people’’ or ‘‘our dear people’s valuable children.’’5 Because of the be-

lief in an overarching Islamic umbrella, the Welfare party and Islamists

appear not to be threatened by non-Turkey identities and, therefore, have

not had to deny the existence of Kurds, as have mainstream parties.

Still, the Welfare party’s discourse is tame in comparison with that of

Islamist intellectuals and activists. The reemergence of the Kurdish ques-

tion in the 1980s has enabled Islamists to sharpen their critique of the

Kemalist state they abhor. For them, the ideal arrangement was the previ-

ous one: The Ottoman Empire, in which all Muslims were equal irrespec-

tive of their ethnic background. In fact, the problems started with the

intrusion of the West, specifically with the Tanzimat reforms in 1839 and

the idea of the unitary state.6 The theme that today’s imperialist powers,

just as they did in the past, use the Kurds to sow dissension among Mus-

lims is a theme that permeates the writings and thinking of the Islamist

camp, including the Welfare party.
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Beyond this, Islamist thinkers have repudiated the concept of the nation

state. Ali Bulaç argues for instance that, just as with the Kurds, he does

not believe in Palestinians, the Polisario, and Kashmiris creating their own

states.7 This is because an independent Kurdish state in Iraq, for instance,

would distance the Kurds from the logic of integration with Islamic socie-

ties. On the other hand, Kurds must be protected from the assimilationist

policies of Turks and Arabs,8 because he does believe that Kurds are a

separate people endowed by God with a different culture and language.9

Another such thinker, Abdurrahman Dilipak, goes even further in arguing

that the Kemalist concept of nationalism has been vanquished and that the

time has come to return to the Ottoman-style ‘‘millet’’ system.10 Islamist

publications have been more aggressive on this issue, and they have also

not shied away from criticizing the Welfare party. In a series of articles on

this question, for instance, Selami Camci has pointed out that while some

of Welfare’s theses regarding foreign intervention and the like are un-

doubtedly correct, the party fails to realize the complexity of the problem

and specifically the fact that Kurdish nationalism is a natural outcome and

is not about to disappear any time soon.11 As sympathetic as they may

appear to the Kurds, Islamists themselves are nonetheless wary of the inter-

national connections that Kurds, specifically Iraqi Kurds, have formed

over time. Most worrisome to them are the politics of both Kurdish lead-

ers in northern Iraq, who have had extensive dealings not only with West-

ern powers but also with Israel.12

The Welfare party has incorporated into its discourse many of the ideas

discussed above to attract the support of Kurds nationwide: It has consis-

tently advocated the elimination of the Emergency Rule in the southeast,

expressed its desire to resolve matters peacefully, emphasized the unity of

all under Islam, worked for the liberalization of restrictions on language,

and sent teams periodically to the southeast to investigate matters and pro-

duce reports. In the process, unlike other parties, it did not declare itself

an enemy of a Kurdish identity; even Erbakan has occasionally mentioned

Kurdish identity.13 Although the party has been careful not to overly criti-

cize the military’s conduct of the conflict in its reports, it has, nonetheless,

suggested that the people of the region have suffered unnecessarily. In its

1994 report, it argued that a large segment of the populace in the region

are treated as potential suspects, and that residents were being forced out

of their villages.14 A 1996 report similarly argued that state officials were

mistreating the inhabitants of the southeast.15 In another far-reaching re-
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port, in addition to the steps outlined above, the party called for the elec-

tion of provincial governors, the transformation of provincial assemblies

into ‘‘state’’ assemblies, implying a federal structure of sorts, and the elimi-

nation of State Security Courts.16

As a party that has already attracted the ire of the state establishment in

other respects, Welfare is careful of the limits it can reach on the Kurdish

question.17 Most of the reports mentioned above are produced by delega-

tions sent by Erbakan to the southeast and are submitted to him and the

party leadership, who are under no obligation to accept the recommenda-

tions; but they do make good press copy and show that the party is at-

tempting to grapple with the issue.18 On the other hand, writers who are

sympathetic to the party have no qualms about arguing what they think is

the obvious: The Welfare party perceives the issue as composed of three

dimensions: the southeastern problem, the Kurdish question, and terror-

ism. While the southeast has been economically ignored over the years,

the Kurdish issue is one of identity, and Welfare’s aim is to attack all three

problems simultaneously since they are intimately linked.19

As a result, Welfare has achieved a modicum of success: Hamit Bozar-

slan suggests that the party has managed to create an organic link with

the Kurdish national movement through the religious orders that are so

prevalent among the Kurds. It has succeeded in incorporating among its

ranks not just Kurds, as other parties have, but even bona fide Kurdish

nationalists.20 As argued earlier, it has also benefited from the Islamic and

socially conservative nature of the southeast—after all, the first Kurdish

revolt of the republican era, the Shaykh Said rebellion, contained both

religious and nationalist characteristics. The party had already made im-

portant headway among the Kurds in the 1970s. In the 1973 elections,

the National Salvation party, Welfare’s precursor, won 11.8 percent of the

national vote and, with forty-eight members in Parliament, emerged as the

fourth largest party. By 1977, it had lost half of its parliamentary delega-

tion, receiving 8.6 percent of the vote, although the total, absolute number

of votes remained constant. Between 1973 and 1977, however, it appears

that the party consolidated its position in the southeast. Whereas in 1973

only one Kurdish province, Bingöl, figured among the top ten provinces,

by the 1977 elections eight of the top ten and nine of the top eleven were

unambiguously Kurdish provinces.21 In recent years, the travails of DEP

and HADEP have served the Islamists well: In the 1994 municipal elec-

tions, their absence allowed Welfare to sweep the southeast’s municipali-
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ties. In 1995, HADEP’s performance notwithstanding, it elected a number

of representatives from the southeast to Parliament.

Success, however, comes at a price. With its not-so-subtle anti-Kemalist

discourse, the party has anointed itself as a ‘‘countersystem’’ (düzen karsiti)
political formation and, therefore, it is well poised to receive Kurdish votes

and activists in search of such an alternative to the ‘‘statist’’ and ‘‘PKK-

oriented’’ parties. And it has. Many of its supporters and activists in the

southeast are fierce Kurdish nationalists, who (as argued in the section on

Islam and the Kurds, above) see in the Welfare party an opportunity to

push the political system further and democratize it, or even upset it. This

creates a dilemma for Erbakan and the party leadership: While the party is

now home to a large Kurdish contingent at both the national and local

levels, there are also other and more dominant currents within it. Not

everyone in the party shares the concerns of those in the southeast. In fact,

quite naturally, many of the Islamists have criticized government policies

in the southeast just because they were in the opposition. With Welfare

having come to power as the senior member of a coalition, these tensions

are bound to become more pronounced as the party tries to accommodate

these factions to the necessities of governance.

Another interpretation of Welfare’s ideology suggests that it is inher-

ently ‘‘statist’’ in its own right. In other words, despite its call for the

strengthening of local administrations, it does not look to the dismantling

of state authority, but rather its reformulation along Islamist principles.

While Welfare may have fewer problems than other parties on the question

of a Kurdish identity within the state, it is equally unlikely that Welfare

would tolerate any weakening of the central state in the name of accommo-

dating any kind of nationalism. To all Islamists, nationalism is not a posi-

tive force, since in most cases it works to divide the Muslim community,

the ummah. Welfare would therefore probably yield much on questions of

expression of Kurdish identity, but very little by way of decentralization

of state power, and it would move aggressively against actual separatism.

Its economic approach to the southeast is reminiscent of its rhetoric of the

1970s, when it argued for state-sponsored investment almost everywhere.

In other words, the Islamist focus would remain on the coherence of state

power, and not on the nationalist Turkish basis of state power.

One cannot minimize the importance Islam plays in the shaping of Wel-

fare’s worldview. It has to this day articulated a consistently anti-Western

discourse when it comes to Western policies and intervention in the Mus-
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lim world; it has sided, almost automatically, with countries that the West

has for one reason or another imposed sanctions on or criticized, especially

if they are Islamic. On Iraq, for instance, despite Saddam Hussein’s violent

suppression of the Kurds, whose rights Welfare supposedly champions,

Erbakan has been a vociferous advocate of lifting U.N. sanctions, opening

border posts, and removing Operation Provide Comfort, the U.S.-led Tur-

key-based military force that monitors and safeguards the Kurds of north-

ern Iraq. In the 1995 election campaign, he argued for the creation of an

Islamic NATO, Islamic Common Market, Islamic U.N., and so forth.

Yet, despite Islamist rhetoric, the Welfare party, even its previous incar-

nations in the 1970s, has exhibited strong nationalist tendencies. Erbakan

is first and foremost a Turkish nationalist: His Islamic orientation reflects

his preference that Turkey ought not play a secondary role in a Western-

run world order. His approach to the Islamic world also betrays a desire

for Turkey to lead and even dominate it. In fact, his and his party’s ap-

proach to both foreign and domestic policy strongly suggest that they are

Ottomanist in inclination. Erbakan envisages a strong Islamic Turkey lead-

ing the way for all Islamic countries.

In this configuration or vision of Turkey, it is unlikely that the Welfare

party would be willing to agree to reforms on the Kurdish question that

extend beyond the ‘‘cultural’’ realm while simultaneously acknowledging a

separate Kurdish identity.22 A Welfare parliamentarian, involved in many

of the party’s ventures in the Kurdish question, in defending why Kurds

should have all the cultural rights they seek while remaining part of the

Turkish republic, argued, ‘‘The creation of an Islamic union requires the

leadership of Turkey. The Turkey that engages itself in this duty cannot be

a smaller or a divided country, quite on the contrary. . . . To divide Turkey

is the greatest injustice that can be done not just to the 60 million people

living in Turkey but to all of the Muslims and peoples of the world.’’23

Resolving the Kurdish problem à la Welfare, therefore, may be nothing

more than a gateway to greater glories.

There is, however, one potential bottleneck, and that is the Kurds them-

selves. Given the competition for these votes between Welfare and

HADEP, Welfare’s strategy of capturing and holding onto Kurdish votes

depends on one of the following scenarios being realized. In the first sce-

nario, HADEP, or for that matter any other Kurdish-based mass political

party, is prevented from participating in elections. Then, Welfare is quite

likely to sweep the southeast and all other localities where Kurds live in
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large numbers.24 Had there been no national 10 percent threshold block-

ing HADEP’s entry into parliament, Welfare’s representation in the south-

east would have been seriously reduced, perhaps by as much as fifteen

seats. In the 1995 elections, with HADEP running, Welfare lost votes in

all Kurdish provinces except Bingöl, where it actually increased its share.25

Alternatively, stiff competition from the likes of HADEP means that

while in power, Erbakan and his colleagues had to demonstrate that they

can change the lives of ordinary citizens in the southeast. It is not just

future Kurdish votes that are at stake here but also the cohesion of the

party. While there are thirty-four Kurdish members of the party, a group

of ten to fifteen are active supporters of the Kurdish cause, both in Turkey

and Iraq.26 These Kurds do not necessarily share Welfare’s vision of an

Ottomanist Turkey but tend to judge Erbakan on how well he performs in

the southeast.27 They were also at odds with the rest of the party on issues

such as the extension of Operation Provide Comfort. While the party in

general saw it as an extension of Western influence, many of these Kurdish

parliamentarians wanted it to be extended.28 Just as there are nationalists

among these Kurdish parliamentarians, there also are Islamists who tend

to attach more or equal importance to the idea of Islamic unity when com-

pared with ethnic considerations. As a result, the Kurds in Welfare have

been unable to organize a common front against the party’s leadership or

its policies.

The Kurdish vote is vital to Welfare if this party is ever going to become

a majority party, or at least one with a sizable plurality. As the decision to

align himself with Turkish nationalists in 1991 and HADEP’s relative suc-

cess in 1995 demonstrated, Erbakan cannot take the Kurdish vote for

granted. Therefore, by becoming prime minister, he also got a chance to

extend this base further. Irrespective of the sensitivities of establishment

forces in society, such as the military, he still needed to strike a delicate

balance within his own party: Despite the Islamicist rhetoric among Wel-

fare parliamentarians who are not of Kurdish descent, Turkish nationalist

currents are quite strong.29

In addition to the constraints emanating from the military and his coali-

tion partner, discussed below, Erbakan, therefore, has had to pursue a

timid policy with respect to the southeast since becoming prime minister.

He launched a number of trial balloons to test the reaction of his own

partisans and the other parties in parliament. Among the most important

was the aborted August 1996 attempt to send an intermediary to Öcalan
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to explore the possibility that the PKK would abandon the ‘‘armed strug-

gle.’’30 The project, which was not kept secret, was immediately vetoed by

president Demirel. It is possible that Erbakan, who had no intention of

seeking a dialogue with the PKK, deliberately sought a public venue for a

set of talks that, given their nature, ought to have been kept secret. He

thereby ensured that their failure become public and thus also demon-

strated to Kurds in Turkey that he had done his outmost on this issue.

Packaged with that effort was an attempt to get the PKK to free Turkish

soldiers kept captive by one of his parliamentarians, Fethullah Erbas. The

initial attempt to get the soldiers released failed, but Erbas, who is not a

Kurd and who hails from Van, succeeded in his second attempt in Decem-

ber of 1996. On the other hand, despite the many hints that the party and

the government were about to allow the diffusion of Kurdish-language

television31 little has been done on that score either.

In addition to party unity and consolidation, the Kurdish question poses

two serious problems for Erbakan. The first concerns his relationship with

the military and the second his foreign policy objectives—especially his

desire to improve relations with Iran and Syria. The potential for discord

with the military high command (already unsettled by Welfare’s ascension)

over this issue has been high from the moment Erbakan took over the

reigns of power. To placate them, Erbakan increasingly mirrored the mili-

tary’s discourse with respect to the conflict, arguing in public that the issue

was primarily one of terrorism. He praised and defended the military’s

conduct in the southeast.32 Upon the formation of his government, Erba-

kan acceded to the National Security Council’s demand that Emergency

Rule be extended for another four months in the southeast, something he

and his party had strenuously objected to in the past and had always voted

against. Eventually, he managed to extract one concession from them

when, in November 1996, Mardin Province was left out of the scope of

the Emergency Rule. The military has continued operations in the south-

east and across the border without any interference from the government,

or Erbakan in particular. It is unlikely that there would be any change in

this aspect of the policy. After all, neither Erbakan nor the bulk of Welfare

have any sympathy for the PKK, which stands in their way to claiming the

Kurdish vote and indirectly provides support for the likes of DEP and

HADEP.

Continued Syrian and Iranian support for the PKK has embarrassed

Erbakan. During his visit to Iran and Iranian president Rafsanjani’s return
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visit to Ankara, Erbakan strenuously tried to convince his eastern neighbor

to stop harboring the PKK. He has sent signals to the Syrian leadership.

He had hoped that his rise to power would convince these two countries

to abandon policies they had deemed to be in their national interest in the

name of Islamic solidarity. Their lack of cooperation, therefore, has had

repercussions on other parts of his agenda and further undermined the

little credibility he had with the military.

The New Democracy Movement

The New Democracy Movement (Yeni Demokrasi Hareketi) was cre-

ated by Cem Boyner, a young and charismatic businessman and former

head of TÜSIAD, the Turkish Businessmen’s Association. Despite its rela-

tively small size, it has had a major impact on the Turkish political scene,

even though it fared poorly in the December 1995 elections.33 As the other

nonstatist party, it equally condemns the Turkish state elite for many of

the problems created within the country and for its adherence to a narrow

basis of Turkish nationalism as the foundation of the state and source of

the Kurdish problem. From the beginning, Boyner sought to devolve state

power, which in economic and political terms would empower the re-

gions, including the Kurds, to develop their own local policies along their

own terms. More important, Boyner had been the single major exception

to the public political silence on the Kurdish issue—which in his view

cruelly pits all citizens of Turkey against each other at great cost to all.

Boyner pushed for the recognition of the Kurdish problem for what it is:

a problem of identity. While intolerant of attempts to forcibly alter bound-

aries or any kind of separatism, he would have done away with the most

restrictive of state policies, on issues ranging from cultural rights to local

empowerment.

At the beginning of 1995, when it was a movement and not a political

party, the New Democracy Movement was greatly feared by center-right

parties. Boyner’s perceived immunity from prosecution and harassment

from the security forces allowed him to explicitly take the state to task for

the conflict in the southeast. The character of his discourse, which would

have landed anyone else in jail, provided an opening, a political space, in

which some of the issues relating to the Kurdish question could and were

aired. Boyner, who also took the powerful military establishment head on

for the latter’s interference in the political process, ultimately got too
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closely identified with the Kurdish issue in the public’s mind. The New

Democracy Movement fell quite short of its most pessimistic expectations

in the December 1995 national elections, polling an insignificant 0.5 per-

cent. To be sure, the party was new and had not consolidated itself, and it

had unexpectedly to compete with HADEP for Kurdish votes in the

southeast, where it had expected to do well.34 In addition, because of the

10 percent national minimum a party had to obtain to win parliamentary

seats, many would-be New Democracy voters chose to cast their votes in

a more strategic fashion and not waste them. Still, Boyner’s contribution

has been of major significance: More than any other politician since former

president Özal, he has succeeded in forcing open the Kurdish question

quite bluntly, generating some kind of debate and preparing the ground-

work for future dialogue.

The Turkish Left

The Turkish Left in the 1970s was the major force in spawning the

PKK; violence was the vocabulary of a great portion of the Left and much

of the Right. Today a few fringe leftover movements on the extreme Left

still pursue violence in Turkey; while violence has escalated in the last few

years, it is still far from the scale of the 1970s. The Left today is divided

into roughly three groups, whose views differ somewhat on the Kurdish

problem. The extreme radical left, which seeks the overthrow of the Turk-

ish state, views the PKK with sympathy as a force willing to practice vio-

lence against the state. In fact, this radical Left admires the PKK because

it has succeeded in doing what the Turkish Left has not been able to do:

for over a decade, to conduct a successful guerrilla campaign against the

Turkish military. As a result, some Turkish radical leftists have, over the

years, joined the PKK. The Turkish radical Left, with the exception of one

group in Tunceli, is primarily an urban phenomenon. As much as it ad-

mires the PKK, the urban violent Left has both benefited from the PKK

and suffered as well. While the PKK created an atmosphere of chaos that

has encouraged this violent Left, it has also been the primary cause for the

massive expansion in the nation’s security services, which, in turn, have the

capability of focusing on all kinds of groups. This radical Left has managed

to build a small following and it gained notoriety with the prison hunger

strikes of 1996, which resulted in the deaths of twelve inmates before the

incoming government of Erbakan negotiated a compromise. The most
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important of the radical leftist groups is the DHKP, the Revolutionary

People’s Liberation Army, which has an active presence among Turks liv-

ing in Europe. On December 22, 1996, the PKK and the DHKP signed

a joint statement calling for ‘‘a common revolutionary front.’’ By and large,

the DHKP and other similar urban-based organizations that conduct vio-

lent operations against members of the security services remain marginal.35

Turkey’s internationalist Left identifies itself with other leftist move-

ments in Europe, essentially of a social-democratic nature. Today this

group is represented by the Republican People’s party (CHP) (which, in

turn, is the product of a 1995 union between the CHP and SHP). It is

drawn toward protection of human rights and civil liberties, hence to a

lessening of the power of the state, especially its security organs. The inter-

nationalist Left is the primary segment of Turkish society likely to respond

more positively to Kurdish calls for national and/or cultural rights. These

left-of-center parties regularly speak out for human rights and the amend-

ment of the more repressive articles of the Turkish constitution and penal

code. These parties’ close ties to European socialists have rendered them

sensitive to European criticisms of Turkish human rights policies and the

treatment of the Kurds. Social democrats have spearheaded efforts,

spurred on by the 1995 negotiations on Turkey’s accession to the Euro-

pean customs union, to bring Turkey more into accord with European

standards.

The CHP has advocated the recognition of cultural rights and has dis-

played increased sensitivity to human rights concerns. Some of its mem-

bers have been in the forefront of struggles to get the security services to

be more respectful of citizens’, and especially of prisoners’, rights. Some

also challenged the behavior of the security services in the east and south-

east, attracting the ire of the security chiefs. On the Kurdish question, the

party, nonetheless, suffers from the fact that, in addition to being Atatürk’s

original party (and hence the originator of the policy of assimilation), it

has vacillated a great deal on its approach. While still a separate party, the

SHP at first dismissed some of its Kurdish MPs in 1989 for having pub-

licly discussed the Kurdish issue abroad and having participated at a Paris

conference on the same topic. Later, under pressure from the remaining

MPs of Kurdish extraction, it issued a report on the southeast in July of

1991 that was quite conciliatory to their concerns. As discussed in an ear-

lier section, it also constructed an electoral alliance with HEP at the onset

of the 1991 elections.

This inconsistency became even more pronounced when the party
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served as the True Path party’s junior coalition partner from 1991 onward,

until the end of 1995. This period coincided with the worst of the repres-

sion in the southeast; not only were HEP and DEP closed down, but

human rights violations in the east and southeast also reached their peak,

as the army and security forces stepped up the campaign against the PKK.

Party leaders concede that they were incapable of moderating the hardline

policies of their partner, and especially of prime minister Tansu Çiller, who

had replaced Demirel. Still, the SHP/CHP earned the wrath of the security

services. Special team personnel even threatened the minister of state for

human rights, the CHP member Algan Hacaloglu, during one of his visits

to the southeast.36 The Istanbul security chief, Necdet Menzir, went so far

as to publicly accuse incumbent CHP ministers of aiding and abetting the

violent groups battling the state.

Of all the mainstream parties, the SHP/CHP promised the most to the

Kurds, but it was unable to deliver much. It is because of this gap between

promises and deeds that, despite its more flexible philosophy, the party

forfeited all credibility with the Kurdish populations.37 Unable even to

formulate a cohesive social democratic platform acceptable to the popula-

tion at large, CHP experienced one of its worst defeats in the 1995 elec-

tions, as constituency after constituency abandoned it. It barely made it

past the 10 percent national barrier. Perhaps as a consequence of this, the

party decided to revisit the Kurdish issue by publicizing another Kurdish

report in July of 1996. Prepared by the former minister for human rights,

Hacaloglu, the report is a reconfirmation that CHP believes in the primacy

of political solutions that recognize the existence of a Kurdish identity.38

There is also a nationalist Left in Turkey, whose roots draw upon long-

standing Atatürkist and statist traditions. These groups, represented today

by former prime minister Bülent Ecevit’s Democratic Left party (DSP,

Demokratik Sol Partisi), see patriotism in terms of loyalty to the idea of

the Turkish state and the Atatürkist nation-building project. The DSP and

Ecevit in particular are strongly wedded to a centralized unitary Turkish

state. Any Kurdish entreaty—political or cultural—is perceived as a direct

challenge to their formulation of the state. Intellectuals from these groups

are unapologetic about the use of state power to preserve ideological con-

formity within the state, and they view both the Kurds and the Islamist

movement as equal threats to the traditional vision of the Turkish state and

its future.

Thus Ecevit has taken a strong nationalist position explicitly on the
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Kurdish issue and is not likely to show sympathy to the notion of accord-

ing the Kurds greater rights. For Ecevit, the issue is simply the result of

economic underdevelopment and the feudal structure of the southeast and

east, where the aghas wield an inordinate amount of power and influence.

Therefore, with land reform and state investments in a variety of economic

enterprises, the southeast and east would not suffer from terrorism—

assuming of course that the external sources of support for the PKK are

also dealt with. Unlike most of his colleagues on the international Left,

Ecevit does not acknowledge the separate ethnic identity of the Kurds. In

fact, he tries to avoid the use of the word Kurd as much as possible, ar-

guing that ‘‘one cannot be a leftist and point to the racial components of

an economic and social problem.’’39

As is the case with Erbakan, Ecevit views the Iraqi Kurdish problem and

its impact on Turkey as an attempt by the forces of imperialism (read the

U.S.) to divide up first Iraq and then Turkey. He has been as implacable

as Erbakan in demanding the elimination of OPC and the lifting of sanc-

tions on Saddam Hussein. In parliamentary debates on the extension of

OPC, Ecevit has been able to play an increasingly influential role, given

the distribution of seats among the different parties. In April 1996 he

proposed a ‘‘Regional Security Plan,’’ which included the creation of a

security belt in Iraqi territory, to replace the U.S.-led OPC.40 It is not

surprising, therefore, that Mümtaz Soysal, another leading figure of the

Turkish parliamentary Left, known for his nationalist ideas and who briefly

served as foreign minister in 1994, defected from the internationalist RPP

to Ecevit’s DSP on the eve of the 1995 national elections.

In the 1995 elections, Ecevit and his party, with 14.7 percent of the

vote, emerged as the single largest formation on the Left, eclipsing the

Republican People’s party. The party’s gains reflect not only the CHP’s

difficulties—its coalition with DYP and corruption scandals—but also

Ecevit’s reputation as a ‘‘clean’’ politician. His party has lacked an organiza-

tional base, which has raised question marks regarding its long-term fu-

ture. Should the party gain further strength, especially at the expense of

CHP, it will considerably strengthen the hardline elements on the Kurdish

question.41

The Right

The Right is divided, on the one hand, between the mainstream parties,

the True Path party (Dogru Yol Partisi, DYP) and the Motherland party
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(Anavatan Partisi, ANAP), and the extreme nationalist Nationalist Action

party (Milliyetçi Hareket Partisi, MHP) of former colonel Alparslan

Türkes. While both mainstream parties have espoused similar ideas on the

issue, it is the DYP, as the ruling coalition member in the 1991–1995

period which has had the more responsible role for articulating and imple-

menting the policy on the Kurdish question.

In the years she was prime minister (1993–1995), Çiller chose to make

‘‘antiterrorism’’ the primary basis of her policy on the Kurds. On the eve

of the 1994 municipal elections, she also engineered the eviction of mem-

bers of the pro-Kurdish DEP from Parliament. The party, as the heir of

both the Democrat and Justice parties of earlier decades, has always repre-

sented conservative rural and urban interests, especially those of western

Turkey. It is particularly strong in regions where agriculture is commercial-

ized and among western Anatolian commercial and industrial establish-

ments. In the Kurdish areas it has made deals with some of the tribal

leaders that have allowed it to win seats. The Kurdish insurrection and

revival of the identity issue has caught the DYP unprepared. The party has

steadfastly maintained that ‘‘there is no ethnic problem in Turkey, but a

terror problem.’’42 It was not until 1996 that anyone in the party had at-

tempted to develop alternative strategies to the problem. Both Demirel,

the party founder, and his successor, Çiller, have toyed with reformist

propositions, only to abandon them quickly in the face of the slightest sign

of resistance. It is Çiller who, in the process of establishing her control

over the party apparatus and expelling Demirel loyalists, brought some of

the hardliners in the civil and military bureaucracy into DYP.43 In this

respect, among the mainstream parties, it is the one most committed to

seeking a military solution to the Kurdish question. However, from June

1996 to June 1977, the DYP found itself in the awkward situation of being

a minority party in coalition with the Welfare party, whose approach to

the Kurdish question is radically different. When Welfare sought to find

intermediaries to engage the PKK, the DYP initially equivocated, with

some of Çiller’s lieutenants responding positively.44 But pressure from

party hardliners and the military eventually brought the party back into

line.45

A traditional DYP ally unhappy with the conduct of the counterinsur-

gency is the business community, especially the larger industrialists. They

have increasingly come to regard the insurgency not only in financial

terms—and hence its impact on the rate of inflation—but also in the dam-
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aged relations with Europe and the United States. They have not, how-

ever, prevailed in influencing the party’s positions in this regard.

The Motherland party (ANAP), by contrast, has in recent years pursued

a line typical of opposition parties—that is, it has sought to oppose govern-

ment policy when convenient without articulating a coherent viewpoint of

its own. It is only with the onset of the 1995 national elections that ANAP

decided to formulate an explicit policy on the Kurds; it sought to differen-

tiate itself from the DYP by emphasizing the need to recognize the cultural

distinctiveness of the southeast and the need to find a nonmilitary solution

to the problem. One of its leading figures, Korkut Özal, the brother of the

former president, even stated that he would be willing to talk to Öcalan

himself if it would guarantee a peaceful resolution. On the other hand, in

the fall of 1995, ANAP also played the role of spoiler by seeking to block

measures designed to ‘‘democratize’’ the constitution and the penal code—

indispensable to a solution to the Kurdish problem—at the time when

Turkey was trying to improve its chances for accession to the customs

union with the European Community, which it subsequently gained.

In the brief spring 1996 interlude when he was prime minister in the

short-lived ANAP-DYP coalition government, party leader Mesut Yilmaz

put forward proposals outlining some of the reforms he was planning to

undertake. Just like the Welfare party, ANAP also made use of its ethnic-

Kurdish parliamentarians to conduct studies in the southeast. One three-

member delegation visited the region in early 1996 and recommended the

liberalization of cultural and educational restrictions, along with the easing

of the military presence.46 Yilmaz himself declared that prohibitions on the

Kurdish language would be removed.47 This issue, however, took a back-

seat to intercoalition squabbling between ANAP and DYP, with which

Yilmaz shared power. In the end, his promises of more democracy and a

peaceful solution came to naught.

ANAP, in effect, enjoys a degree of freedom of action that other parties

do not have, and it can always wrap itself in the mantle of Özal, who

created and led the party. Even though during Özal’s last years Yilmaz

emerged as one of his opponents, the Özal legacy is a powerful instrument.

Özal’s legacy does not always play to ANAP’s strength in this matter:

Özal’s interest in attracting as many different political tendencies as possi-

ble when creating the party has meant that ANAP contains liberals as well
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as extreme nationalists close to the Nationalist Action party. These nation-

alists have restricted party leader Yilmaz’s room to maneuver.48

The late Alparslan Türkes’s Nationalist Action party (MHP) is a classical

neo-fascist party with an uncompromising stand on the Kurdish issue. In

the past, at the forefront of the battle against the Left, it set its sights on the

Kurds. As in the past, it has sought to infiltrate the state apparatus—and it

has succeeded in doing so, especially in the security services. During Tansu

Çiller’s 1991–1995 tenure as prime minister, the MHP acted as her silent

partner and, in exchange, was allowed unprecedented access to state insti-

tutions. Its fervently nationalist Turkish rhetoric has meant that it has been

a primary beneficiary of the violence instigated by the PKK. The MHP’s

ranks are reportedly strengthened with each body bag that returns to the

village of Turkish inductees from the war with the PKK. Having managed

to place its militants in the quasi-military ‘‘Special Teams’’ (özel timler),
which operate in the east and southeast with impunity, the MHP has also

been, even if indirectly, one of the principal participants in the violence. In

the 1995 elections, believing that it would do well on its own, the MHP

declined an offer of alliance with Prime Minister Çiller. Although it gar-

nered a respectable 8.3 percent of the vote, displaying its growing

strength, it did not manage to overcome the 10 percent barrier needed to

obtain parliamentary representation. Nonetheless the impact of its rhetoric

on national policy is quite considerable.49

The MHP and Türkes have repeatedly stressed the ‘‘scientific fact’’ that

Kurds are ‘‘descendants of Turkish tribes’’ and resisted the notion that Tur-

key is composed of a mosaic of peoples. While the party leadership must

be cautious about its public statements, at the private level MHP members

often exhibit an extreme chauvinism and one that is absolutely determined

to deny any Kurdish identity within Turkey. Still, in public Türkes has

berated all those who have suggested that a political solution ought to be

sought, and he has even threatened to spill blood to prevent it.50

Another right-wing nationalist formation is the Greater Unity party

(BBP), an off-shoot of the MHP. Ideologically, they occupy the space

between the MHP and the Welfare party: They are both Islamists and

extreme nationalists. Led by Muhsin Yazicioglu, the party has also taken a

strong stand against any political solution to the Kurdish question. Inter-

estingly, because the party was formed by right-wing elements interned by
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the military hierarchy during the 1980–1983 interregnum, unlike the

MHP it does not exude the same kind of confidence in the officer class.

Turkish Civil Society

Turkish civil society is the most developed among all Muslim states of

the Middle East. Private groups and organizations are widespread, and

their numbers are growing, but their indirect role vis-à-vis the political

system is still evolving. The main problem is that they are still too timid

to take on the state on an issue as controversial as the Kurdish question.

Although major strides have been made by the Turkish government

toward accepting the explicit existence of Kurds by the growing use of

the word in public discussion in recent years, the magnitude of military

operations against the PKK has created a quasi-war situation in which

questions about the goals of the war can possibly call into question one’s

patriotism—a situation not unknown in other countries. Successive Turk-

ish governments over the past years have encouraged nationalist elements

to frame the issue precisely as one of patriotism—witness the widespread

campaign undertaken by many newspapers, collecting donations for Turk-

ish troops in the southeast and northern Iraq in March and April of 1995

under the slogan ‘‘let’s back our boys’’ (Mehmetçikle el ele). The campaign

had an intimidating effect on anyone inclined to raise questions about the

nature, wisdom, or efficacy of the military operation.

General Public Opinion

Understandably, Turkish public opinion has grown less tolerant and

more anti-Kurdish over the past decade, as the magnitude of the military

struggle has grown. Many families have now lost sons in the army to the

conflict, and many parents speak with great anxiety about their sons’ early

due dates for military service and the risks they entail. Bodies have been

coming back from the southeast on a regular basis; at the height of the

insurrection, the number of coffins brought to the main Kocatepe Mosque

in Ankara for funeral ceremonies before being sent back home would

sometimes reach ten a day. While over time the impact of casualties could

in principle lead to a popular desire for policy change on the Kurdish issue,

so far it seems only to have strengthened right-wing opinion, which is

convinced that Turks are more willing to suffer casualties than the softer
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Americans. As noted earlier, the extremely nationalist Nationalist Action

party (MHP) can only be bolstered by the phenomenon of dead Turkish

boys coming home from the front.

Reaction has not been limited to the nationalist Right. There has also

been a resurgence in Kemalist secular nationalism in reaction both to

Kurdish nationalism and to the rise of Islamic forces and parties. There is

an irony, as one author has suggested—with some hyperbole—in the fact

that the emergence of the PKK and its terror tactics in the 1980s have

done more to define the Turkish identity than seventy years of republican

policies aimed at the homogenization the population.51

The PKK has itself considered the pros and cons of adopting a policy of

total polarization of the population in Turkey. In the past it has sought to

publicize its cause and carry it to the mainstream Turkish population via

terrorism—especially bomb attacks in the big western cities of Istanbul

and Izmir and in major tourist locations such as Antalya. The PKK has

reportedly taken credit for these operations, which do indeed polarize the

population and create visceral hatred between Turks and Kurds. In one

sense, from a harsh PKK point of view, this might be an arguable strategy,

if the goal were total separation of the two communities. But it is ex-

tremely ill-considered, since the Kurds themselves will be ultimately the

biggest losers if urban Turkish workers decide to carry out acts of ven-

geance against the Kurdish population in western cities and towns. Ex-

treme radical Kurds and extreme Turkish nationalists might share a

common goal here, but fortunately both have been restrained from the

most violent acts. The PKK mainstream says that it has no quarrel with

the Turkish people, only with the state, but even a few urban terrorist acts

like this give the lie to that contention.

The ease with which public opinion can be aroused was evidenced in

the reaction to the manufactured flag incident at the HADEP convention

in June of 1996. Still, in view of the length of this conflict, intercommunal

incidents have been kept to a minimum. While many such events have

taken place,52 at times instigated by the news media or local authorities,

there is genuine confusion about Kurds within mainstream Turkish public

opinion. To begin with, this is a relatively new issue as far as the public is

concerned. After all, the very concept of any separate Kurdish identity had

been ridiculed for many years as a deliberate feature of state policy; the

government has propagated over the years the ideas that Kurds are really

just ‘‘mountain Turks,’’ that Kurdish is a dialect of Turkish (whereas struc-
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turally they are totally unrelated), and that even if Kurds speak a different

language, it is debased and not a serious vehicle for communication—

hence it is foolish to demand special linguistic rights. By contrast, those

Kurds who attempt to raise the issue peacefully or seek state recognition

of their identity are portrayed as traitors, separatists, or terrorists. When

all Kurdish political activism is automatically identified with the PKK, ter-

rorism, and separatism, dialogue within society becomes impossible.

At this point, the state has created for itself one of the single biggest

obstacles to future dialogue: the formation of public opinion that finds the

concept of ‘‘Kurdish identity’’ absurd, unnecessary, and subversive, and

that all who talk about Kurdish rights are terrorists and enemies of the

nation. But because the issue is relatively new to the public, it is also mal-

leable. While the Kurds may be a notable exception, given the size of their

population, Turkey has other minorities who have not necessarily articu-

lated any demands but who have always been conscious of their hyphen-

ated nature. The saliency of the Kurds has raised their consciousness.

Because of the hard-nosed attitude of state officials, the role of other civil

society institutions becomes even more crucial in delimiting the parame-

ters of the Kurdish problem and its resolution.

Intellectuals and the Private Sector

So much of the debate on the Kurdish question has been framed by the

perception that it represents an existential threat to Turkey’s well-being.

Therefore, it is not surprising that the debate in general has been rather

muted. The combination of laws that tend to punish speech and the strong

sense of patriotic duty imbedded in the Turkish public inhibits a great deal

of criticism. This is not to say that there are not pockets of opposition.53

By and large, intellectuals as a class, especially academic circles, play almost

no useful political function, because of their failure to examine and ques-

tion Kurdish policies. University students do not usually argue over Kurd-

ish issues in class, and faculty do not discuss it among themselves. The

issue is functionally nonexistent in academic circles—meaning that a criti-

cally important segment of society that is equipped to examine this Turkish

social problem is a nonparticipant in stimulating a national conversation.

To be sure there are some notable and brave exceptions to this general-

ization, but they have been insufficient to sustain a meaningful national

dialogue. This situation is not apparently the result of any specific formal
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government policy; it simply stems from a feeling that it is prudent not to

question too openly. Among the more prominent intellectuals, novelists

Yasar Kemal and Orhan Pamuk have often expressed their opposition to

the military approach to the problem. Yasar Kemal, a Kurd by birth who

only recently began to identify himself publicly with the Kurdish struggle,

and his younger colleague Pamuk have relied on their international fame

to protect them from judicial action. This has not stopped the State Secur-

ity Courts from charging Kemal with sedition for articles he has published,

resulting in the self-exile of this international figure. But such actions are

counterproductive internationally because they tend to draw more atten-

tion than the Turkish government is willing to tolerate. Some artists, on

the other hand, have taken risks on their own, by challenging conventional

attitudes and sanctions.54

This is not to say that there is no debate in Turkey. There are interna-

tionally linked organizations, such as the Helsinki Citizens’ Assembly, that

have offered Turkish intellectuals a modicum of protection.55 Another non-

governmental organization created for the explicit purpose of searching

for common ground between Turks and Kurds living in Turkey is TOSAV,

Toplum Sorunlarini, Araştirma Vakfi or Foundation for the Research of

Societal Problems. It too gets its funding from the European Union and

the United States. Individuals in academia have spoken out on this ques-

tion in newspaper articles, and journals such as Birikim and Türkiye Gün-
lügü have discussed the problems associated with both Turkish and

Kurdish identity formation. The Kurdish question has also given rise to

other debates in which the Kurds may not figure directly in prominent

fashion. One such debate, influenced by the difficulties the state has had

recently with the Kurds, has been on a presumptive ‘‘Second Republic,’’ a

discussion on recasting the state. As the Islamist thinker Abdurrahman

Dilipak has suggested, there are three social forces behind the push for a

renewal of state institutions: the Islamists, the Kurds, and the business

community.56

Islamist intellectuals have received the greatest boost from the reemer-

gence of the Kurdish question. They, unlike their secular counterparts,

have an alternative to offer which, in the short term, appears to be non-

threatening to state interests. On the other hand, the Islamist agenda as a

whole clearly represents a fundamental challenge to the Kemalist establish-

ment. Because they stress the unity of the two peoples (and of other Mus-

lims as well) within the confines of an Islamic society and abhor the notion
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of ethnic differences, they possess a natural advantage over their secular

counterparts, who can construct a resolution only through compromises

along ethnic lines. But are the modern-day Islamist intellectuals and their

movements a mirror image of the left wing of the 1970s, for whom the

Kurds were nothing but cannon fodder in their struggle against the capi-

talist system? The Kurdish question has opened another front for the Is-

lamists in their struggle with secularism. As one Islamist thinker openly

confesses, as a Muslim, he takes delight in the fact that the Kurdish issue

has created the possibility for society to rid itself of this ‘‘despotic’’ Kema-

list regime, even though he grieves for all the lives that are being lost in

the process.57 Secular intellectuals challenging the state’s official policy

have written columns in daily newspapers, but, as will be discussed later,

they have had remarkably little impact on policymaking.

Until recently, other segments of society, such as lawyers or business-

men, had not formally stimulated public discussion of these issues either,

although many as individuals have spoken out occasionally in the press.

Local bar associations in the southeast and Kurdish lawyers in the main

cities have been quite active, although they are focused primarily on

human rights cases. Human rights foundations have also taken up the

cause of individuals imprisoned or tortured by the system. These lawyers

have gone about their business in the face of considerable personal risk, as

many have disappeared.

More recently, however, Turkish business has begun to openly criticize

the rationale behind a military campaign that has burdened the treasury.

As such, businessmen have become one of the most liberal elements in

Turkey in seeking a political (nonmilitary) solution. Their motivation is

purely pragmatic: They are aware of the significant financial drain on the

budget and the inflationary impact that the military campaign in the south-

east causes. They are also well aware that the conflict has had negative

consequences on Turkey’s international standing, and that it may have even

come close to endangering the accession to the European Customs Union.

The first attempt at an institutional study of the southeast came from

the Istanbul-based Economic Development Foundation (Iktisadi Kal-

kinma Vakfi, IKV). In a far-reaching report, IKV’s then head, Sedat

Aloglu, discussed a series of economic, social, and cultural reforms, includ-

ing the creation of institutes for the study of Kurdish and TV and radio

broadcasts in Kurdish.58

The IKV report was followed by one commissioned by the Turkish
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Union of Chambers of Commerce and Industry and Commodity Ex-

changes (TOBB), the main quasi-official business organization, to which

almost all businesses belong. Unlike the IKV report, the TOBB study,

because of its methodology and the importance of the institution issuing

it, achieved an unprecedented amount of notoriety. IKV was a small foun-

dation that occupied itself mainly with European Union–related concerns,

while the TOBB was intimately linked with the state and leading personali-

ties in the center-right parties. Similarly, Sakip Sabanci, one of the two

most influential business leaders, also issued a report on the southeast, in

which he argued that money alone would not solve the problems of the

area and that Turkey had to look at other countries, namely Spain, Britain,

and Italy, to learn how to deal with these kinds of ethnic problems.59 Halis

Komili, then leader of TÜSIAD, proclaimed in 1995 the Kurdish question

to be Turkey’s most severe quandary, saying that without a solution to it,

other problems would not be resolved.60 In January of 1997, TÜSIAD

issued a wide-ranging report on the need to deepen the process of democ-

ratization in Turkey in which it advocated a number of measures designed

to alleviate the cultural and other inequities Kurds face.61 These concerns

of the business circles and interest in a pragmatic approach were best re-

flected in the genesis of the New Democracy Movement of Cem Boyner,

mentioned above, the single most outspoken politician of prominence in

the country on this issue. Boyner’s efforts also gave an impetus to other

young businessmen who have joined the fray: The Young Turkish Busi-

nessmen’s Council (TÜGIAD) organized missions to the southeast and

issued reports advocating a change in the approaches to that region.61

All these reports and efforts by individuals have resulted in greater polit-

ical space in which to discuss these issues, even though they have not yet

succeeded in changing policy. Nonetheless, intellectuals and business

classes remain the most potent source of opposition to and influence on

government policy.

The Media

The Turkish press is one of the most open in the Middle East today,

embracing a wide spectrum of views from far left to fundamentalist Islam-

ist and proto-fascist nationalist. Yet this relatively free press has not been

so open when it comes to the Kurdish issue, or indeed any issue that di-

rectly touches on the national security. It appeared as if most of the press
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took its guidance on national security issues from the official bulletins of

the government, the military, and the National Security Council. Most

coverage of fighting was contained in relatively brief stories about the

number of PKK terrorists who were captured or killed the day before, or

about terrorist incidents carried out by the PKK. Since there was no for-

mal national debate in Parliament or elsewhere about the Kurds, there was

no serious debate in the press either, even though this is not, strictly speak-

ing, a government-controlled press. With the exception of columnists, the

press finds it safer to avoid probing discussions of the problem; most jour-

nalists describe it as ‘‘self-censorship,’’ which can often be more stifling on

a specific issue than review by a state censorship board.

All is not in solid conformity, however, even in the mainstream press.

An important distinction has to be made between the reporting end of the

news and columnists. Nearly every day in one paper or another—most

often in the more liberal or intellectual papers, or even in the Islamist

press—there are analyses or pieces by columnists who take a more critical

and thoughtful approach to the Kurdish problem, not directly critical of

government policy but reflective on the broader nature of the problem.

There is almost an indirect relationship between the level of PKK activities

and the ability of columnists, as well as others, to discuss nonmilitary solu-

tions to the Kurdish question. The best such example came about during

the cease-fire of 1993, when newspapers were full of stories on the PKK,

which—while mostly negative—did not exhibit the hard edge they usually

do. The level of discourse in the news media seems also improved when

the security apparatus has succeeded in reducing PKK activities. In other

words, periods of a weakened PKK threat seem to encourage the freest

discourse. This fact may also explain why, over the course of last two years,

a gradual, but perceptible, relaxation in the press coverage has taken place.

Undoubtedly, the revelations regarding many state-related scandals that

implicated senior security officials have encouraged journalists to take

greater risks.

On the reporting side of the Kurdish question there is little in the form

of investigative journalism, and few attempts are made to question official

versions of events, even when more than one version exists. Still, there are

exceptions: Even Milliyet, a serious paper known for its unsympathetic

coverage of things southeast, in the summer of 1995 carried a week-long

series on the problems of refugees from the southeast. It left little doubt

about the dimensions of the human tragedy and the broad demographic
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extent of the problem, employing many color pictures of camps, displaced

persons, and so forth, even though there was no direct analysis of the

deeper roots of the Kurdish problem per se. Turkey’s most serious paper

today, Yeni Yüzyil, is bolder in its critiques of the Kurdish problem than

any other mainstream paper. In August 1995 it carried a seven-day series

of interviews with Yasar Kemal, Turkey’s most famous novelist, himself a

Kurd and long-time leftist (although he himself had not chosen to speak

out much on the Kurdish issue until the last year). The interview was

singularly harsh in its condemnation of state policies against the Kurds

from the inception of the Turkish Republic in the 1920s, and in its de-

mands for rights for Kurds. The Islamist press has, in general, been bolder

in its criticisms of state policy, whether in its conceptualization or daily

conduct of counterinsurgency operations.

There has always been an active Kurdish press, mostly in the Turkish

language, although all through the 1960s and 1970s it was continuously

harassed and often closed. The magazine with the longest run was one

published by Kemal Burkay and his associates in the Socialist party of

Turkish Kurdistan. It lasted from the end of 1974 till January 1979.63 In

the 1990s, a number of small dailies were published. These, which in-

cluded Özgür Ülke (Free Country), Özgür Gündem (Free Agenda), and

Yeni Politika (New Politics), concentrated on news from the southeast.

They were subjected to judicial campaigns and even were the object of

terror and arson attacks, their correspondents and distributors arrested and

sometimes killed.64 At first subjected to censorship by the state, they were

later closed down by court order. This was especially true of Yeni Politika,
which often appeared with huge empty spaces where a news story—but

not its headline—had been censored and marked out by bold black letter-

ing reading ‘‘censored,’’ until it was closed down by court order in late fall

1995. By December 1995, a new daily, Demokrasi, with a decidedly more

moderate tone, had emerged to replace it. (Interestingly, Yeni Politika is

still printed in Europe under the name of Özgür Politika and has a broad

circulation among Turkish Kurds in Europe.) Paradoxically, the emer-

gence of Med-TV has cut into the circulation of Kurdish dailies such as

Demokrasi, as people prefer to watch rather than read.

State control over the press, apart from self-censorship, is usually effec-

tuated by allowing papers in principle to print what they want, but then

reviewing them after the fact in the courts for revealing national secrets or

distributing separatist propaganda.65 Where security courts find violations
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they impose serious fines separately on both the paper and the writer of

the offending article and confiscate the offending publication. In 1995,

1,443 publications (56 books, 784 journals, 602 newspapers, and 1 bulle-

tin) were confiscated on court order.66 These fines are generally inordi-

nately high. The writer is also technically subject to prosecution as well.

So the penalties for transgressing state policies on the Kurdish issue are

considerable.67 Papers that enjoy much advertising from state-run institu-

tions can also be threatened with loss of advertising. The result is that most

papers and most writers prefer not to move too far into the area of bold

new coverage and probing analysis.68 Indeed, many of the popular papers

would not pursue such a line in any case, since they purvey a strongly anti-

Kurdish line that further hardens public opinion against the Kurds and

their ‘‘separatism.’’

The intellectual weakness of the press as an institution was further re-

vealed with the publication of the TOBB-commissioned report conducted

by Ankara University professor Dogu Ergil in the summer of 1995. This

important, if flawed, report, based on extensive interviews among Kurds,

revealed that most Kurds in the southeast do not want a separate Kurdish

state. This ‘‘TOBB Report’’ was one of the first of its kind, explicitly deal-

ing with sensitive issues. It was something of a bombshell when it hit the

press, sparking widespread discussion and debate, and the potential for

a deeper understanding of this sensitive issue. Despite some constructive

criticism, however, the debate in the end touched very little on the sub-

stance of the issue and the implications for policy. Instead, most colum-

nists and politicians weighed in on ad hominem attacks against the author

of the report, Dogu Ergil—some of it quite scurrilous—or against the

methodology, or even against the intent behind the preparation of such an

analysis. Who authorized this report? What right did the Union of Cham-

bers of Commerce have to delve into these issues, which are outside of its

purview? Was not the intent of the research clearly to vindicate the PKK?

Are there not some connections between the report and the CIA? In the

end, the publication of the TOBB Report has been valuable in opening

up, at least slightly, the arena of public debate on the Kurdish issue, even

if the media and public response were disappointing.69

Despite the discouraging weakness of the press in Turkey, individual

journalists reflect in private much greater sensitivity to the issue than is
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expressed in the news media, even in the more conservative papers. If the

state were to change its laws and regulations, more balanced treatment

would certainly emerge. The most notorious law in this respect is ‘‘Article

8’’ of the Anti-terrorism Law, which states that anything that serves to

support separatism, intentionally or unintentionally, can be subject to prose-

cution. Such broad wording leaves almost any writer vulnerable to action.

Article 8, though amended in the days prior to Turkey’s accession to the

European Customs Union, still allows the continued prosecution of nonvi-

olent speech.70

No discussion of the media in Turkey would be complete without some

mention of television. In recent years Turkish electronic media have under-

gone a revolution; the government monopoly of radio and television has

been broken, allowing dozens of new radio and television stations to

emerge, with a broad spectrum of views, independent of government con-

trol. Some of the greatest impact has come from the emergence of talk

shows, typically starting around 10 P.M. and lasting until 2 A.M. or some-

times even later.71 In addition, some of the new stations are primarily local,

creating the possibility for dissemination of diverse views with a distinctly

local perspective.

This kind of TV coverage has probably contributed more to creating a

debate on the Kurdish problem than even the print media—and more

boldly, and with a much wider following. Indeed, many commentators

have pointed out that programs like ‘‘Political Forum’’ have become a vir-

tual substitute for the Parliament, which has conspicuously failed to dis-

cuss this issue of such national importance. This aspect of the media’s role

is quite heartening, and could obviously be further encouraged by the state

if it lifts some of its more restrictive legislation.

However, resisting this trend are the state-controlled media, specifically

the radio and television stations. State TV has become the official purveyor

of the most uncompromising line on the Kurdish issue. It still refuses to

talk of Kurds. It regularly broadcasts what at best can be called crude pro-

paganda pieces, arguing that Kurds are a Turkish tribe and that Kurdish is

an invented language.72 State TV and radio, insofar as they reflect the dom-

inant views of the bureaucracy and military, demonstrate the gulf that ex-

ists between civil society and the state.

Ironically, many Kurds in Turkey speak with some bitterness about news

media attention to the crises of the Bosnian Muslims and Chechnya.73
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Turkish press and television coverage has been widespread on Bosnian de-

velopments, with pictures of refugees, camps, orphans, and campaigns to

help in Bosnia. Yet Kurds believe that the government is encouraging the

news media to focus on Bosnia as a distraction from Turkey’s internal

problems in the southeast. They point out—incorrectly—that the military

campaign within Turkey is far greater than in Bosnia, that more Kurds

have died than Bosnian Muslims; they claim that there are many millions

more Kurdish refugees than Bosnian, and wretched camp conditions that

at least parallel those in Bosnia. The heavy media focus on the Bosnians,

while maintaining silence on the Kurds at home, is deeply angering to

Kurds, who feel it is deliberate and degrading to ignore the even greater

suffering of Turkey’s own citizens.74 In sum, the media have not fulfilled

the kind of role in the Kurdish debate one might have hoped from a rather

free press. But the possibilities for a constructive and creative press role

are there, just beneath the surface, if bold and thoughtful leadership will

encourage it. Turkey, in effect, is ready to evolve much more rapidly in

developing the kinds of capabilities that will enable national debate and a

new consensus to emerge. Rabid nationalism, to be sure, can also exploit

the media, but there need not be a single voice. The news media can rap-

idly come to play an important new role in the solution of the Kurdish

problem in Turkey—something utterly lacking in almost any other state in

the Middle East in the handling of its urgent ethnic and sectarian issues.
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Turkish Government Policies in the

Southeast

IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO identify a single locus of Kurdish policymaking

within the Turkish state, although the National Security Council is the

single most important institution. The policy grows out of a long-time

elite circle of Turkish politicians and statesmen imbued with the conviction

that this is a unitary state with a uniform national identity: It has had a

hard time admitting the presence of alternative national identities. This

Kemalist consensus is strengthened by an ever-vigilant army that, in the

past, has not shied away from expressing its preferences or intervening.

These policies continue to be fostered by the silence or noninvolvement of

most of the press, intellectuals, civil society, and political parties. This is

not to say that the Kemalist consensus is immutable: During his presi-

dency, Özal managed to challenge it and introduce new ideas and open

new realms of inquiry and thinking. He did this almost single-handedly,

and often with members of his own party opposing him.

Policy in the southeast has relied almost exclusively on the military op-

tion. As we note below, with massive infusions of manpower in tandem

with better tactics and weaponry and sheer brute force, the state has man-

aged to reclaim some if not most of the areas once under PKK control

(especially at night, when the PKK would roam unimpeded). This has

been achieved at a tremendous cost: large-scale village evacuations and

— 133 —
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increasing refugee population, widespread human rights abuses, and the

like. Still, despite this infusion of manpower and matériel, the military

option has not produced the ultimate desired result: the permanent eradi-

cation of the PKK and the insurgency, even if it is currently contained

within some acceptable limit of violence for the time being. More impor-

tant, it is unlikely to achieve it in the foreseeable future.

As with the PLO and other nationalist organizations, the PKK does not

need to score a military victory—indeed, it cannot ever do so—against the

Turkish army. There is no hope for a PKK ‘‘revolution’’ in Turkey that

could change the facts on the ground. But the PKK does not need a mili-

tary victory to have major impact; all it requires is to survive and continue

to propagate the cause. It may well be that the PKK itself will not even be

the beneficiary of its guerrilla and political activities, but that it will create

the groundwork whereby future political activities by other Kurdish par-

ties (possibly including a transformed PKK) will be able to take place. By

merely surviving, the PKK defies defeat and must still be considered to be

making political progress as the process of consciousness-raising goes on

among Kurds.

Kurdish policy resides primarily in several key institutions: the presi-

dent, prime minister, the military high command, and the National Secur-

ity Council. The implementation of the policy falls to the armed forces

National Intelligence Organization (MIT), the judicial system, the gendar-

merie, and a variety of security services, such as the National Security Or-

ganization. The instruments and institutions employed by the state to

handle the Kurdish problem clearly reflect the state’s conviction that the

problem is primarily one of security, law and order, and violence promoted

by external powers. Hence, if the violence can be suppressed, then most of

the problem will have been taken care of. More thoughtful policymakers

certainly recognize that other problems exist in the southeast as well—they

are primarily economic—but these difficulties are to be put on hold until

the ‘‘terrorism’’ comes to an end. There is no question that the PKK regu-

larly engages in political violence, by which we mean attacks against state

security forces and institutions, and also in terror—that is, violence against

innocent civilians. The real problem for the state is not just the PKK, how-

ever, but, as argued earlier, one of rising Kurdish consciousness and iden-

tity.

The way the problem is defined also tends to define the methods em-

ployed in the solution; in this case, given the prevailing consensus that the
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problem is basically one of ‘‘terror,’’ many elements of the state act along

these same lines. The courts, and especially the State Security Courts, do

not have to get directions from political higher-ups in order to launch

investigations of potential suspects or to close down parties. Precisely be-

cause there is no central coordinating body—the closest to this is the Na-

tional Security Council—at times these institutions may even appear to be

operating at cross purposes. Still, they rarely stray too far from the consen-

sus, even though it is possible, as Özal demonstrated in the final years of

his life, to challenge this consensus.

The President and the Prime Minister

The 1982 constitution, adopted during the 1980–83 military interreg-

num, increased the powers of the presidency over the very nominal ones

that had existed previously. But in functional terms, the power of the presi-

dent remains that of a bulwark—that is, containing rather than initiating

change. It is the prime minister who is responsible for originating policy.

Despite such constraints, the era of Turgut Özal, first as prime minister

and later as president, represented the high point of political leadership. In

the hands of Özal, the presidency was transformed into an activist office,

not just on the Kurdish issue but also on foreign and economic policy.

Faced with a world order, especially a regional order, transformed in the

onset of the 1990–91 Gulf Crisis, Özal maneuvered his country’s domestic

and foreign policy away from its intransigent attitude vis-à-vis the Kurds.

Having established some of the institutional mechanisms of repression in

the southeast himself, such as the village guards and the emergency rule

system, he decided to relax domestic restrictions on the use of Kurdish,

engaged in the Iraqi Kurdish factions in a dialogue, and, instead of exclud-

ing the HEP members of parliament, he made use of them to push the

PKK to moderate its views.1

Özal, who claimed partial Kurdish ancestry himself, carried out the

major breakthroughs in lifting the veil of secrecy and silence on the Kurd-

ish problem and began to treat it as a reality and as a problem requiring

concentrated reform, not just suppression. What we have termed ‘‘prog-

ress’’ here in recognizing realities was viewed by many within the state

structure as opening Pandora’s box and exacerbating the problem. Indeed,

there can be little doubt that Özal’s policies of open recognition of the
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problem and of the need for cultural concessions to the Kurds has in fact

accelerated the process of building expectations, if not demands, by the

Kurdish public, and of heightening the ethnic consciousness-raising proc-

ess. These processes were certain to come in any case—it has been only a

question of when and how. Özal was quite conscious of what he was

doing; he told an interviewer that Turkey was being held back from prog-

ress by a series of taboos and that he was intent on challenging them.2 He

even mused that he was ready to discuss everything, including a federation.

In effect, Özal was successful in shifting the terms of the debate within

the state and in introducing alternative approaches. Thus the real question

became how long suppression of the Kurdish problem could ‘‘work’’ as

the key government policy. Hard-liners within the Turkish establishment

argue to this day that concessions serve only to exacerbate the problem;

liberals argue—primarily behind closed doors—that a broad policy review

and reform are the only means of coping with long-range Kurdish expecta-

tions, especially if the problem is to be solved before separatism becomes

the only remaining answer. Özal’s success came despite the opposition

from powerful institutional interests within the state, including, from late

1991 to April 1993, his prime minister, Demirel.

Upon Özal’s untimely death in April 1993, Demirel assumed the presi-

dency. Despite his declarations upon his election in 1991 as prime minister

that he ‘‘now recognized Turkey’s Kurdish reality,’’ Demirel proceeded to

reverse Özal’s reforms and permitted relations with the Iraqi Kurdish fac-

tions to deteriorate. He brought no new thinking to the problem and sided

with the hard-liners as he increasingly expressed the view that Turkey did

not have a Kurdish problem, but a terrorism one. For Demirel, any talk of

cultural rights is tantamount to dividing the country, and foreign criticisms

of the government’s policy along these lines represent a return to Sèvres.3

In the absence of someone like Özal, who either prodded the bureaucracy

to come up with new ideas or simply bypassed it, Turkish policy settled

back into its comfortable Kemalist niche of denial of the Kurdish identity.4

And when in 1996 a new prime minister, Necmettin Erbakan, sought to

engage the PKK in an indirect dialogue to explore the possibilities that the

Kurdish militants might lay down their arms, it was Demirel who inter-

ceded to impede the contacts from going forward. He publicly acknowl-

edged and took credit for his role in this affair and justified it by arguing

that ‘‘if he was made to feel uncomfortable by the whole episode then
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everyone in society and state, including the military, would feel uneasy at

such a prospect.’’5

Demirel, never comfortable with Özal’s entreaties, was quick to change

course upon assuming the presidency. As one of the political leaders who

had dominated Turkish politics since the early 1960s, Demirel had never

demonstrated any sensitivity to the Kurdish question. With Özal out of

the way he reverted to his old stand; the ‘‘Kurdish reality’’ sentence that

had caused the expectations of Kurds to soar simply became moot. Be-

tween the 1991 elections and his assumption of the presidency in 1993,

Demirel also witnessed the rise and fall of HEP and all the attendant prob-

lems that party had given rise to. Hence, in addition to his conservative

instincts on this issue and in spite of all his promises of restoring real de-

mocracy to Turkey, Demirel had become uneasy about the issue. This un-

easiness enabled the hard-liners, especially those in the armed forces, to

convince him that reform would ultimately entail separation.

With Demirel’s ascendance to the presidency, the new prime minister,

Tansu Çiller, a novice when it came to policymaking, was nonetheless de-

termined not to be dominated by a president with decades of experience

in Turkish politics. The resulting testy working relationship, unlike Özal’s

with his own prime minister, more closely resembled what the constitution

had envisaged. Whether it was because of her desire to differentiate herself

from the president whose party she had just taken over or naı̈veté, Çiller’s

initial reaction was to seek the means for quick reconciliation. She floated

a number of ideas: The first was a suggestion to create a civilian and parlia-

ment-based National Security Council that could investigate the Kurdish

issue; second, she proposed Kurdish broadcasts on state-owned television

as well as optional classes in Kurdish. All of these ideas, including the

‘‘Basque model’’ as a potential formula for resolving Turkey’s ethnic prob-

lem—a suggestion made following a meeting in Vienna with Spanish

prime minister Felipe Gonzales—were shot down. Demirel, by arguing

that concessions could not be made while terrorism was rampant, and the

chief of the general staff, Dogan Güres, by pointing out that the proper

place to discuss these issues was the National Security Council, put an end

to these discussions.6 In fact, what Çiller proposed was to civilianize the

regime further and to reduce the influence of the military high command;

as such, it was quite revolutionary. Yet, faced with these criticisms, Çiller

rapidly backed off further personal interest in the problem and turned over

conduct of the Kurdish policy to the military. Underlying Çiller’s quick
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change in policy was her need to consolidate her position within her party;

she had been elected as a surprise candidate over two better established

political leaders. The party was replete with cliques that owed their alle-

giance to different personalities, ranging from President Demirel to the

former speaker of parliament, Hüsamettin Cindoruk. Her proposals were

clearly undermining her hold on the party and endangering her position. It

was to safeguard them that she executed a complete turnaround in policy.

Having committed herself to a hard line, Çiller embraced the policy of

equating all things Kurdish with the PKK. In the process, she used her

newly gained steadfastness to her political advantage. She engineered the

closing down of the DEP and the imprisonment of its deputies in the

weeks leading to the 1994 municipal elections, and then based her electoral

campaign almost wholly on that issue.7 As a policy issue, the Kurdish ques-

tion was reduced to eliminating the PKK, body counts, and cross-border

raids, leading to a significant increase in human rights violations. Few be-

lieved her annual announcements of proposed expenditures to improve the

conditions in the southeast.8 She was pragmatic enough to know when to

make, or at least appear to make, concessions: Pressed by the Europeans

and the U.S. to remove or reform some of the more egregious and anti-

democratic aspects of the penal code and the constitution, she complied to

ensure Turkey’s accession to the European Customs Union. Despite Tur-

key’s return to coalition politics after the 1991 elections, Çiller had consid-

erable room to maneuver on the Kurdish issue precisely because the

Republicans in her coalition government were already committed to a

‘‘softer’’ line on the southeast. In other words, just like Özal, she did com-

mand a majority in Parliament.

Her strategy worked: By the onset of the 1995 national elections, she

had eviscerated the party apparatus and replaced many of its members with

her loyalists. In a remarkable testimony to her abilities, she succeeded in

recruiting many of the hard-liners on the Kurdish question as parliamen-

tary candidates, including the former chief of staff who had bitterly op-

posed her initial overtures to the Kurds. Few of these new members of

Parliament had local constituencies of their own and they were, therefore,

expected to be totally dependent on her for their position. In effect, by

aligning herself with the military chiefs and winning their confidence, Çil-

ler outmaneuvered them and the president.9 At the end of her tenure as

prime minister, the possibility of meaningful change in Kurdish policy

appeared unlikely, even though with her credentials as a hard-liner, U.S.
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support, and Turkey’s successful adhesion to the customs union, Çiller had

built up enough political capital to initiate creative change had she won a

mandate on her own.10

In general, the office of the prime minister in Turkey, as in many parlia-

mentary systems, is equipped with significant powers, setting and domina-

ting the country’s daily agenda. As Özal demonstrated when prime

minister and facing a military president, it was possible to shape and direct

the nature and direction of the national debate. In fact, part of Özal’s

agenda was to ‘‘civilianize’’ Turkish politics by reducing military preroga-

tives and making the institution more responsive to the civilian leader-

ship.11 Nevertheless, the general perception among Turkish politicians is

that the ‘‘state’’ is more powerful than an elected government.12 By appear-

ing to go along with the established view on the Kurdish question during

his premiership, Erbakan has given credence to this notion. Unable to

make overtures to the likes of Syria and constrained from deepening the

relationship with Iran, Erbakan found that his preferred way of resolving

the Kurdish question, by engaging Turkey’s neighbors actively involved in

supporting the PKK, was blocked.13

Because he already represented a challenge to the country’s secular

makeup and was, therefore, viewed with suspicion by the country’s civilian

and military elites, Erbakan was handicapped in his ability to approach the

Kurdish question. Arguing that significant successes had been scored

against terrorism, Erbakan in April 1997 announced yet another plan that

emphasized the economic development of the southeast. It envisaged a

seven-year, $32 billion investment initiative encompassing twenty-five

provinces.14 Not surprisingly, the plan was devoid of any of the social and

cultural initiatives he and his party had hitherto emphasized.

The Military

For over a decade now, the military has borne the main burden of fighting

the Kurdish uprising. As the traditional guardian since Atatürk, of Turkish

security in the broadest sense, the military naturally plays a dominant role

in not just the execution but also the shaping of policy in the Kurdish

situation as well. Since president Özal’s death, however, the civilian leader-

ship has abdicated its share of the responsibility for devising and imple-

menting policies toward the southeast. By directing the army to spearhead
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policies to cope with the problem, the civilian leadership has abandoned

other policy instruments, leaving armed force the sole implement for deal-

ing with the southeast problem.

The military’s effectiveness in the southeast has increased considerably

as it gained experience fighting an unconventional enemy. First and fore-

most, the region was saturated with conventional army troops. The total

deployment of Turkish troops in the southeast dedicated to the defeat of

the PKK is around 220,000,15 not including the special forces and village

guards. Second, considerable efforts were expended to acquire better intel-

ligence and mobility. Over time, well-conditioned troops have been able

to take the fight to the PKK, rather than conducting a static defense. The

night, which used to belong to the PKK in the region, is increasingly con-

tested and won by better trained and, more important, mobile troops. The

army has also integrated the use of helicopters that provide it with faster

response time and are able to take soldiers into areas difficult to reach by

conventional methods. It also engages in large cross-border operations in

addition to what are now routine small-scale raids into Iraq and aerial

bombings. The largest such operation was conducted in March and April

of 1995, when 35,000 troops crossed the border to push back the PKK

and disrupt its logistical capabilities. Another, begun in May of 1997, was

rumored to have entailed as many as 50,000 troops.

The policy of saturating the region with regular troops has meant that

‘‘the war has become an army responsibility.’’16 These efforts have paid off

in many respects. The PKK is now on the defensive throughout the region,

its ability to strike at will has diminished considerably, and the tactical

initiative belongs to the military. In Tunceli, for instance, ‘‘terrorist’’ inci-

dents have declined by 75 percent since 1995.17 The military high com-

mand is sufficiently confident of the progress it has achieved to suggest, as

the chief of the Navy, Admiral Güven Erkaya, did, that ‘‘radical Islamic

movements pose[d] a bigger threat today than the PKK.’’18 Still, despite

all these efforts, the military has yet to deliver a blow strong enough to

destroy the PKK. In the medium and long run, the army will, in all likeli-

hood, continue to maintain a very large presence in the region, to fend off

a PKK comeback and preserve the new status quo.

It would be a mistake to assume that the military has unilaterally and

enthusiastically taken charge of the Kurdish problem. The armed forces,

as one of Turkey’s elite institutions, contain a broad spectrum of thinking.

The army, furthermore, has a better grasp of the realities of the southeast
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than almost any other government entity. It has tens of thousands of sol-

diers in the field who daily witness the conditions of life, the sufferings of

the civilian population, the terrible social dislocations that emerge from

the wholesale razing of villages, the sufferings in the refugee camps, and

the peremptory and often arbitrary treatment that the local population

regularly encounters in most of the southeast.19 To some extent, the army

has been tarnished by the behavior of the gendarmerie (jandarma), the

special teams, and village guards. The gendarmerie, the rural soldiers, have

historically played a key role in the internal security of the country. It is

especially in the Kurdish areas that it has been most prominent. Unlike

regular troops, gendarmerie conscripts are not well trained. They are more

susceptible to committing human rights violations and, as a result, have

been traditionally detested by the local populations.20 Nor has the regular

army been immune from allegations of the mistreatment of local inhabi-

tants. In addition, the emergence of ‘‘gangs’’ within the armed forces with

connections to Mafia-type criminal organizations is likely to have a delete-

rious impact on both morale and the military’s reputation.21

Cognizant of this, and in order to combat any deepening alienation of

the local population, the military high command has also taken steps to

reduce human rights abuses committed by its soldiers. The Chief of the

General Staff Directorate published a small booklet in 1995 to be carried

by every soldier. It calls on them to get to know the local population, to

be respectful of their customs and needs, and, most important, not to

abuse them physically or otherwise.22

The military also knows the number of casualties that this conflict is

inflicting upon its troops, and the growing concern among the population

for these losses. It is aware that the use of the army for such internal secur-

ity reasons is not really the first duty of the armed forces and that it dam-

ages its standing among broad elements of the population. The heavy costs

of the campaign prevent the army from carrying out the modernization

program that it had planned a long time ago. The requirements of the

Kurdish campaign forced the military to do an about-face and extend the

period of conscription, after having reduced it.23 It has also suffered from

a credibility problem: It has annually assured the public of its imminent

victory over the PKK, only to announce another final offensive the follow-

ing year.24 The army knows, too, that Turkey’s relations with Western Eu-

rope and the U.S. are being affected in ways that bear directly on the

military budget: Its image has been tarnished abroad; several countries
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have warned Turkey about the use of NATO equipment against the Kurd-

ish population; and the anti-Kurdish campaign provides excuses for the

U.S. military aid budget to be cut by Congress. Clearly, however, other

considerations play a more important role in their thinking.

The internal deliberations of the top military leadership are not generally

made public, so it is difficult for the outside observer to comment with

any authority on its thinking. But from available evidence it seems appar-

ent—and logical—that the top military leadership cannot be of one mind

on this conflict. After thirteen years of conflict in the southeast, the mili-

tary itself may recognize the need for some kind of broader political solu-

tion than the civilian leadership has been able to formulate. The retired

chief of staff, Dogan Güres, who has had time to reflect on his experiences,

has suggested that the art of governance is to find or, more important, to

create the right moment, conditions, and opportunities to move public

opinion in the direction of a solution that is not totally military in con-

tent.25

The strict hierarchical system does not allow for a great deal of question-

ing of policy within the institution. The dilemma for the military, as the

most Kemalist of Turkish institutions, lies in the recognition of a Kurdish

reality that violates the very essence of their ‘‘Kemalist ideology’’ in its

latter-day form.26 This is especially true of the higher-ranking officers

whose careers were made not in the southeast but in traditional posts well

before the intensification of the Kurdish question.

Moreover, the military hierarchy cannot publicly muse about ‘‘political

solutions’’ while it simultaneously seeks to send young recruits into the

difficult terrain of the southeast. Unlike a struggle against a foreign enemy,

this one is made more difficult by the very fact that it is a domestic insur-

rection in which the opposing side is characterized as traitorous.27 The

difficult geopolitical position Turkey has found itself in since indepen-

dence, on the edge of a strategically vital region with plenty of real and

potential enemies surrounding it, also explains why it has approached this

particular conflict from the perspective of the nineteenth century. The fear

of losing any more territory is inculcated into not just the military mind

but also into those of civilians (all Demirel has to do to refute an argument

is use the magical word Sèvres, invoking the memory of the now infamous

1920 treaty, which sought to dismember much of Anatolia itself ). Most

disturbing, some upper echelons of the military have even gone to great

length to claim that Kurds do not, in fact, exist.28
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Thus, whatever examples there are of both enlightened and unenlight-

ened thinking within the military, and no matter what individual officers

may think about the conflict, the military as an institution has weighed in

heavily against any kind of political accommodation. A key factor may be

that top officers have found Turkey’s democratic institutions all to be want-

ing, and hence they don’t trust them to find a solution. They have been

made unhappy by the continuous political infighting in Ankara, the media

(and especially the private television channels), the Parliament’s inability

to act quickly, the number of inexperienced politicians, and loose talk of a

political solution to the Kurdish question. Many of them therefore expect

the civilian leadership to give them a carte blanche in fighting terrorism.29

In the final analysis it will require recognition by thoughtful top leadership

of the military that a political solution is the only answer before progress

can be made. We do not view such a development as far-fetched, but we

are concerned that things may have to get worse before such recognition

emerges, much less before it is politically acceptable within the security

structure.

The National Security Council

When it comes to the Kurdish question, the National Security Council

(NSC) is the most influential state body. It is a civilian-military institution

first created in the aftermath of the 1960 coup, designed as an overseer of

civilian authority. It was revamped following the 1980 military interven-

tion.30 It was a reflection of the deep misgivings the soldiers have had of

civilian leadership.31 While its powers are officially limited to an advisory

capacity, its composition potentially makes it the most important body in

the country. Presided over by the president of the republic, the body con-

tains as permanent members the prime minister, the ministers of defense,

foreign affairs, and interior, as well as the chief of staff and the heads of all

the services including the gendarmarie. In addition, the undersecretaries

for the MIT and foreign ministry are always present in the deliberations.

Other cabinet members can be invited if their expertise is needed. The

careful balance between the military and the civilians was expected to work

in favor of the military, since the 1980 coup-makers assumed that the pres-

ident would come from their ranks, as he has done so often in modern

Turkish history.
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The 1982 constitution envisages that the council of ministers give prior-

ity to the NSC’s suggestions, and it does not limit the scope of the coun-

cil’s interest: Anything that is considered threatening to the unity and

existence of the state is fair game. In practice, the NSC has proffered opin-

ions ranging from renewing Operation Provide Comfort (despite the over-

whelming sentiment in Parliament that it be terminated) to renewing the

state of emergency in the southeast to deciding the curriculum in schools.32

It is not clear how much dissent the NSC tolerates in its proceedings;

according to one former chief of staff, decisions are taken on the basis of

consensus.33

For all its powers the NSC is not omnipotent, and its automatic pro-

military majority was upset when Özal managed to get himself elected

president in 1989. He also showed how the NSC could be led by one

individual, a civilian, if that person proves to be forceful enough to marshal

the resources available to him. When the Gulf conflict erupted, Özal took

command of the NSC and single-handedly shaped a new foreign policy

for Turkey, despite the objections of the military, which caused a crisis

within the military establishment.34 If Özal could push the NSC in the

direction he wanted, it was because, against a unified military, he too could

put together a coalition of civilians—as president. Initially, he had a com-

pliant prime minister from his own political party, which, in turn, con-

trolled a majority of the seats in parliament. With them he had control

over vast sections of the civilian, political, and bureaucratic forces needed

to support him. This is not to say that he got his way every time and,

in fact, he did face some opposition after 1991, when his party lost the

elections.

This differs greatly from the situation following his death, when intra-

party bickering and conflict, weak leaders in search of allies, and, by and

large, leaders without a vision could not propose alternative policies to the

NSC’s military contingent. It is therefore easy to see, in the post-Özal

deliberations of the NSC, how both president Demirel and Prime Minister

Çiller, neither of whom were strongly committed to reform on the Kurd-

ish policy, readily agreed to go along with the least common denomina-

tor—that is, the continuation of the military policy. In 1994, the NSC

suggested its own ‘‘solution’’ to the problem of the southeast: It requested

significant increases in the firepower available to the armed forces, rejected

any suggestion of concessions on Kurdish language rights, and, on the

contrary, insisted that education in the region focus on ‘‘Turkish culture
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and identity.’’35 As far as the government at the time was concerned, the

junior coalition member, SHP, was on record with ideas in direct opposi-

tion to the NSC’s suggestions. Clearly, the SHP, at the time represented

by the foreign minister in the NSC, had little or no impact on the final

outcome.

In the final analysis, the NSC derives a great deal of its power from the

divisions among the civilians: For instance, when, early on, Çiller sug-

gested the creation of a civilian body within Parliament that would parallel

the NSC, she was stopped in her tracks by the president, the speaker of

Parliament, opposition from other quarters in her own party, and the main

opposition leader.36 Hence, if the NSC is to take the lead on reformulating

policy on the Kurdish question, the initiative will have to come either from

a unified civilian leadership that has thought through the consequences of

its actions, or from the military high command. Erbakan, who did not face

the constraints Çiller did, could have challenged the NSC on this issue,

but the increasing acrimony between the Welfare party and the officers

over supposed violations of secularist principles has dampened any enthu-

siasm Erbakan may have had for tackling the volatile Kurdish issue. The

success that the NSC has had in forcing out the Erbakan-led government—

through a process begun with a February 28, 1997, NSC meeting, in

which the military hierarchy dictated some twenty demands to the civil-

ians—has clearly reaffirmed the power of this quasi-military institution in

all aspects of Turkish political life, including the future of the Kurdish

issue. Having said this, it is also important to note that the NSC has, for

the first time, hinted at the possibility that measures other than military

and economic ought to be considered: A statement after the March 31,

1997, NSC meeting stated that ‘‘in the east and southeast, economic, so-

cial, cultural, and psychological measures ought to be speeded up.’’37

The National Intelligence Organization

The National Intelligence Organization, MIT, like the military, is deeply

involved in security operations in the southeast. Traditionally, it has fol-

lowed the activities of all those suspected of what the state calls Kürtçülük,
or Kurdish nationalist activities. MIT has been increasingly active in Eu-

rope and in northern Iraq, where three of its operatives, working under

the cover of the Turkish Red Crescent, were murdered by Iraqi Kurds
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angered at the killing of their brethren by Turkish army troops during the

incursion into Iraq in March and April of 1995.

The organization, while ‘‘attached’’ to the office of the prime minister,

is, in fact, more influenced by the armed forces. The present undersecretary

of the MIT is a civilian, which is a departure from the norm. His appoint-

ment is decided by the NSC with the prime minister’s consent and the

president’s approval. The bulk of the MIT’s officers come from the mili-

tary, and all decisions concerning their promotion, retirement, and assign-

ment are decided by the armed forces.38 The MIT is not heavily involved

in the broad charting of government policy on the Kurds, even though it

is deeply involved in the routine collection of intelligence and the imple-

mentation of government policy. As with many intelligence organizations,

the MIT probably has a good feel for the situation in the southeast and

reportedly does not as an institution hold necessarily hard-line views on a

solution to the problem. Still, the disproportionate influence of the mili-

tary can bias its information-gathering capabilities.39

Other Security Forces

With the Kurdish insurrection and the proliferation of other illegal and

violent groups, there has been a commensurate increase in the recruitment

of the internal security services. The National Security Organization (Milli

Emniyet Teskilati) is responsible for maintaining security. Reporting to

the Interior Ministry, this organization has developed new cadres to com-

bat terrorism. With its burgeoning staff, the police organization has in-

creasingly come under attack for extrajudicial killings, disappearances of

prisoners, and other human rights violations. Although responsibility was

denied by the police, the murder in police custody of a left-wing journalist,

Metin Göktepe, early in 1996—his body was dumped not far from the

station—once more embarrassed the security apparatus and refocused at-

tention on the behavior of its personnel. The police have also become more

autonomous, or even completely autonomous, and more violent; it is not

uncommon to see ordinary and peaceful demonstrators badly beaten up.

Additionally, the police in the large cities have become increasingly frus-

trated by a significant increase in deadly attacks against them by militant

and armed left-wing elements.

But of greater concern with respect to the Kurdish question is the emer-
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gence and strengthening of two new security forces in the southeast that

do not fit into the institutional makeup of the state. These have given rise

to fears that they have become a ‘‘war lobby’’ of sorts, which complicates

yet further any arrival at a solution. This ‘‘war lobby’’—a simplistic and

prejudicial term—consists of those elements that seem to have some vested

interest in the perpetuation of the conflict. Elements of the ‘‘war lobby’’

include the village guards, the special teams, and activist elements of the

Turkish right-wing nationalist party, the Nationalist Action party (MHP),

who make up a significant portion of the special terms.

The Village Guards (Köy Koruculari)

We have already discussed the question of village guards in the context

of intra-Kurdish divisions. Initially designed to help combat the PKK by

providing security officials with intelligence otherwise inaccessible to the

army, the village guards as an institution—themselves invariably Kurds—

also help divide the Kurdish community. The state’s divide-and-rule policy

relied heavily on the landlords who control whole villages, and who were

also more likely to support the status quo. There are reportedly some

62,000 village guards in the southeast. As much as the state claims it ab-

hors the violence of the PKK, it has never shrunk from employing village

guards who are ferociously anti-PKK, possess an economic incentive to

perpetuate the struggle, and who have less than professional skills.40

Early on, the PKK targeted village guards as representing the ultimately

traitorous elements within the Kurdish population. Fighting between the

PKK and the village guards is probably the single bloodiest aspect of the

struggle in the southeast, and the situation in which the term ‘‘terrorist’’ is

most readily invoked. In the past, roving PKK teams routinely wiped out

village guards, often including their entire families. Village guards, in turn,

took action against suspected PKK activists or sympathizers in the villages,

and they too included their opponents’ families. In the general context of

the conflict in the southeast, traditional enmities and blood feuds among

Kurdish tribal clans have often been revisited and redefined as being part

of the broader ‘‘anti-PKK struggle.’’ The village guards are well paid for

their work, receiving approximately $100 a month, and, with this repre-

senting their only source of income, they have reason to want to see the

conflict perpetuated.41 Hence the guards have been known to manufacture
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clashes with the PKK in order to impress authorities with the continuing

need for their services.

On the other hand, the guards also resent the security forces, who use

them in the most forward lines in the combat against the PKK. The

guards, or the villages they come from, feel sometimes doubly victimized:

by the state that forces them to join—since the security forces often

threaten villages with evacuations if they do not collaborate—and by the

PKK, which then targets them. Among those villagers evacuated, some

who wanted to return to their villages were allowed back only when they

volunteered to become village guards.42 Some of the village guards work

for both sides in this conflict; the TOBB Report suggested that some of

the guards ‘‘volunteered’’ by the state have also been trafficking in arms.43

Special Teams (Özel Timler)

The special teams were organized to take the combat directly to the PKK,

as a form of unofficial ‘‘special forces.’’44 They operate in small groups and

are specially trained in counterinsurgency tactics. They dress in civilian

clothes and sometimes even in PKK-style uniforms, such as they are, and

are nominally under the control of the Ministry of Interior. They have

been heavily recruited from the members of the Nationalist Action Party,

and they often wear the gray wolf insignias that are the symbol of the

nationalists and of the MHP.45 They are very well paid (between $800 and

$1,100 a month), and are often signed up for contracts of six years or so,

rotating in and out of the region periodically. There are an estimated

22,000 to 23,000 of these team members.46

There are two types of special teams: those that are part of the gendar-

merie, and those that belong to police units. While the former go by the

name Special Team, the police units are known as Special Action Teams

(Özel Hareket Timleri).47 The special teams have gained a reputation for

brutality, killings, and vigilante-type violence. As such, they have earned

the enmity of Kurds, and their removal from the area is one of the key

demands of all Kurds in the region. Despite their nominal subservience to

civilian authorities, they have often flouted those authorities if they have

proven less than willing to cooperate with the special teams in brutalizing

the population. In the summer of 1995, many such incidents came to light.

As a result of some reportedly highly provocative acts by the special teams
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in Tunceli in 1995, the minister of interior was forced to withdraw them

and apologize for their conduct in terrorizing local citizens.48 After with-

drawal, however, they often serve tours of duty in western Turkey.

There is increasing concern among many Turks that the special teams

are gaining a vested interest in violence, that they will be difficult to dis-

band because of the MHP party affiliation of many of them, and that they

will represent the kernel of future vigilante groups in the large cities who

may operate against Kurds there in general. Already there have been re-

ports of troubled special team members rotated to other parts of the coun-

try getting involved in acts of violence and retribution against Kurds.49

They have clearly gained a degree of autonomy from the army and the

civilian authorities. They are tolerated because they have proven to be ef-

fective against the civilian support system the PKK has established. The

special teams have also been sanctioned by the military because they, in

effect, do the ‘‘dirty work’’ of the army. In the long run, the adverse condi-

tions under which they work and the training they have received make

them prone not just to psychological difficulties but also to the kinds of

problems faced by the ‘‘Afghans,’’ the trained Muslim anti-Soviet fighters

who, with the end of the Afghan war, have sold or volunteered their ser-

vices for other militant causes. A former Istanbul chief of police blames

the violent and unlawful behavior of police officers in the big cities on their

experiences in the southeast and their attendant psychological problems.50

In late 1996, concerns over the behavior of the special teams reached the

military hierarchy as well. The NSC, in a document leaked to the press,

not only criticized them for their brutal behavior but also went so far as to

question their long-run utility. The NSC suggested that the teams be put

under the overall control of military commanders, including during their

training periods.51

Other Institutions

The judicial system has also played a major role in the deepening of the

conflict. The Turkish political system has always paid a great deal of atten-

tion to its legalistic side. Many laws, whether pertaining to political parties

or associations, are restrictive enough to easily invite investigations by state

prosecutors. Because the Kurdish question is defined by the Kurds them-

selves in terms of a separate ethnic identity, almost any type of political
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activity runs afoul of the law. As a result, if state institutions are to function

according to their mandate, they have no choice but to prosecute.

With respect to the Kurdish question, two institutions have played an

important role: the Constitutional Court and the State Security Courts.

While the Constitutional Court decides questions such as the banning of

political parties, the National Security Courts, as mandated by the consti-

tution, try cases that deal with sedition and attempts to destroy the unity

of the state. The president of the Constitutional Court, Yekta Güngör

Özden, for instance, chided President Demirel when he floated the trial

balloon that the government ought to consider the notion of ‘‘constitu-

tional citizenship.’ Özden thought that such a concept contradicted the

constitutional premise of a unified state and the notion that all citizens of

the Turkish Republic are Turks.52

The State Security Courts are unusual in that they are composed of a

president and four members, two of whom come from the military. Set

up in different parts of the country depending on need, these courts have

taken the lead in pursuing Kurdish activists—both violent and nonvio-

lent—thus stifling dissent. The state security courts have also taken the

lead in the closing down of newspapers and in narrowly interpreting the

limits of free speech. The courts have provided the regime with a veneer

of legality in the pursuit of Kurdish nationalist thought and behavior. The

judicial system as a whole and these institutions in particular are at the core

of defending the ideological purity of the state. And no one was more at

the front of this ideological fight than Nusret Demiral, the former head of

the Ankara State Security Court, who zealously prosecuted Kurds, and

especially the members of the pro-Kurdish political parties, and who once

jailed people for sedition after a noisy celebration in his building. But he

divulged his true political sympathies when he presented himself as a can-

didate of Türkes’s Nationalist Action party in the December 1995 elec-

tions.

In sum, the heart of present state policy toward the Kurds seems to

reside primarily in the security organizations and institutions of the state,

which have been given a free hand by the civilian leadership to deal with

the ‘‘terror problem’’ as the heart of the Kurdish problem. The bureaucracy

has always regarded the southeast and east as undesirable regions—areas

to which bureaucrats and ordinary civil servants could be exiled for punish-

ment, or simply a temporary way station in pursuit of career advancement.

Today, many state employees who work there receive danger pay. Hence
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the state’s attitude, down through the lower ranks, has never been one of

great sympathy or understanding. Few if any of the high-ranking adminis-

trators of the state, whether in foreign affairs or domestic security

branches, have an understanding of the problems confronted daily by Tur-

key’s Kurdish citizens. In part because of misinformation and deliberate

distortion of facts, or simply a refusal to recognize these facts—a ‘‘cogni-

tive dissonance’’ of sorts—the gap between the two sides is enormous. The

present Turkish state, while not monolithic, is dominated by a core for

whom the southeast and the Kurds are more an ideological abstraction

than a complex reality.
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6
The Kurds and Turkish Foreign Policy

THE KURDISH QUESTION has increasingly come to cast a long shadow

on all of Ankara’s foreign policy concerns, ranging from relations

with the U.S. and Europe to the Middle East and even Russia and the

Caucasus.1 This is largely by Ankara’s own choice, for it has decided to

extend its usual domestic practice of associating anything Kurdish with the

PKK, including in the realm of foreign policy. While Turkey has succeeded

in equating the PKK primarily with terrorism and other ills in the minds

of Americans and most Europeans, it has also steadfastly refused to ac-

knowledge the existence of moderate Kurdish groups. As the Kurdish

issue gains more currency internationally, this may become a problem that

will yet haunt the government, because it risks alienating international

opinion. Turkey will go on instructing its Turkish diplomatic legations

abroad to continue the policy of countering the slightest criticisms of An-

kara’s Kurdish policy in the press or elsewhere with unyielding responses—

however unconvincing and even damaging such stereotyped responses

may be.

From Russia, Syria, Iran, and Greece—who are ready to use the issue

against Ankara—to Ankara’s friends in Europe and the U.S., who increas-

ingly perceive the Kurds as underdogs and are embarrassed by Ankara’s

policies, the government’s strategy has enabled a multitude of states to

become involved in Turkish and Kurdish politics. In so doing, Ankara has

transformed the Kurdish issue into Turkey’s greatest vulnerability. In ef-

— 157 —
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fect, Ankara is increasingly facing the possibility of being imprisoned in a

cage of its own making. The day-to-day activities of the Turkish Foreign

Ministry appear to be guided by its desire to combat the PKK and the

Kurdish issue internationally.2 Even Libyan leader Mu’ammar Qaddafi’s

intemperate comments during Prime Minister Erbakan’s visit to Libya in

October 1996 was cause for a domestic political storm rarely experienced

in Ankara.

We turn to a closer examination of three principal areas of Turkish for-

eign policy interest in order to assess the full impact of the Kurdish ques-

tion. The three are Turkey’s relations with the United States, its relations

with Europe, and its regional role and standing. Finally, we will also ex-

plore the potential impact of the Kurdish problem on geopolitics in the

Caucasus and relations with Russia that preoccupy the Ankara govern-

ment.

Relations with the United States

In the long run, the most critical factor in Turkey’s geopolitical standing is

its relations with the United States. President Özal was the first to clearly

chart a new course in Turkish-American relations when he aligned his

country, despite intense domestic opposition, along with the multinational

coalition facing Saddam Hussein. Özal, just as in the Kurdish question,

was more willing to pursue policy choices outside the conventional and—

perhaps because he had resided in the U.S.—was less willing to demonize

the United States and the West. However, with his death, Turkish foreign

policy assumed its previous stance of close and yet ‘‘distant’’ friendship.

Despite the appearance of the Soviet Union, U.S. policy toward Turkey

has remained very supportive, reflecting an appreciation not only of Özal’s

contribution but also of Turkey’s key strategic location at the junction of

many different economic and political zones of concern.3 Following the

Gulf War, the United States pushed Kuwait and Saudi Arabia to compen-

sate Ankara for the losses it had incurred during the war as a result of

the shutdown of the Iraqi oil pipeline traversing Turkish territory and the

collapse of transit traffic in the southeast. The United States provided sig-

nificant military supplies to Turkey for free as it ran down its European

stocks (Greece was another beneficiary of this policy) and, perhaps most

important, it vigorously and successfully lobbied the European Union
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members to facilitate conditions for Turkey’s accession to the customs

union. The U.S. Commerce Department has included Turkey in its list of

the ten Big Emerging Markets that warrant special attention because of

their potential for expanding trade relations. Recently, the U.S. has moved

away from its pro-Russian policy and supported Turkish demands that

Azeri oil be transported not through the Russian Black Sea port of Novor-

ossiisk but rather through the Anatolian mainland to the Mediterranean.

Paradoxically, the Kurdish question may have helped Turkey’s relations

with the United States in the short run. The birth of the PKK in the late

1970s as a clearly Marxist-Leninist organization at that time positioned it

on the wrong side of the Cold War from the U.S. point of view. Over time

then, U.S. policy has mimicked Turkey’s views of the PKK: in branding

the PKK a terrorist organization at every possible occasion, the United

States has demonstrated its unwavering support for Turkey’s basic position

in this regard. In the absence of the Kurdish insurrection, it is also unlikely

that Ankara would have faced such difficulties in its attempt to join the

European Customs Union and, therefore, the intensive and successful U.S.

lobbying would have been unnecessary. Despite the decidedly pro-Turkish

positions of recent U.S. administrations, the Kurdish question intrudes on

the U.S.-Turkish dialogue in three areas: policy toward Iraq, and northern

Iraq in particular; human rights violations in Turkey; and concern for Tur-

key’s long-term stability in the face of potential civil war there.

It was the U.S.’s sense of obligation to Özal’s Gulf War stance that ulti-

mately led to what came to be called Operation Provide Comfort (OPC),

a round-the-clock military protective shield for the Kurds of northern Iraq

that averted the prospect of half a million Iraqi Kurdish refugees fleeing

into Turkey.4 The joint military task force—composed of U.S., British, and

French aircraft as well as a small contingent of ground troops that includes

Turks—enabled these Kurdish refugees to return to their homes after their

flight at the end of the Gulf War. Subject to six-month renewals by the

Turkish Parliament, OPC has become one of the more contentious issues

in the bilateral relations with the U.S. In 1996, the renewals followed

very contentious debates in Parliament, which was reflected in the irregular

extension periods.

Turkish unease over the de facto autonomous entity in northern Iraq

run by the Kurds was at the source of the resentment felt toward OPC.

Primarily because the entity in northern Iraq is perceived to have acquired

statelike attributes that can potentially influence Kurds living in Turkey,
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the continued presence of OPC gets only grudging approval from the

Turkish establishment. In fact, many, including the former head of state

and junta leader Kenan Evren, political parties, and journalists had openly

advocated the removal of the force. Bülent Ecevit and Necmettin Erbakan,

as noted earlier, had vociferously argued against the continued renewal of

OPC. In fact, a majority of the Turkish Parliament would have voted

against a renewal of OPC if a truly free vote were allowed on the subject.

The military itself had done little to bolster the fortunes of OPC, preferring

to let the mission hang in the balance until the parliamentary vote, thereby

increasing its own leverage with Washington to extract more concessions

for further extensions of the operation.

By contrast, the foreign ministry has always been cognizant of the nega-

tive repercussions the cancellation of OPC would have on U.S.-Turkish

relations, especially if it were followed by an Iraqi advance toward the

north. The ministry also understood that the removal of the umbrella over

northern Iraq could result in a significant refugee flow, duplicating the

conditions that gave rise to OPC in the first place. Still, in the August/

September 1996 crisis, when Saddam Hussein’s forces collaborated with

Massoud Barzani’s KDP to attack their rival, the Turkish government led

by Erbakan/Çiller made it abundantly clear that it would not sanction the

use of OPC forces at Incirlik to punish the Iraqis. This crisis ultimately

forced a rethinking of OPC and its replacement by a reformulated com-

mand renamed Northern Watch, from which the French opted out. With-

out a ground presence in the northern Iraqi town of Zakho and with more

restricted overflight rules, Operation Northern Watch is more in line with

the Turkish military’s preferences, and it is also an arrangement that al-

lowed Erbakan to claim that he had succeeded in eliminating OPC.

The U.S. has been careful to continually reiterate its policy that it re-

spects the territorial integrity of Iraq; with the exception of senior diplo-

mats and others well acquainted with U.S. politics, this is a claim that

convinces few in Turkey. The upsurge in fighting between the two Kurdish

factions in northern Iraq has somewhat reduced Turkish anxieties, since it

serves to demonstrate the ‘‘inability of the Kurds to run their own affairs.’’5

The U.S. has made sure that Turkey was directly involved in the negotia-

tions it sponsored in Ireland in the fall of 1995 to reconcile the Iraqi Kurd-

ish factions. Nevertheless, the lack of cooperation between the two

Kurdish parties in northern Iraq provides an opening to the PKK to oper-

ate with greater impunity.
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It is also this fear of a deepening of PKK support in northern Iraq that

fuels Ankara’s continued unease with the Iraqi autonomous region, and,

therefore, until recently it had openly advocated a return to the status quo

ante that prevailed before the Gulf War. In fact, Ankara, on more than one

occasion, has made its displeasure obvious at any arrangement that would

secure a federal or even an autonomous region for the Kurds in a post-

Saddam Iraq. Also claiming that the embargo on Iraq has disproportion-

ately harmed its own citizens of the southeast—an argument simultane-

ously used to explain away some of the support for the PKK—Ankara has

demanded that it be eased. While Turkey has somewhat pulled back from

an open disagreement with U.S. positions on Iraq, it is clear that it would

prefer reassertion of Iraqi control over northern Iraq. Ankara remains am-

bivalent, however, since it is also aware that a return of Saddam by force

to the north could again spark an exodus of Kurdish refugees, and that

Saddam could at any time turn against Turkey, exact revenge, or exploit

Turkey’s Kurds against Ankara. In addition to asking the Gulf countries to

help Turkey, the U.S. has also agreed, within the limits of the U.N. Secur-

ity Council Resolution 986, to the limited use of the Kirkuk-Yumurtalik

pipeline for Iraqi exports of oil to the Mediterranean. In order to help

Turkey meet its domestic oil needs and alleviate some of the losses incurred

because of sanctions on Iraq, the U.S., in the negotiations leading to the

passage of UNSC 986, insisted that a majority of Iraqi oil be transshipped

through the pipelines to the Mediterranean port of Ceyhan.

Unlike some of the Europeans, the U.S. has been more tolerant of Turk-

ish incursions into northern Iraq in pursuit of the PKK, including the large

one in March and April of 1995, noted for its duration and the extent of

the operation (35,000 men).6 Ankara’s appreciation for the U.S. position

notwithstanding, the basic interests of the U.S. and Turkey in Iraq are

difficult to reconcile; for the U.S., Saddam Hussein remains the primary

threat to the region and its interests, whereas from Turkey’s perspective it

is the existence of the Kurdish entity that poses the greatest threat. At the

heart of this divergence lies two different interpretations of the Kurdish

problem in Turkey.

As reflected in State Department reports on human rights violations,

the U.S. has become increasingly concerned by Ankara’s repression and

the magnitude of the Kurdish problem. The Kurdish question was first

mentioned in the department’s 1988 report.7 Since then its reports have

chronicled Ankara’s human rights violations in greater detail, all the while
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criticizing the PKK for its share of atrocities. Nevertheless, the State De-

partment reports have become an important tool for those in Congress

eager to reduce the level of aid to Turkey, or those opposed to Turkey

because of its 1974 invasion of Cyprus, or those simply uncomfortable

being associated with levels of repression unbecoming of a U.S. ally and

NATO member.

Similarly, nongovernmental human rights groups have accelerated their

criticism of Turkish policies. The beginning of the Arab-Israeli peace proc-

ess and the dissolution of the Soviet Union have also allowed human rights

activists to focus more on previously neglected questions, such as that of

Turkey’s Kurds. One of the human rights groups’ more notable successes

was achieved when it managed to block the sale of cluster bombs to Tur-

key. Although unsuccessful at other times, as in the case of short-range

missiles or helicopters, these groups are nonetheless maintaining an unwel-

come level of pressure on Ankara. This pressure has become intense

enough that even the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, known for its cooler

approach, took the initiative in the summer of 1996 to virtually ‘‘declare

war’’ on the Turkish Human Rights Foundation. It circulated a letter to

all relevant ministries, including Defense, Health, Interior, Justice, and the

MIT, asking them to impede the activities of the foundation.8

Because the Kurdish issue evokes the worst fears among the Turkish

public and leadership, the current U.S. administration has chosen to pur-

sue a policy intended to bolster Turkey’s confidence in the post–Cold War

environment with the hope that a Turkey more firmly rooted in both

NATO and the European Union—even if only a customs union—will be

able to take steps to accommodate some of the Kurdish demands. The

threat of destabilization that the prolongation of the Kurdish question

poses for Turkey is particularly worrisome to the U.S. With its shifting and

renewed strategic importance, Turkey remains a valued ally; given the costs

of the long-standing Arab-Israeli conflict, the U.S. does not want the

emergence of yet another long-standing ethnic conflict that could encom-

pass other regional actors. Any weakening of Turkey as a result of its Kurd-

ish imbroglio does not bode well for NATO, even if the primary enemy

against which it was constituted has left the scene.

Can the U.S. indirectly create the conditions conducive to Turkey’s lead-

ership undertaking political reforms that are inclusive in character and

therefore accommodative of moderate Kurdish demands? Despite U.S. ef-

forts in Turkey’s behalf, Turkish suspicions linger that the U.S. may be
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harboring a secret agenda; this unease is bolstered by the conflicting mes-

sages that emanate from Washington, especially during periods of intense

legislature/executive squabbling. This conflictual attitude is best captured

by a foreign policy watcher: ‘‘If we put aside the improvement in our rela-

tions with the U.S. since 1991 . . . Western European and U.S. policies

have given rise to the isolation of Turkey on the international scene.’’9

What is the source of this sense of isolation? On the one hand, this is

not a new phenomenon; Turkey has always felt that it does not receive its

fair share of attention in the West. On the other hand, Ankara has interpre-

ted Western passivity to both the Armenian-Azeri and the Bosnian conflict

as the abandonment of Turkey’s own core interest, and it has also failed to

demonstrate any awareness of inherent contradictions between Ankara’s

Kurdish policy and its concerns for the fate of ethnic Turks in Bulgaria or

Greece. Surrounded by states that have troublesome relations with Turkey,

Ankara has a demonstrated ability to exaggerate its own vulnerabilities.

The results of the 1995 parliamentary elections tend to reinforce this

growing sense of isolation, since the only two parties and leaders who have

scored any gains were those most opposed to the United States. Erbakan

and Ecevit have continuously reiterated their opposition to principal U.S.

interests in the region and in Turkey. Ecevit has never hidden his sympathy

for Saddam, and Erbakan spares no opportunity to argue for a disengage-

ment from the West. At the very least, opposition to the U.S. and the

West will be even more vigorous than before in Turkey, irrespective of the

composition of the Turkish government. Whereas U.S. vital interests in

the region surrounding Turkey have diminished somewhat with the end of

the Cold War, Turkey’s own interests have grown and expanded across a

much broader region and have become more vital. Ankara under almost

any prime minister in the future is more likely than ever before to pursue

its own interests more vigorously, with less attention accorded to U.S.

preferences. This new reality diminishes Washington’s ability to influence

Ankara’s policy toward the Kurds.

For the U.S., Turkey’s Kurdish predicament poses a stark dilemma. An-

kara is too valuable a strategic ally to pursue a policy that it will interpret as

being hostile. On the other hand, Washington faces a moral and practical

quandary if the repression in the southeast continues unabated: While the

moral problems are obvious and exacerbated by the fact that the Turkish

military is primarily equipped with U.S.-made matériel, at the practical

level two issues emerge. The first is the distinct possibility that continued
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conflict could result either in chronic political instability or in severe do-

mestic unrest. Second, Turkey has been a linchpin of U.S. policy in all the

areas bordering this country, not just as an actor but also as an example of

democratic and economic success. Both of these factors would be endan-

gered by a prolongation or intensification of the conflict with the Kurds.

Relations with Europe

Turkey’s most important economic relations are with the European

Union.10 By abandoning its inward-oriented economic policies in the early

1980s, Turkey has succeeded in not only diversifying its exports but also

in becoming an important market for direct foreign investment. Turkey’s

economic progress and its proximate location to Europe have given an

added impetus to its primary and blossoming trade links with Europe.

At a time when trade blocs account for an increasing share of world

trade, Turkey needs to locate itself firmly in one. This is why the achieve-

ment of a customs union agreement with Europe has been such a priority

for recent Turkish governments—even though they would have preferred

to become full members of the European Union. Yet it is in the realization

of the customs union agreement that the Kurdish issue has made itself felt

most acutely. The European Parliament made it clear that it would not

sanction Turkey’s accession to the customs union until certain basic modi-

fications were made to the laws governing the criminalization of speech

and constitutional provisions that represent roadblocks to furthering the

democratization process. While some members of the European Parlia-

ment would prefer to push Turkey to make more concessions, such as the

release of jailed DEP parliamentarians, others are clearly satisfied with the

minor constitutional changes and the modification of the infamous Article

8 of the penal code.

However minor the European demands, they represent an obvious in-

terference in the domestic affairs of Turkey—despite Europe’s extensive

military relations with Ankara. Still, given the importance of the customs

union, Ankara was willing to pay the price to join. While there were Turk-

ish parliamentarians and others who advocated deeper changes in these

provisions in the name of greater democratization, Ankara’s recalcitrance

over altering them definitively lasted until the very last moment.
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Will admission into the customs union increase or decrease the pressure

Turkey will feel from the European Union member states with regard to

democratization and the Kurdish issue? Although the Europeans no

longer have the customs union as a carrot to dangle in front of Ankara, the

fact remains that for Turkey this is an interim step: The ultimate goal is

full membership. This very desire for membership in the customs union

will render Ankara vulnerable to continued criticisms and pressure for

human rights violations.11 Already, Germany has been forced by domestic

critics to suspend arms deliveries to Turkey; while these were eventually

resumed, the suspension itself demonstrated the capabilities of domestic

lobbies.

While Turkey was actively pushing for inclusion into the customs union,

it did not shy away from confrontations with European Union member

states over the Kurdish issue. As noted earlier, both Belgium and the Neth-

erlands were severely criticized for allowing the Kurdish parliament in exile

to gather for meetings in their respective capitals. Turkey placed The

Hague on its ‘‘red list,’’ presumably as retaliation and as a sign that arms

purchases from the Netherlands would be reduced. Ankara has overreacted

to the parliament in exile, which has subsequently met in Austria and most

recently in Moscow. The great consternation with which these meetings

are received in Ankara has obliged Turkish leaders to initiate political dé-

marches that far exceed the severity of the political embarrassment that

may be caused by these meetings of the parliament in exile.12 Ironically,

these démarches have served to attract far greater attention to the question.

The presence of a Kurdish diaspora in Europe has increased the involve-

ment of European governments because, once politically mobilized, Kurd-

ish activities will help sustain the pressure on Ankara. Although there are

a far larger number of Turks residing in Europe than there are Kurds, the

latter have the advantage of being an underdog and mobilizing in support

of a cause. The PKK, despite the fact that it has been banned in Germany,

has been far more successful in organizing the Kurds of Germany, who

perhaps number 500,000 out of a total Turkish/Kurdish community that

approaches 2 million, than it has the Kurds of Turkey.13 With the rise

in intercommunal conflict between Kurds and Turks in Germany itself,

including the bombings of Turkish businesses, the Kurdish question in-

creasingly assumes a domestic aspect for the German government that it

finds itself powerless to resolve. Therefore, in the long run, it is likely that

the German government will seek to influence Ankara to adopt a more
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accommodationist stance at home. In the short run, to curb the spread of

intercommunal violence, Bonn even dispatched a high-ranking intelligence

advisor to Chancellor Kohl to meet with PKK leader Abdullah Öcalan in

Syria.14

The Regional Role

The elimination of Cold War–era inhibitions on state action and the prolif-

eration of new actors on its borders has further complicated Ankara’s task.

In fact, Turkey has discovered that its Kurdish problem has rendered it

vulnerable to those neighbors with which it has had long-standing disputes

by providing them with an opportunity to embarrass or even harass An-

kara.15 The most obvious such case is Syria, which has actively supported

the PKK and specifically given shelter to its leader, Abdullah Öcalan.

Greece, which fears Turkey’s growing regional importance, has long

sought to contain Ankara’s military power and contested it on the divided

island of Cyprus; for Athens, the Kurds represent a welcome source of

Turkish weakness that can readily be exploited.16 Similarly for Iran, which

regards Turkey as a Muslim state in the service of Tehran’s American neme-

sis, the Kurdish insurrection not only distracts Ankara but also makes it

solicitous of Tehran’s cooperation for border security. Armenia has also

had unofficial contacts with the PKK to remind Turkey that it too can play

at the Kurdish game if necessary.

The temptation for the different states to use their neighbors’ Kurds in

pursuit of their regional ambitions is matched only by the willingness with

which the Kurds have accepted assistance from neighboring states as a

means of eluding the limits imposed by state boundaries.17 Nearly all

Kurdish leaders, when queried about the wisdom of consorting publicly

with Turkey’s enemies, reply that what Turkey is doing to the Kurds is so

damaging to the Kurds as a people that they are determined to let Ankara

know that the Kurds can hurt Turkey, too, if necessary.

In the long run, the impact of the Turkish-Syrian divide is particularly

damaging to Turkey’s role in the region. In addition to harboring a long-

held resentment over the loss of Alexandretta (Hatay Province) to Turkey

in 1939, Syria has increasingly worried about Turkish attempts to develop

the southeast through the GAP, the Southeastern Anatolia Project, which

envisages the construction of dams and irrigation networks on both the
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Euphrates and the Tigris. This project has already diminished the down-

stream flow of water into Syria and in the future will affect the quality of

the water as the use of fertilizer increases, thereby contaminating the river.

Syrian support for the PKK has been interpreted by Ankara and many

others as a card to use against the extension of the GAP project. Despite

their long-standing differences, Syria and Iraq are united by the issue of

water, since Iraq too is at risk, given its dependence on both of these rivers.

The water problem resonates elsewhere in the Arab world, where the issue

has the potential of uniting a number of states behind Syria and Iraq.18

Egypt, for one, faces exactly the same dilemma with the river Nile and its

upstream control by a hostile Sudan or an untrustworthy Ethiopia.

Although Syria and Iran have periodically cooperated with Turkey over

northern Iraq, they are deeply distrustful of each others’ intentions.19 Even

though neither of these states would like to see an independent Kurdish

state in northern Iraq and both cooperate with Turkey through regular

tripartite meetings, Saddam’s adventurousness allows for the realization of

multiple scenarios. Even Erbakan’s ascendancy has not helped matters

much. Despite the Islamist Turkish prime minister’s desire to improve rela-

tions with all three of Turkey’s neighbors, Syria, Iraq, and Iran, his efforts

in this regard appear to have been blocked by the military and other state

institutions. Although Erbakan and his party members went so far as to

question the validity of the intelligence services’ assessment of Iranian in-

tentions and the existence of PKK camps in Iran, Turkey’s Muslim neigh-

bors are not confident of the durability of this government. Quite to the

contrary, not only are PKK camps in Iran visible from the Turkish side of

the border, but the Syrians also helped the PKK circumvent the ‘‘blocked

routes from Iraq’’ by opening two PKK camps near the border with Hatay

(Alexandretta).20

With the emerging divisions among the Kurds of northern Iraq, Turkey

has increasingly relied on Barzani’s faction, the KDP, whose territory

abuts the Turkish frontier, to contain PKK activities. The subtle shift in

Turkey’s post-Özal strategy away from a refusal to cooperate with the

Kurds of Iraq to one of almost exclusive reliance on the KDP may have

initiated a new conflict of proxies in the region. The outburst of severe

PKK-KDP fighting in northern Iraq in the fall of 1995 may be an attempt

by both the Syrians, who have a great deal of sway over the PKK, and the

Iranians to check the growing influence of Turkey in the area.21

Syrian support for the PKK has resulted in shifting Turkish perceptions
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of security threats toward its southern borders and has brought numerous

calls for a harsher policy vis à vis Damascus from the Turkish press as well

as parliamentarians. Turkey undertook one action in January 1994 when a

small force of commandos attacked a PKK installation in Kamishli across

the border in Syria. A series of bombings plagued Syria in the early sum-

mer of 1996; although they did not result in any casualties, they were

assumed by many in the Arab world to have been instigated by the Turkish

security services. Two factors have constrained the potential for a wider

conflict with Syria: the fear of creating an anti-Turkish backlash in the Arab

world, and the impact such a course of action would have on the Syrian

leg of the U.S.-sponsored Arab-Israeli peace process. On the other hand,

the peace process has allowed Turkey to effect a rapprochement with Israel

and seek to balance Syria. A military training and exchange agreement

signed by the Turkish military with its Israeli counterparts in February

1996 provided Israeli aircraft with training facilities in Turkey. This was

followed by a series of high-level exchanges that continued during the Er-

bakan-led government, although Erbakan himself has tried his utmost to

scuttle the deals between Israel and Turkey.22

Not surprisingly, the whole of the Arab world perceived this agreement

as an attempt by the two countries to encircle Syria. Whatever the agree-

ment’s intent, the Arab reaction to the agreement from the point of view

of the Turkish military demonstrated that they had succeeded in sending

the desired message to Damascus. The Syrians may be playing a similar

game with Ankara by improving their relations with Greece. Turkey

warned Damascus not to enter into an alliance with Greece and was re-

ported not to have found convincing Syrian assurances that it would not

give Greece any bases on its territory.23 An unintended consequence of the

Israeli-Turkish rapprochement may be a realignment of Arab politics. Syria

may seek ‘‘to create conditions and balances in the region that can deter or

resist the Israeli/Turkish threat, and the two most important Arab partners

in this respect are Egypt and Iraq.’’ Similarly, the Israeli-Turkish relation-

ship may give rise to further support for the PKK among Arabs in gen-

eral.24

The Turkish-Iraqi relationship deteriorated with the onset of the Gulf

crisis as pipelines carrying Iraqi crude to the Mediterranean were ordered

shut down by Özal, who correctly anticipated U.N. Security Council reso-

lutions. In fact, Özal may have accelerated a process of estrangement that

began in the waning days of the Iran-Iraq war when Iraqis bitterly com-
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plained of Turkish trade and business practices while Turks criticized the

Iraqis’ tendency to accumulate trade arrears. Iraqi concerns regarding the

GAP project further accentuated the unease as Baghdad refused to extend

Ankara the cooperation that had allowed Turkish troops to cross into

northern Iraq in hot-pursuit operations against the PKK.24 Because it ab-

hors the ‘‘authority vacuum’’ in northern Iraq, Turkey has tried to get the

Iraqi Kurds to negotiate with the regime in Baghdad. Nevertheless, Anka-

ra’s participation in U.S.-sponsored mediation talks in Ireland between the

two warring Kurdish factions has unnerved the Iraqis. These were fol-

lowed by active Turkish participation in the cease-fire negotiated between

the warring parties by the U.S., which makes use of Iraqi Turcomans as

monitors.

Convinced of the regional demonstration effect vis-à-vis the Kurds, Tur-

key is faced with difficult choices with respect to Iraq: On the one hand,

while it ardently wishes that the Iraqis regain complete control of their

territory, the continuation of the status quo increases doubts about the

viability of a future Iraq.26 Hence, Ankara’s fears of the unknown are inten-

sified. Driven by its concern to control the PKK, Ankara was being slowly

drawn into the management of the enclave. It instituted a small aid pack-

age, $13 million worth, to the area, which provided it with some clout as

well as a means of introducing its operatives to better scrutinize develop-

ments there. It actively encouraged a dialogue between the KDP and

Baghdad. The continuous military operations into northern Iraq have re-

sulted in the creation of a de facto 15-km-wide security zone; Ankara, in

effect, has moved the international frontier.27 Should there be a change in

the regime in Baghdad, Turkey will find it difficult not to use its accumu-

lated clout to influence the overall outcome in Iraq; in the process, it is

also likely to antagonize not just Iraqis and Kurds but also other Arab

states.

Meanwhile, the dramatic escalation in the conflict between the Kurdish

rivals in September 1996, which initially resulted in Barzani’s defeat of his

rival Talabani and the PUK with the help of Saddam Hussein, further

highlights Turkey’s dilemma in northern Iraq. Despite the PUK’s come-

back, Saddam Hussein’s alliance with Barzani, which has allowed his intel-

ligence services to roam freely in KDP-controlled areas, has succeeded in

greatly increasing his influence in the Kurdish enclave. He has also dealt a

major setback to U.S. policy in the region by denying Washington a secure

base of operations against the regime in Baghdad and by undermining one

of its core premises, the protection of the Kurds from retribution. These
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events also endangered Operation Provide Comfort, which had to remove

its small ground operation from northern Iraq. Still, Ankara, which has

longed for the consolidation of Saddam’s rule in the north, faces a situation

in which the PKK is the third strongest military formation there; it is

unlikely that the KDP will engage them on its own anytime soon, for fear

of opening a second front when the cease-fire negotiated with the PUK

remains fragile.28 When the Turkish government announced that it would

in the meantime seek to formalize a temporary ‘‘security belt’’ along its

border with Iraq, it engendered a strong reaction in the Arab world.29

It is therefore possible that Ankara may be in for a rude awakening: A

resolution of the Iraqi crisis may result in a federated state, or in the Kurds

obtaining autonomy. Although hard-liners in Ankara have made it plain

that this would be unacceptable, the fact remains that Iraq in the past had

provided autonomy arrangements to the Kurds—even if Saddam sought

every possible excuse to undermine them and has not hesitated to engage

in genocide operations against the Kurdish population as a whole, includ-

ing the use of poison gas. But from a legal and structural point of view,

past deals between the Iraqi state and the Kurds did provide the latter

many more rights than their counterparts in Turkey have enjoyed, includ-

ing language rights, education, and the right of association. In short, their

right to a distinct identity was recognized.30 These sorts of arrangements

represent precedents that Ankara will not be able to block or ignore in the

future.

Iraqi compromises with their Kurdish population furthermore occurred

at a time when the Turkish Kurds had not become strongly politicized; a

replication of such autonomy arrangements in Iraq today, in the absence

of a resolution on the Turkish side, would undoubtedly accelerate the mo-

bilization of Kurds in Turkey. In the event that such arrangements are

arrived at in Iraq, the comparisons between Iraq and Turkey that would

be drawn internationally are likely to embarrass Ankara and multiply the

pressures to change its policy.

There is yet another worry for the Turkish government: the realization

that had Barzani succeeded in consolidating his gains in September 1996,

the KDP leader would have achieved his declared goal of a federal arrange-

ment within the confines of Iraq. A Barzani-controlled federal enclave with

a potent PKK force entrenched in it would not have provided Ankara with

the opportunities it now enjoys to cross the international boundary at will

and hit the targets of its choice. Of greater likelihood is the probability
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that internecine fighting between the two Kurdish rivals will continue

without either one of them achieving complete dominance over the

other—and in the process further drag outside powers into the area.

In other words, Turkey’s domestic Kurdish problem makes it difficult

for Ankara to extricate itself from northern Iraq. Unable to determine

events in northern Iraq and faced with increased pressure from domestic,

regional, and international sources to alter its policy on the Kurds, Ankara

may genuinely become isolated. Turkey fears two other possible scenarios

in Iraq: the replacement of the Iraqi Ba’th by a Syrian Ba’th, or Baghdad’s

submission to Iranian influence, given the majority Shi’ite population in

that country.31 It is then that it would be in need of European and U.S.

support.

Finally, Tehran too is fearful of growing Turkish clout among the Kurds

of Iraq and of potential Turkish support for unity between the Azeris of

northern Iran and the Republic of Azerbaijan; for this reason, it has used

the PKK as a way of reminding Ankara of its own vulnerabilities. Iranian

anxieties reached a peak with the ascendancy of Abulfaz Elchibey and his

nationalist Popular Front in Baku. Elchibey, who did not hide his dream

of unifying the Azeris of Iran with his own state, was enthusiastically

backed by Ankara. The Iranians have since tried their best to undermine

what they perceived to be growing Turkish, and indirectly U.S. influence

in northern Iraq. Following the unsuccessful U.S.-sponsored talks in Dub-

lin in September 1995, Iran has tried its hand at reconciling the two Kurd-

ish factions, and it sent troops into the area to demonstrate that it too can

move in and out at its leisure and therefore should not be taken for

granted. And when the PKK unleashed its attack on the KDP following

the Dublin talks, it was Iran that stepped in to arrange a cease-fire and put

an end to the bloodshed, much to Washington’s annoyance.

Increasing Iranian influence in northern Iraq has led one Turkish ob-

server to argue that Turkey is losing control of northern Iraq. The Iranian

presence is felt not only politically but also economically.32 Iranian eco-

nomic influence, especially in PUK-controlled areas of Sulaymaniyah, was

also the result of the internecine Kurdish fighting and the double embargo

imposed on the region by both the world community and Iraq. Iran’s

proximity and PUK’s inability to access the Turkish border posts held by

its KDP rival resulted in a natural rapprochement between the PUK and

Tehran. Although the KDP would later use this as an excuse for calling in

Saddam Hussein, the fact remained that the KDP too relied on Iran for
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both trade and political support when necessary. Iran, of course, has its

own domestic reasons for being active in northern Iraq, where its own

dissidents from the Iranian Kurdistan Democratic party (I-KDP) have

found shelter. Iran would like to avoid what happened to Turkey: the

growth of an insurgency with bases beyond its control.

Finally, Iran is also made deeply uncomfortable by the growing strategic

rapprochement between Israel and Turkey. Tehran’s rulers have for a while

viewed Israel as a primary enemy in the region and suspect that the Turk-

ish-Israeli military collaboration deals are aimed at them. During President

Rafsanjani’s December 1996 visit to Turkey, the Erbakan wing of the gov-

ernment hinted at the possibility of signing a military cooperation agree-

ment with Tehran that would be similar to the one with Israel. The idea

was immediately rejected by the Turkish military and Erbakan’s coalition

partners.

Relations with Russia and the Caucasus

The Kurdish question makes its impact felt significantly, but only indi-

rectly, upon Turkey’s relations with Russia and Russia’s former republics.

Turco-Russian relations have become increasingly embittered by Mos-

cow’s decision not to comply with CFE Treaty limitations in the Caucasus,

relating to Russian troop strengths there. More important, the Kurdish

insurrection provides the Russians, who have watched Turkey’s economic

and political moves to supplant them in Central Asia with great unease,

with a card to exploit. Moscow has been particularly angered by Turkish

moves to obtain international support for the construction of Azeri and

Kazak pipelines that bypass Russian territory and empty in the Turkish

port of Dörtyol in the Mediterranean.

Because of Turkey’s perception of its own vulnerabilities over the Kurds,

Moscow was successful in muting Ankara’s criticisms over its attack

against Chechens in Grozny (and Russian countercriticism regarding Tur-

key’s initial handling of the Black Sea ferry carrying Russian citizens hi-

jacked by Chechens or their sympathizers in Turkey).33 Periodically, the

Russians organize—or allow Kurds, including pro-PKK groups, to orga-

nize—Kurdish conferences on its territory in order to remind Ankara of

Moscow’s potential reach. The continued insurrection in the east and

southeastern provinces casts a long shadow on the security, and to a lesser
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extent on the feasibility, of pipeline projects envisaged by Turkey to bring

in Azeri and Kazak oil and Turkmen gas. An undefeated PKK could con-

ceivably create severe problems for the long-run maintenance of such pipe-

lines, although it could not altogether stop them from operating and

transporting the oil and gas.34 In short, Turkey’s vulnerability to the Kurd-

ish insurrection directly serves to crimp Turkey’s hand from a more activist

policy in support of Turkish interests in the Caucasus and Central Asia.

Turkish nationalists who are strongly hostile to Kurdish political and cul-

tural aspirations in Turkey are at the same time aware that failure to resolve

the crisis prevents them from playing the more active role they seek in the

Turkic republics of the former Soviet Union, in Chechnya, and even in

Tatarstan.

Turkey in the Erbakan Era

How did Erbakan’s assumption of power in a coalition with Çiller and her

party alter the foreign policy matrix faced by Turkey? Erbakan campaigned

on a pro-Islamic and anti-Western platform that included such proposals

as the formation of an Islamic NATO and an Islamic common market to

replace Turkey’s relationships with the West. He also promised to do away

with both Turkey’s recently signed miliary exchange agreement with Israel

and Operation Provide Comfort. He publicly questioned the long-held

belief in Turkey that Syria and Iran had provided substantial support to

the PKK. Blaming Turkey’s excessively pro-Western policies for the deteri-

orating relations with Islamic countries, starting with Syria, Iran, and Iraq,

he pledged to reverse the downward trend.

The coalition agreement allotted the main responsibility for foreign af-

fairs and defense to Çiller and her party. This very quickly proved to be

something of an illusion: Çiller, who was both deputy prime minister and

foreign minister, appeared to be responsible only for relations with the

West, whereas Erbakan has used the prime minister’s office very effectively

to arrange meetings with ambassadors and other envoys from the Muslim

world—while excluding his coalition partner from them. For his first trip

abroad he chose to go to Iran and other Islamic countries, demonstrating

that he intended to live up to his long-held belief that Turkey ought to

upgrade its relations with the Muslim world and make them coequal with

those of the Western world. He also proposed a four-way summit, which
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was unlikely to occur, that would include Iran, Syria, Iraq, and Turkey,

with the possible participation of northern Iraq’s Kurdish leaders, to dis-

cuss the fate of the Kurdish enclave.

His opening to Iran, with which he signed a mammoth $23 billion natu-

ral gas agreement, his attempts to improve relations with Iraq—almost at

the expense of violating U.N. sanctions on Baghdad—and entreaties to

Syria are designed to be more than a charm offensive.35 Erbakan believed

in his own ability to accomplish a great deal more with these countries

because of his known opposition to U.S. policy in the region, including

the Arab-Israeli peace process. In the short run, Erbakan would have liked

to obtain Syria’s and Iran’s cooperation in controlling the PKK. Had he

succeeded in this early on, he would have improved his stature not just

with the population but perhaps also with a very skeptical military high

command. Because the coalition agreement called for a rotation of prime

ministers after two years, Erbakan quickly engaged himself in efforts to

improve Turkey’s relations with Middle Eastern states.36

It was in the interests of both Syria and Iran to cooperate with Erbakan;

any rise in Welfare’s success represents a corresponding decrease in the

potential Turkish-Israeli rapprochement and in U.S. prestige in the region

as a whole. Despite such obvious reasons for cooperating with the Erba-

kan-led government, Syria and Iran made little effort in this direction.

Syria, which could have muzzled Öcalan, and Iran, which could have re-

duced its cooperation with the PKK, stood idle. Erbakan’s attempts not-

withstanding, the differences that separate Turkey from its two neighbors

are real and significant. As a result, Syria and Iran were unlikely to relin-

quish as important a card as the PKK completely, especially since no one

could assure them that the Erbakan government in Ankara would survive,

and any other administration could easily revert back to previous policies.

Ironically, it was only when the Erbakan-led government was in serious

trouble with the military that Arab voices were raised in his support.37

Before embarking on his first tour of Islamic countries, Erbakan made

sure that Operation Provide Comfort was extended for another five

months, a policy he had opposed vigorously over the years. While he has

not undone the deal with Israel, which the Turkish military has supported,

he did manage to symbolically delay the signing of a companion agree-

ment between the two militaries, but has had to give in to the military’s

demands vis-à-vis Israel. He has also not interfered with the military’s con-

tinued raids across the border into Iraq (or for that matter, with operations
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within Turkey). This is as much the result of a balancing act as it is derived

from his own opposition to the PKK. On the other hand, the mixture of

a temperate policy vis-à-vis Western interests and an opening toward the

east is precisely what Erbakan and Welfare had hoped to be able to accom-

plish in the next few years.

Erbakan’s foreign policy vision is decidedly Ottomanist in flavor. He

and his party, as suggested earlier, envision Turkey as a leader of an Islamic

world. This can only be accomplished in the longer run by gradually wean-

ing Turkey away from the West. Erbakan also realizes that the Kurdish

issue remains one of the most important stumbling blocks to the realiza-

tion of his long-term wish. While he tried to deal with this issue early

during his term in office, by and large he was unsuccessful. It is not clear

that had he remained in office he would have fared any better.
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7
Toward a Solution of the Kurdish

Problem

The Nature of the Kurdish Problem

THE ESSENTIALS OF THE Kurdish problem can be reduced to four key

elements in any search for a solution. First, while there are multiple

aspects to the Kurdish problem, it is essential to recognize that the prob-

lem is fundamentally an ethnic one, thereby requiring an ethnic solution.

The emergence of ethnic politics among the Kurds, as we described earlier,

comes as a reaction to the official Turkish nationalism of the modern Turk-

ish state and reflects a wider growth of ethnic consciousness on a global

basis. The emergence of different ethnicities within one state does not, of

course, imply automatic conflict. But historically, conflict has periodically

arisen between Turks and Kurds.

The internal violence and virtual civil war or ‘‘anarchy’’ of the 1970s in

Turkey mobilized many left-wing Kurds (as well as Turks) into ideological

movements struggling to dismantle the existing state structure. It was out

of this milieu that the PKK emerged, bringing by far the most serious

Kurdish armed struggle into Turkish politics since the founding of the

state. State violence in response against the PKK and the suffering this

military campaign has visited upon the Kurds in the southeast have clearly

exacerbated the problem and served to polarize the conflict. It is conceiv-

— 179 —
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able that the Kurdish search for official recognition of the Kurdish identity

might not have taken military form if the PKK had not emerged when it

did, and if, in response, the state had not taken such a hard line against

Kurdish political and cultural aspirations.

While this kind of ‘‘what if ’’ analysis is rather hypothetical, it does sug-

gest that armed conflict between Turks and Kurds in Turkey was not pre-

destined, even if rising Kurdish demands were. It also suggests that a

political solution may yet be found if the quest for a polarizing military

solution is abandoned. We do not believe that the Kurdish identity is likely

to fade, since few other larger and unfulfilled nationalist movements else-

where in the world are fading; furthermore, the political identity of the

Kurds in Turkey is strengthened by the Kurdish struggle in both Iraq and

Iran.

Major economic improvements and increased democratization in the

southeast will help alleviate some symptoms of the crisis, but in the end a

solution that addresses the ethnic character of the problem is required. At

a minimum that means clear recognition of the existence of the Kurds as a

culturally distinct identity, and recognition of the rights of Kurds to ex-

press their culture fully under a system of cultural autonomy. This would

imply some degree of regional responsibility that permits Kurds to run

many of their own local affairs—obviously excluding major national issues

such as defense, currency, overall security, national economic policy, and

foreign affairs.

It would be inappropriate, however, for this study to specify exact for-

mulas; those can only come through a political process over time. In this

context, Turks need to be aware that their problems are not unique; large

numbers of other states in the world have faced and still face similar prob-

lems. The international community has accumulated much experience and

developed a wide variety of formulas and mechanisms in other countries

that might prove relevant to an eventual Turkish-Kurdish solution.

Second, the onus of responsibility for a solution lies with the Turkish

state rather than with the Kurds as people. In Turkey the conflict is not,

as it often is in other countries, between two mobilized and competing

communities; here it is between a weak community attempting to mobi-

lize and the state. The state is fundamentally responsible for the creation

of the problem by its fateful decision in the 1920s to create a nation-state

defined as consisting of Turks alone, compounded by several decades of

enforced assimilation of Kurds—a decision that can no longer be sus-
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tained, imposed, or implemented. Continuing attempts to impose such a

solution without formal acknowledgment of the existence of the Kurds

will only lead to continued and perhaps even increased bloodshed and will

only strengthen the possibility that the Kurds will indeed eventually insist

on total independence.

Furthermore, the state holds virtually all the cards: The Kurds them-

selves have almost nothing to concede in negotiations, for they have noth-

ing that the state wants except retreat from their demands. If a

compromise is to be reached, the most the Kurds can offer is eventual

peace, loyalty, and nonviolence. Even these Kurdish ‘‘concessions’’ will still

entail demands upon the state that the state does not welcome, but they

can come in the context of a retreat from some of the initially maximalist

demands of the PKK for separatism and the establishment of a pan-Kurd-

ish state.

Certainly, alternative Kurdish political parties inside Turkey can be more

sensitive to Turkish public opinion so as not to exacerbate existing ten-

sions, but with the state wielding most of the power, compromise depends

more on the state than on any other factor. Only the PKK has offered

the Kurds a genuine element of power vis-à-vis the state through military

resistance and the costs it can impose on the state. Actual initiatives in

negotiations can come only from the parties that hold the power. This

does not mean that the PKK can be the only spokesman for the Kurds;

the Kurds in fact have not yet had an opportunity to freely demonstrate

just whom it is they do want to represent them.

Third, a critical part of the problem lies in the need to reformulate the

very concept of the Turkish state as perceived by its citizens. Is the state

a monolithic instrument, charged with the mission of forging a nation,

preserving the state as it is known, and retaining a paternalistic hold over

its development? Or is the state the instrument of its combined citizenry

to attain the goals they seek? The former, statist concept, which emerges

from nation-building concepts of an earlier era, was indeed relevant to

Turkey in the Atatürkist period, when entirely new concepts were required

to replace those of the collapsed imperial, multinational, and authoritarian

Ottoman Empire. But today, it has become evident to all that the state has

partially failed in its mission to homogenize the population: After more

than seventy years, while some groups have been successfully integrated,

the Kurdish question has not disappeared and indeed is growing. Thus,

until the vision changes—in which the state is no longer the master but
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the servant of the people—it is unlikely that Turkey will be able to progress

toward a solution to the Kurdish problem. This transformation of the role

of the state does not pose a threat to the sovereignty of the state per se,

but rather only to the role of the state over all of its citizens—Turk, Kurd,

and others. The good news is that this transition is quite feasible for Turkey

to manage, given its major progress toward democratization, liberaliza-

tion, and the emergence of a strong civil society over the past decades.

Other states facing such ethnic challenges are not so well off.

Fourth, there is a factor of time that cannot be ignored. Whatever mili-

tary gains or losses are taking place on the ground, Kurdish self-awareness

is expanding and will not go away. Changing global conditions—greater

acceptance of nationalist movements in the aftermath of the collapse of the

Soviet Union, the break-up of Yugoslavia, and any new political balances

that might emerge in the Middle East following successful Israeli-PLO

negotiations—will increasingly make it difficult for Turkey to ignore its

own domestic diversity and pluralism. Thus the Turkish state does not

have an indefinite amount of time to seek an equitable solution; the longer

it takes to find resolution, the more radicalized the Kurds may become and

the higher the cost of a settlement grows. The state deliberates over the

issue as if time did not matter, but the clock is ticking, and certain realities

are being created domestically and internationally that are not fully under

the state’s control.

The Kurdish factor in Iraq, for example, is also developing rapidly; Iraq

cannot go back to the status quo ante of the 1960s, when the Iraqi Kurds

had few political demands. Eventually, Iraq must move in the direction of

some kind of federal state if the Iraqi state is ever to stay together. As

argued earlier, Turkey would be wise to have settled its own Kurdish prob-

lem to the satisfaction of its Kurds by that time; Iraqi Kurds possessing a

fair degree of autonomy will otherwise be a destabilizing model to Turkey’s

Kurds.

Conversely, satisfied Turkish Kurds can have major influence upon

northern Iraq, possibly making Turkey the dominant free Kurdish voice in

the region—the largest and freest body of Kurds in the Middle East. Tur-

key’s Kurds, together with Turkey’s own power, skills, and resources, can

then become the leader and partner of all regional Kurds on many issues.

At that point, Diyarbakir becomes a huge potential entrepôt for regional

trade and communications, instead of an isolated city in a distant region

near closed and militarized borders. If Turkey fails to satisfy the cultural
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aspirations of its own Kurds, it not only becomes permanent hostage to

its own Kurds but also to events in the Kurdish regions of Iraq, Iran, and

Syria—whose own internal political situations are very repressive, unsta-

ble, and doomed to face major upheaval. Nor can Ankara achieve its goals

by pretending to ignore the Kurdish reality in Iraq, especially because it

may not be able to influence it in the long run. Turkey’s choices would

thus seem to be clear—but that does not mean that the process of getting

there is easy.

The Spectrum of Potential Solutions

Turkey possesses a broad spectrum of options in handling the Kurdish

ethnic problem—ranging from totally repressing all ethnic expression of

Kurds to granting the Kurds total independence. Both of these are unde-

sirable extremes, with obviously a great range of choice in between. And

while the problem is essentially an ethnic one, improvement of economic

factors in the southeast will always have a beneficial influence on any situa-

tion, however bad. We review below the broad spectrum, in rough order

of least change to greatest change. We believe that solutions to the Kurdish

problem are to be found in some combination of solutions in the upper

middle ranges of change, and not in the extremes of either repression or

the foundation of an independent Kurdish state. In other words, realistic

solutions are ones that satisfy Kurdish aspirations without truly threaten-

ing a modern democratic Turkey. This is a complex but quite achievable

goal.

Repression and Enforced Assimilation

This study posits that the ‘‘solution’’ of repression is no longer realistic.

Kurdish ethnic demands will have to be met to some extent, and they will

grow more radical and extreme in expression as long as assimilation is the

Kurds’ only choice. Failure to acknowledge Kurdish ethnicity and cultural

aspirations can only damage Turkey’s economy, moral tone, stability, dem-

ocratic order, and international standing. Some Kurds in Turkey have over

time become assimilated—that is, turkified—but a significant number have

not and are unlikely to become assimilated, especially during a period of

conflict. In fact, it is more likely that the trend will be in the other direc-
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tion—that is, toward assertion of the Kurdish identity. Today, precisely

because so many within Turkey and outside have come to realize the mis-

takes of state policies in the past, it would be difficult to justify a new

campaign of repression and forced assimilation. There is no ideological or

even practical raison d’être for it. It is quite clear that such a policy would

not only do severe damage to Turkey internationally, but it would also find

many more detractors within Turkey itself. In effect, this would be a return

to the 1920s and 1930s, which is unrealistic. There is no indication that

the Ankara government is even seriously envisaging such a policy, al-

though some may hope that by moving large numbers of Kurds to the

West, they will lose their ethnic identity. There is no conclusive evidence

that this is the case.

Maintaining the Status Quo

The status quo in Turkey is itself proving unstable and unsustainable—

although it can be maintained for quite a number of years more if the cost

is not calculated. Most of this study has focused on the future of the status

quo option. Its primary policy basis is that the ‘‘terror must stop and then

we can consider solutions.’’ With massive use of military manpower and

continuing evacuation of Kurdish villages—at a higher level than today—

the army can probably reduce political violence in the region. But such a

calm will be neither real nor permanent. It can be sustained only by mili-

tary means, and violence and terror will reassert themselves once military

forces start to withdraw.

As argued earlier, the process of politicization is difficult to reverse, es-

pecially with the degree to which international boundaries are rendered

irrelevant with modern communications techniques. The Kurds in Turkey

do not live in isolation anymore, cut off from the rest of the world, from

their government, from their brothers and sisters in other cities and town-

ships in Turkey. The Turkish government has, to quote Cem Boyner,

bombed its own territory for more than ten years and it is no closer to

resolving the issue than it was before the Gulf War. With the exception of

Özal, there has been little effort expended at devising new ways to under-

mine the violence option. Violence can be undercut only when Kurds real-

ize that they have clear reason for hope for progress using other means.

In terms of public debate, which includes officials and politicians, most

institutions and individuals acknowledge the need for change; for many it
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is only a question of when and how much. In short, in our view the status

quo is not sustainable.

Cultural Concessions

The state can quickly make several cultural gestures to the Kurds, particu-

larly in the areas of the Kurdish language. Language is one of the dearest

and most emotional vehicles of any culture. Kurdish, despite its different

dialects, is a distinct language, quite unrelated to Turkish. Among various

cultural reforms, among the easiest to achieve and most effective are the

freedom to publish and broadcast in Kurdish, the right to give Kurdish

names to one’s children and to offer private education to children in Kurd-

ish, the reversion to original Kurdish place names in Kurdish regions, and

tolerance for cultural activities of all types that celebrate Kurdish diversity.

Above all, the state could explicitly and publicly recognize the existence

of the Kurdish identity. Such steps would undoubtedly attract Kurdish

attention and encourage a certain spectrum of Kurds to start looking to the

state for further steps toward full acceptance of the Kurdish identity—via

negotiations rather than by armed conflict. Such steps by the state would

very likely begin to weaken support for the PKK if the arena of cultural

and political progress for the Kurds were perceived to be shifting away

from the battlefield to the state. These cultural steps are not likely to be

sufficient in themselves over the longer run to satisfy the (growing) aspira-

tions of most Kurds, but they will buy time and possibly force a change in

the PKK’s strategy and tactics, and they may even weaken it vis-à-vis other

Kurdish organizations.

An important component of such cultural reform measures must include

a toning down of the state’s barrage of Kemalist discourse (statism and the

mono-ethnic state, with all its slogans1) and with it its attempt to socialize

all its citizens forcibly. In other words, it is not sufficient for the state to

allow the private expressions of cultural plurality; the state must actually

believe in it. Demirel, for instance, has argued that ‘‘you cannot forcibly

call a Kurd a Turk,’’2 and yet he has refused to support education or TV

broadcasts in Kurdish, or ease up on the other pressures. Similarly, as a

response to the PKK-instigated celebrations at Nevruz, the Kurdish New

Year, the Turkish government in 1994 declared Nevruz to be a Turkish

holiday; but rather than trying to incorporate it, the new policy tried to
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deny the very Kurdishness of Nevruz and turkify it, in the process enraging

many Kurds.

As simple as they may appear, these cultural reforms undermine one of

the more fundamental principles of the Kemalist state: the notion of a

unitary ethnic polity. It is worth remembering, however, that at present

the challenge to the Kemalist state does not come exclusively from the

Kurds. The Islamists seek a revision of the strict secularist ideology of the

Kemalist project (which to many is not Western secularism but rather a

state assault against all religious institutions.) The Islamists feel that their

own Muslim identity is under assault. The Alevis too seek recognition of

their own distinctness. These movements represent trends that also under-

mine the imposed essence of a uniform Turkish body politic. Still, the

Kurdish assertions, because they contain the potential kernel of separatism,

are the most dangerous ones for the state.3

The Kurds of the southeast also suffer from cultural, economic, and

political exclusion. In other words, the southeast is not only the most eco-

nomically disadvantaged region of the country, but in addition the cultural

barriers and poor access to proper Turkish education have further deep-

ened differences between Kurds and the rest of Turkish citizenry.4 On the

other hand, cultural concessions they seek should not be that significant to

the state when considered within the context of an expanding, dynamic,

and increasingly internationally integrated economy. Indeed, a number of

Kurds, in and out of the southeast, have expressed the view that their

children would be better off if they studied English or another interna-

tional language instead of Kurdish.5

The important issue here is whether the state interprets the cultural

changes as individual rights or as group rights. Allowing individuals to

form cultural associations or publish or broadcast in Kurdish in a laissez-

faire cultural atmosphere is very different from defining quotas and pro-

portions. For example, by deciding a priori that if 20 percent of the popu-

lation speaks Kurdish then only 20 percent of broadcast time can be

devoted to Kurdish, the state is in effect establishing and delimiting group

rights, and thus planting the seeds of separatist thinking.

Another often sought cultural reform regards the creation of institutes

at universities for the study of Kurdish and Kurds. To Kurds this not only

represents the official recognition of their existence but also provides the

means to further develop a language that has suffered from neglect.6 Al-

ready, independent Kurdish cultural associations exist with branches in
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different cities in the country, especially in Istanbul and Izmir. Among the

better known ones is the Mesopotamia Cultural Association. Often ha-

rassed by the security services, such groups are not in fact associations per

se but are incorporated business establishments, a necessary legal tactic to

circumvent the rather restrictive association laws. A potentially positive

development is the recent licensing of the Kurdish Foundation for Re-

search and Culture.7 We have already commented on the extreme short-

sightedness of state policies that force Kurds to try to listen to PKK-spon-

sored TV programs in Kurdish by satellite, rather than permitting the state

to broadcast in Kurdish.

Finally, acceptance of the cultural diversity of Turkey should not be

taken as a reflection of the country’s weakness. This said, the acknowledg-

ment of diversity must be reflected in laws and regulation. Turkey had

gone too far in trying to deny Kurds’ existence by explicitly forbidding the

use of the Kurdish language, by changing the names of villages from Kurd-

ish to Turkish, and by not permitting parents to give Kurdish names to

their offspring. Not only will these policies have to be reversed—as some

have already been—but, more important, the Turkish public will have to

be educated that these do not represent separatist or threatening activities.

Economic Programs

There is no question that decades of economic neglect have fueled the

unhappiness of Turkey’s Kurds. Major economic improvements are essen-

tial to a solution of the Kurdish problem but are not sufficient in them-

selves if they ignore the question of ethnic identity and cultural rights. It

is economic hardship and underdevelopment that explain the large number

of Kurds who have migrated to the cities in search of better opportuni-

ties—along with the razing of thousands of Kurdish villages in recent years

of civil conflict in the southeast. However, those who end up in the cities,

while doing better than in their places of origin, tend to occupy the lowest

rungs of the economic ladder.

Hence any solution to the Kurdish problem will necessarily include an

attempt at redressing the economic ills of the region. Since 1960, the

southeastern and eastern provinces have been designated in State Planning

Office documents and plans as disadvantaged areas in need of extra invest-

ments and incentives. Despite this categorization, investments to these re-
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gions have not only failed to meet expectations, but in addition most have

been ghost investments: The state would initiate plans to build a factory,

but, more often than not, the investment would fail to materialize. By

1992, whereas GNP per capita for Turkey was $2,032, in the eastern prov-

inces this figure declined to $300.8 Even Prime Minister Çiller’s July 1995

announcement—executed with great fanfare amid a meeting of all the gov-

ernors and security officials—that huge sums of money would be invested

in the southeast was greeted with a great deal of skepticism given the past

record, not to mention the sorry state, of Turkish public finances at the

time. Since then, other such programs announced by successive govern-

ments have met equal skepticism.

One of the critical problems for the southeast is the increasing bifurca-

tion that has occurred in the Turkish economy since January 1980. Then,

in a dramatic change, Turkey abandoned its inward-oriented economic

strategy in favor of a more open one. Almost immediately after the consoli-

dation of this new strategy the Iran-Iraq War erupted, providing Turkey

with very large export markets to both belligerents. These were also the

neighboring states of the Kurdish areas, which allowed the Kurds to bene-

fit extensively from the transit traffic. Unfortunately for this region, by the

mid to late 1980s the trade with these countries had slowed considerably.

But by then the qualitative difference between these less developed regions

and those that are more manufacturing-oriented had increased even more.

As western Turkey strove to export to Europe and OECD countries, it

attracted the lion’s share of private and public investments. Turkish busi-

nessmen, who rarely considered investing in the southeast anyway, now

had even fewer reasons to do so. Kurdish businessmen have tended to

invest in the western provinces of Turkey, since the opportunities there

were so much more profitable. The emergence of the ethnic conflict in the

southeast, then, was simply the coup de grâce for the region.9

Yet no significant economic development can be attained in the south-

east until the conflict is brought to an end. As long as the region is a

war zone—villages are being destroyed, crops and animals are being killed,

whole areas are being evacuated—the process of reconstruction is made

impossible. Forty-four percent of the rural population used to be engaged

in animal husbandry, an activity that has suffered severely from the hostili-

ties;10 the PKK has sought to kidnap flocks, and the state has imposed

severe restrictions on peasants’ ability to take the flocks grazing. In large

areas security is insufficient for agriculture to be safely pursued. Any state
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investments will become targets for the PKK. No private investors will

dream of putting money into the region as long as it is threatened by

military action or sabotage.11

Once a political agreement is reached with the Kurds, however, and the

fighting comes to an end, the state can begin a process of reconstruction

in the region, starting with rebuilding the villages so that villagers can

return. Private investment can be encouraged at this point. Ironically, if

the Turkish private sector is still reticent about investing in the southeast,

there is a growing Kurdish bourgeoisie in the western cities that might be

more willing to take risks unacceptable to others. One should not, how-

ever, underestimate the difficulty of this enterprise. For the reasons sug-

gested above, the private sector will be reluctant to undertake projects in

an area far away from the main trading routes. There have been many

publicly heralded attempts by large industrial concerns to invest in the

southeast. Most have not amounted to much. The latest such venture,

called ‘‘Dogu Holding,’’ is the brainchild of the president of the Istanbul

Chamber of Commerce, Mehmet Yildirim. His idea is to have 400 large

firms pool their resources by each investing some $60,000 into a common

firm that will concentrate on animal husbandry and agriculture.17

Turkish officials have put a great deal of emphasis for the rehabilitation

of the southeast on the Southeastern Anatolia Project, the GAP project.

The GAP project, while not completely located in the Kurdish southeast,

can potentially contribute a great deal to the region in general. It is de-

signed to considerably augment electricity generation and the quantity of

arable land through the development of a new irrigation network. The

project emphasizes the development of more commercial forms of agricul-

ture and an increase in the cultivation of cash crops. One such crop is

cotton, whose cultivation is expected to increase by 200 percent, the gains

coming at the expense of wheat; another such is tomatoes.13 While these

crops have higher market value, if they simply compete with other regions

for a piece of a small pie in a shrinking export market their added value

will not be of great significance. On the other hand, should the region’s

entrepreneurs succeed in opening Middle Eastern markets, then the pros-

pects for the GAP project will be considerably enhanced.14

Yet with little industry in the southeast and the GAP region, much of

the electricity generated will be channeled westward, as will the cotton

crop. GAP’s emphasis on electricity generation, driven by expected short-

falls in available electricity by the end of the century, can be seen in the
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fact that some 90 percent of the GAP’s electricity generation targets have

been completed, compared with only 5 percent of the irrigation targets.15

Within the region, some provinces have done significantly better than oth-

ers. Gaziantep and Sanliurfa have distanced the others as they have at-

tracted investments from other regions. They have not been at the

epicenter of the conflict either.

Another issue often overlooked with respect to this project is the skewed

distribution of land: The southeast has one of the worst land distribution

patterns in the country, a fact much aggravated by the conflict. This is one

of the consequences of the decision of the state not to engage in land

reform in the southeast, unlike other regions of the country, after 1945—a

decision that was politically motivated because parties sought to capture

the region’s votes by engaging only the aghas and shaykhs. This has also

retarded the development of a more enterprising peasantry.16 Many people

already complain that few individuals with good party connections have

succeeded in getting the state to allocate large tracts of land to them. Nev-

ertheless, the GAP project, once completed with care, will undoubtedly be

a help to the region.

There is no doubt that economic advancement in the southeast is criti-

cally important to any state effort to win the Kurdish population in the

region over to the benefits of association with Turkey.

It is imperative to slow down the exodus of large numbers of peasants

from the southeast into western Turkey: They enter the big cities, increase

unemployment, contribute to greater urban instability in overgrown cities,

and are likely to be politically radicalized. Indeed it is also necessary to

begin a process of reverse migration. It is unlikely that all those who mi-

grated as a result of the conflict will return; nonetheless, the proposition

that the state ought to encourage those who return has been well estab-

lished, even though the conflict continues to claim more refugees. Im-

proved economic conditions will reduce incentives for separatism, which

at the moment are not yet high. An improved economy would give the

Kurds a stake in a Turkey that has the potential of becoming a full-fledged

member of the European Union, even if the target date for such an eventu-

ality is decades away at this stage. In any case, a Turkey that is a member

of the customs union is more attractive than one that is not.

Finally, Turkey needs to rethink the entire concept of a ‘‘Kurdistan.’’

Bold reforms and institutional change over the longer run are far more

likely to strengthen Turkey than weaken it. Turkey’s Kurdistan will very
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likely forge natural and organic ties with the Iraqi Kurdistan to the south,

and even with Iranian Kurdistan to the east, as well as deeper south into

Baghdad and Tehran. Turkey is by far the most developed, most demo-

cratic, and strongest economy in the region, with deepening ties to Eu-

rope. This kind of a Turkey will potentially find its own Kurdish

region—integrally linked with Turkey—as an economic and social magnet

for all Kurds of the region. It is Iraq and Iran that need to be more con-

cerned about the magnet affect reaching out of Turkey. Turkey stands to

be the major beneficiary of an eventual opening of borders and an increase

of ties among all Kurds of the region. Diyarbakir is the natural capital of

the Kurdish region. Thus, while the development of these new relation-

ships in the region involves the acceptance of a lot of new thinking by

Turkey, the trend is inevitable and ultimately part of a global phenomenon

of states that aspire to be part of the successful and functioning interna-

tional order. Turkey over the longer run needs to face these developments

with the confidence that its degree of development affords it.

Diminished Security Presence

State willingness to withdraw special teams from the region, lessen the

presence of the gendarmarie and the regular army, reorganize or dismantle

the village guard system, and lift the rule of emergency law would have

major impact on the political situation. It would impress upon Kurds that

new policies were underway and would stimulate a great deal of hope for

the future, especially if combined with cultural concessions. It would clear

the way for normalization of life and improve the conditions for com-

merce, trade, and investment in the region—and begin to allow the Kurds

to return to a normal life, which they have not known for over a decade at

least.

Reduction of the military presence in the southeast, however, represents

a calculated risk for the state, and could only come as part of a broader

commitment to move toward comprehensive political change in Turkey.

Significant reduction or withdrawal opens the region to much increased

political activity by many different groups—including both the PKK and

those that might be rivals. The PKK would unquestionably take advantage

of the withdrawal of military forces to extend its presence—although pos-

sibly without violence, particularly if a cease-fire were agreed to on both

sides. The PKK would also be increasingly subjected to the realities of
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Kurdish political life; the popularity of its programs and policies would be

on trial with the Kurdish public. The PKK claims it is more than willing

to take that risk by making the transition to peaceful politics rather than

continue an armed struggle. If it were not willing to do so, and other

representative Kurdish political organizations were to come into being,

those organizations would bear the brunt of opposing the activities of the

PKK if it were no longer popular among most Kurds, and probably it

would be more ideologically effective at doing so than the state is now.

But continuation of the armed struggle by the PKK under these circum-

stances could not be completely ruled out, although a new dynamic would

be at work in the region. The state would be attempting to demonstrate

to Kurds that new state policies were moving toward satisfaction of most

major Kurdish grievances. Even if a majority of Kurds were encouraged

to cooperate with new state policies, it might take several years before

hard-core PKK numbers might give up violence altogether. The state has

almost no alternative, however, since continuation of the military pressure

and repression creates conditions that push large numbers of Kurds

toward the PKK as their only alternative. Cultural reforms for a period of

time in advance of military withdrawal would definitely begin the process

of moving numbers of Kurds away from active or passive support of PKK

violence. Insistence that the state will make no reforms until all violence

stops will not be trusted by Kurds, although it might bring about a mutual

cease-fire, which the PKK has proclaimed itself ready for.

One issue that cannot be overlooked is the village guard system, which

has, over the years, deepened the divisions within Kurdish society. Any

dismantling or reconfiguration has to take into account the ill will that

exists in the region between the guards and their local adversaries. These

tensions provide the raw material for settling of scores and even blood

feuds for some time to come.

Legalization of Kurdish Political Parties

Political parties in pluralistic and divided societies are not immune from

the influences of class, regionalism, ethnicity, religion, and race. Turkey is

no exception. Despite the proscription on appeals to religious and cultural

differences, political parties in Turkey have surreptitiously made use of

symbols and messages. The Alevis have traditionally voted en masse for
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the parties most identified with secularism, which has traditionally meant

the Republican People’s party (CHP). In the southeast, parties have pro-

posed candidates with strong tribal ties to appeal to Kurdish votes. The

Welfare party has never hidden its intentions while campaigning on a pro-

Islamic platform.

The most cherished of the prohibitions, the ban on ethnic Kurdish par-

ties, was not really broken until the emergence of the Kurdish HEP in an

alliance with the SHP in the 1991 elections. This event has had a deeply

unsettling impact on Turkish politics, as discussed above. HADEP, the last

in the line of successors to the HEP, had been slowly inching its way into

respectability. Legally, however, the Constitutional Court has the power

to ban any party it deems threatening to the integrity of the state; that

could yet include HADEP, although the foreign repercussions of its clo-

sure would be politically costly for Turkey.

HEP, DEP, and now HADEP have proven their ability to garner sig-

nificant support, and they would probably have gained more if the state

did not try to limit their appeal. The decision to permit ethnic parties to

exist, however, is not a decision to be taken lightly. In a state that does not

recognize the existence of ethnic minorities, ethnic-based parties are a

source of potential friction. Political parties in a pluralistic society can be

stabilizing institutions, but in divided ones they can have the opposite ef-

fect: They not only articulate existing grievances but also serve as a mobi-

lizing and, therefore, polarizing influence. Such parties also make it

difficult for nonconformist and smaller groups to exist independently, be-

cause they are forced into ethnic coalitions or engender ethnic countermo-

bilization among rival ethnic communities. These are the concerns the

Turkish authorities would advance in thinking about whether to acknowl-

edge the existence of a Kurdish minority. It is an argument that has some

foundation. The Turkish authorities can also point out that the Kurds are

not the sole ethnic minority in Turkey: There are Circassians, Arabs, Laz,

and so forth. With virtually every one of these other minorities, however,

there is a Circassian, Laz, or Arab ‘‘homeland,’’ whereas southeastern Tur-

key is the Kurdish homeland.

Ethnic parties are especially dangerous when the population of a state is

evenly divided among two or more communities. It is then that their tend-

encies to destabilize the system and encourage intergroup conflict become

pronounced. Parties then tend to become one-issue parties; they eschew
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moderation in favor of maximizing their vote potential by moving to the

extreme, and their voters tend to remain loyal irrespective of outcomes.17

Yet Turkey in fact does not possess any of the problematic characteristics

described above. The Kurdish community is not of an equal weight to the

Turkish community, but rather constitutes a minority. Furthermore,

Kurds in Turkey, whenever given an opportunity to vote for a distinctly

ethnic party, have tended to split their votes among ethnic and nonethnic

parties, indicating that, as a group, they behave in a more sophisticated

manner than outsiders expect them to. Also, the level of polarization has

not yet assumed extreme levels. And a Kurdish party faces many difficulties

because, in a genuinely pluralistic system, as Turkey aspires to be, ethnicity

may not be the most salient determinant of Kurdish voting behavior. In

the 1995 elections, large numbers of potential HADEP voters in Istanbul

appear to have cast their lot with the Welfare party because it had the

ability to directly affect their daily lives.

Second, political parties have to produce results: A party representing a

genuine minority cannot afford to alienate the majority perpetually, be-

cause it will then be shut out of the benefits the political system has to

offer—even to those in opposition. Therefore, if such a party is completely

incapable of delivering services to its potential voters, it will invite compet-

itors. Any Kurdish party—including the PKK—might not automatically

win a landslide of votes unless Kurdish voters were convinced that clear

benefits would come from it. Ideally there might be not one but several

Kurdish parties that would join in coalition with Turkish parties to work

most efficiently for their own region.

On the other hand, there are many benefits to having one or more ethnic

parties representing a community. They offer a means of political assimila-

tion without compromising one’s identity. Such parties—as long as they

do not subscribe to violence—can consolidate the interests of a specific

group that has hitherto been ignored and thus can provide an outlet for

expressions of ethnic solidarity. As such, the Turkish establishment ought

not fear such a party; on the contrary, it should welcome it at this stage

because the state has otherwise failed to integrate the bulk of Kurds in the

southeast through the old Kemalist model. And encouraging such parties

to form alliances with other mainstream parties would help diffuse the

process of polarization. One important Turkish politician who seems to

think that not only ethnic parties but all other parties should have a fair

chance to get their representatives into Parliament is Korkut Özal, the late
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president’s brother. He even believes that the PKK ought to be legalized:

‘‘If their intention is not to kill but to seek some political and economic

objectives, then the best way to achieve these is to enter into the political

system. You cannot win by fighting in the mountains.’’18

This is not to say that such parties might not spawn more extremist ones

or that they themselves might not be captured by their own extremists.

No one can provide such a guarantee, but in a nontransparent system such

as Turkey’s, in which security officials enjoy tremendous judicial and extra-

judicial powers, the process of ethnic polarization is already well under

way even without such parties; the state therefore has little to lose by try-

ing. This said, Turkish government and society have every reason to expect

that such parties would not sanction or call for violence.

Devolution of Power and Decentralization

Just like any other country, Turkey is being buffeted by two contradictory

global forces: the pull of the international economy and the localization of

politics. In order to cope with these forces, the state structure needs to

become more adaptable and flexible. It has to be able simultaneously to

offer an integrated economic space and, at the same time, devolve power

to local authorities; the central government can otherwise no longer cope

with the complex impact of globalization upon these local communities.

Decreasing the Role of the Military

The task of decentralization of power and control begins with reduction

of the lingering role of the Turkish army in politics. With the frequency of

military interventions—1960, 1971, and 1980—the public has almost

come to take the army for granted in its political calculations.19

The efforts initiated by President Özal to further civilian control and

distance the military from daily politics ended abruptly with his death.

Since then, both the prime minister and the president have continued to

defer to—even abdicate responsibility to—the generals on major security

issues, including the Kurdish question. The military’s influence on politi-

cians is not always direct: Very often, politicians will simply fail to act, or

take an initiative precisely because they fear alienating the commanders,

even if the latter have not expressed their preferences on a particular
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issue.20 In February of 1994, the chief of staff at that time, General Dogan

Güres, said in an interview that one ought not look for terrorists only in

the mountains or in Lebanon’s Bekaa Valley, but also in the Parliament.

This set the stage for Prime Minister Çiller’s successful maneuver to throw

DEP members out of Parliament, remove their immunity, and then even-

tually try and sentence them.

Critical to the process of democratization is the separation of the civilian

domain from military influence. The increased militarization of politics in

the southeast was the predictable outcome of the insurrection. Not only

has the conduct of the counterinsurgency campaign fallen to the purview

of the military, but civil-military relations have also suffered as a result of

the extension of the military’s influence into domestic issues and foreign

policymaking. The prominence of the National Security Council—in prin-

ciple only an advisory body—and the deference shown to it obfuscate the

distinction between the political leadership and the generals.21 The ascen-

dancy of military influence was also felt in the campaign that the generals

conducted against the Erbakan-Çiller government in the spring of 1997,

which eventually resulted in the resignation and defeat of that civilian lead-

ership. The NSC’s growing influence as a result of the insurrection has

reversed the trend initiated by former president Özal. He had successfully

capitalized on the military’s heavy hand in the post-1980 coup to reduce

some of their prerogatives. Since his death, however, political leaders have

been more than willing to defer to the military in matters concerning the

conduct of the counterinsurgency, in part because it indirectly absolves

them from assuming responsibility for what generally is a failed policy. If

this is failure, it does not seem to tarnish the armed forces: It is still the

most respected institution in Turkey, as poll after poll has demonstrated.

No matter how severe its security aspects, the Kurdish problem in Tur-

key is fundamentally a political question, and it is about very difficult

choices and decisions. The interference of the military serves to undermine

the political process, creating incentives for politicians not to tackle what

is an arduous process and also intimidating them, insofar as the problems

present a moral challenge. How can a politician overrule people whose

lives are perceived to be in harm’s way? It is a classical dilemma faced in

many countries at different times during their existence. For Turkey, it is

one that has to be faced soon.
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Decentralization

The process of democratization is not solely restricted to reducing the

influence of the military. As argued earlier, the two contradictory forces of

our time, the globalization of economic forces and the localization of poli-

tics, are quickly overwhelming the capabilities of the modern centralized

state. Historically, the Turkish state has been overly centralized, primarily

as a defense against centrifugal forces within the country. Ankara is at the

center of all administrative decisions; it appoints all the regional adminis-

trators, save for mayors and municipal council members. The governors

of the provinces, who exercise a great deal of power and have significant

resources at their disposal, are also appointed by the center, as are the civil

servants belonging to the various ministries, right down to the elementary

school teacher in the smallest village. From the environment to housing,

it is the state’s ‘‘duty’’ to provide all services. Similarly, police officers and

other security officials are posted from the center. While some circulation

of administrative officers is necessary, such officials are often posted to

regions not to their liking, as is the case for assignments in the east and

southeast, and the relationship between the local population and the civil

servants tends to suffer.

Municipalities have very limited means of raising revenues on their own

and thus are dependent on the central government for almost all disburse-

ments; this, in turn, creates opportunities for parties of opposing political

persuasions to engage in mischief and the settling of scores. The munici-

palities are still governed by laws passed in the 1930s. Between 1986 and

1992 the share of investments earmarked for municipalities in Turkey has

gone down from 1.1 percent of GNP to 0.5 percent.22 Not surprisingly,

in the absence of any attempt at devolution of powers to the provinces, a

move is afoot to increase the number of provinces by dividing existing

ones. This move is spurred on by residents of a provincial subregion who

believe that they will receive better services from Ankara if they literally

‘‘secede’’ from the larger provincial administration. At sixty-seven, the

number of Turkish provinces had been stable until the mid-1980s. Since

then the number has increased to seventy-nine, with the most recent three

being added only in 1995. This trend is likely to continue because it serves

as a substitute—although a poor one—for more local autonomy.

The stifling centralization of the Turkish administrative state does not
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allow for the resolution of conflicts at the local level. This is as applicable

to the southeast as it is to other parts of the country. Just as with other

legacies of the earlier republican period, this degree of centralization may

have been dictated by the requisites of that period. Metin Heper has ar-

gued that state elites, ‘‘who posed as guardians of Atatürkism as they them-

selves interpreted it,’’ were intolerant of the periphery and tended to

smother it.23 In the end, the devolution of power to localities will play a

significant role in helping defuse the Kurdish question, because then local

Kurds—and not Ankara—would be seen as responsible to local commu-

nity needs. Rule in the southeast thus becomes less ‘‘foreign’’ and more

sensitive to local conditions. In fact, it is not just the Kurdish areas that

would benefit from this devolution, but all localities in Turkey, including

the large cities.

A reform of the administrative system governing Turkey has been de-

bated for some time. The DYP-SHP coalition government had even come

to some understanding regarding the limits and extent of this reform. With

the exception of education, which it was thought would fall under the

control of local Welfare officials, the coalition envisaged that health, cul-

tural activities, road building, and so on would be devolved to the local

authorities. The success of Welfare in the 1994 municipal elections

doomed the project because it was feared that any devolution would trans-

fer new resources to local Islamic officials.

Devolution of political power can assume many forms: At one end of

the continuum it simply means the transfer of more authority to locally

elected officials. At the other end, devolution can mean the creation of a

federation. In between there are many different arrangements that can be

devised that offer varying degrees of autonomy to localities. There is a

qualitative difference between federation and some autonomy arrange-

ments on the one hand, and simple devolution of power on the other.

This, of course, has to do with the unitary character of the state. A federal

arrangement differs structurally and politically in its conception of politics

and the relationship between the center and the periphery. In a federal

system, the state is composed of territorially defined autonomous units

that relinquish important powers to the center, powers such as defense,

foreign policy, national security, and the monetary system; in exchange,

they keep the right to enact laws and share with the federal government

the right to raise revenue.
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There are three forms in which a significant amount of power can be

devolved from the center: noncentralization, regional autonomy, and fed-

eration. That is not an exhaustive list, but it is intended to demonstrate,

through three examples, what the implications of a formal attempt at re-

arranging the state’s political structure are.

Under noncentralization, the center diffuses power to subunits and rec-

ognizes their right to make many decisions on their own. For example,

Bretons in France, who constitute approximately 7 percent of the French

population, began a militant series of protests and demands in the mid-

sixties for economic, cultural, and political independence. A small group,

the Front pour la Libération de Bretagne, carried out a sustained campaign

of violence against private property. However, in 1981 the Mitterand gov-

ernment adopted a policy of regional decentralization and the promotion

of regional languages and cultures. Brittany, along with 21 other regions,

gained partial self-government the following year through a popularly

elected regional council. By the early 1990s, the economic gap between

Brittany and the center had virtually disappeared, and the extreme manifes-

tations of Breton nationalism had vanished. Instead, their nationalist senti-

ments were directed into local political party activity.24 As Ted Gurr points

out, this policy was also successfully used with the French Basques. In the

case of the Corsicans, however, the violent nationalists on the island have

not disappeared altogether, even though they remain a small minority.25

Considering that France has been the archetypal case of extreme central-

ization, with a state tradition that dates back to Louis XIV, the creation of

the regional assemblies has been well received there. Can the system of the

Conseils Regionals work in Turkey, which claims to share a similar statist

tradition? This is not a new idea for Turkey. In the optimistic atmosphere

following the PKK ceasefire of 1993, the deputy prime minister, Erdal

Inönü, suggested that the government was aware of the French model and

its success in diminishing separatist sentiments everywhere save Corsica.

The government, he said, was intent on increasing the power of locali-

ties.26 But there are differences between the two cases. The French suc-

ceeded without undermining the basis of the unitary state. In the case of

the Turkish Kurds, however, the level of violence, the economic differenti-

ation, and the depth of the grievances appear to be far greater than in the

case of the Bretons or the French Basques and even the Corsicans. In addi-

tion, French civil society and its political culture is far more advanced.
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Cultural and Political Autonomy

The extension of formal autonomy to the Kurds in the cultural and politi-

cal realm would represent a major step toward important change in state

policy. Autonomy falls well short of any kind of federalism, and the exact

terms would need to be devised among a great number of possible arrange-

ments. What would be the political-administrative powers granted to the

Kurdish region? As desirable as autonomy-based solutions appear, the cor-

rect determination of their exact details is essential to their success or

failure.

The most significant example of the granting of regional autonomy is

Spain. The Madrid government offered regional autonomy arrangements

to all parts of Spain, but the aim was to defuse ethnic conflict primarily in

the Basque and Catalan regions. Short of a federal solution, the autonomy

arrangements provide for the regional assemblies to reorganize their own

territory administratively, raise taxes, develop tourism and other infra-

structure, and perhaps most important, to create local police forces. This

last provision defuses conflict between a segment of the security forces and

the local population by integrating the locals in the functioning of law and

order. Spain has maintained Castillian Spanish as the only official lan-

guage, although at the regional level it has granted a certain degree of

leverage to local government, provided that Castillian speakers are not ex-

cluded. Catalan is widely used as the daily language of Catalonia, and pub-

lic signs are written predominantly in Catalan. Catalonia often describes

itself publicly as ‘‘a country in Spain,’’ but its separatist leanings have

largely disappeared.

Still, no such autonomy arrangement can do away with all forms of

ethno-nationalism. The Basque terrorist group ETA (Basque Homeland

and Freedom) continues to exist, though in much diminished form; it has

lost most of its popular support but has not completely ended its use of

political violence. Basque and Catalan nationalist parties have either plural-

ities or majorities in their respective regions, forcing the central govern-

ment to deal with them. There are also continuous skirmishes between

the center and these regions, which seek to maximize areas of functional

autonomy and chip away at the powers of the center. (This is not an unnat-

ural process, and it exists even where ethnic differences do not form the

basis of local autonomous regions—such as in the United States.) On the

other hand, these regions are integrated into the Spanish political system,
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as demonstrated by the political support offered by Catalonian parties to

the minority government of the ruling socialists under Felipe Gonzales.

In comparison to Turkey, the Spanish case benefited from a number of

advantages. Both Catalonia and the Basque country were economically

well off and did not suffer from the neglect of Turkey’s southeast. As a

result, issues such as fiscal autonomy did not present the difficulties such

an arrangement in Turkey would entail. Second, the level of violence and

degree of polarization between the army and the security forces on the one

hand and the local population on the other had not reached the magnitude

it has in Turkey’s southeast. Third, the institutional changes were intro-

duced within the context of a broad, national transition to democracy fol-

lowing Franco’s death and, therefore, were easier to implement. And

finally, the change occurred in the context of a transition to membership

in the European Community, providing incentives to remain within the

Spanish union. While we are not necessarily suggesting at this stage that

Ankara offer autonomy, the Basque and Catalan examples remain the most

successful cases in their category.

In February 1996, the rebel Indian ‘‘Zapatista’’ movement in the Mexi-

can state of Chiapas, after a two-year armed revolt, signed an agreement

with the central government that recognized the ‘‘autonomy’’ of Mexico’s

Indians. That meant they were granted the right to adopt their own forms

of government in their own communities or towns; the right to ‘‘multicul-

tural education,’’ including instruction in their own languages and ‘‘ade-

quate’’ representation in national congresses; the right to have local courts

and district attorneys’ offices in Chiapas give Indians greater representa-

tion; and, in addition, the creation of a special office to monitor Indian

human rights. The agreement does not, however, grant Indians special

rights to local natural resources such as oil.27 This case may bear closer

resemblance to conditions in Turkey: The regions of Chiapas and the Turk-

ish southeast have both been economically and socially underdeveloped,

although the level of violence in Mexico has been much lower, and the

Kurds are far more advanced in their sense of distinct ethnicity, literacy,

and history than are the Maya.

A Federal Solution?

The degree of federalism implemented can differ markedly from country

to country. By definition, federalism requires only two levels of govern-
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ment, one at the national level and the remainder as subunits. Both levels

rule over the same territory, and each has at least one area of independent

decision-making. In the case of Canada, the confederation agreement al-

lowed the French-speaking Quebecois considerable latitude in maintaining

their distinct culture, language, and Catholic traditions by giving the prov-

ince of Quebec considerable legislative autonomy. In the process English

speakers became a minority in Quebec, but even that did not manage to

quell the nationalists’ fears of being overwhelmed in an English-speaking

Canada while they were instituting French-first policies throughout

Quebec.

While a number of Kurds in Turkey speak readily of federalism, few

actually envision the difficulties associated with such an arrangement. First,

there is a debate over the question of whether Kurds consider themselves

a ‘‘minority.’’28 Unlike Ottoman Empire policies toward Christians and

Jews, legally established minorities within Turkey, the Turkish state has

never had provisions for Muslims as minorities, a hangover from the Otto-

man concept. The state probably will eventually grant recognition to the

Kurds as a minority within Turkey. But Turkish lawyers say that the Kurds

reportedly are not willing to settle for such a ‘‘minority status.’’ Kurds state

that they are uncomfortable with minority status because they are not in

fact a minority at all but a majority in large parts of Turkey. They seek the

right to exercise their own local self-government as a majority in those

regions. They fear that acceptance of the status of an ‘‘official minority’’ in

Turkey would compromise that position. Is minority status in fact incom-

patible with self-government in predominantly Kurdish areas? Can Kurds

have ‘‘minority rights’’ in those areas of Turkey in which they are in fact

true minorities and yet enjoy majority status where they are a majority?

Complex constitutional issues are involved.

One Turkish international lawyer expressed the view that Turkey could

accommodate far more easily to the development of a Kurdish autono-

mous region inside Turkey once it had been accepted into the European

Union. According to this rationale, without prior EU membership, any

move toward regionalization could weaken the state vis-à-vis its regional

opponents and would be out of keeping with the present unitary character

of regional states. Once inside Europe, however, Turkey would need to

face the new reality that the EU is not just a collection of European nations

but rather a framework within which the nation-state is itself shriveling in

favor of the emergence of more organic and natural economic regions;
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these regions now ignore international boundaries in creating new interna-

tional links among cities, or even among newly emergent ‘‘city-states.’’29

Acceptance of the concept of regionalization within Turkey would thus

become far more acceptable in the EU context. While this thinking re-

mains somewhat visionary for today’s Turkey, it does suggest an intellec-

tual framework in which Turkey will have to rethink entirely the concept

of the state. Although federalism is designed to transform countrywide

minorities into majorities in their own areas, the number of provinces in

which Kurds are a majority is much lower than the number of provinces

with a sizable Kurdish minority. Under the federal arrangement advocated

by some, the regions of Turkey in which Kurds constitute a majority could

potentially be granted federal status, with numerous regional powers

granted to a Kurdish capital in Diyarbakir, powers roughly equal to those

of Ankara.

But the federal solution gives rise to as many problems as it pretends to

resolve. What regions would be considered Kurdish—merely those with a

Kurdish majority? What would be the cultural rights and minority protec-

tions granted to Turks in the Kurdish regions of the country, and what

would corresponding Kurdish cultural rights be in Turkish regions?

Especially considering the fact that by now nearly half of the Kurds in

Turkey no longer live in their ancestral lands in the southeast but have

moved to more western parts of the country, what are the implications of

such an arrangement for those Kurds who have settled in places such as

Istanbul and Izmir? It might further aggravate intercommunal tensions or

create ones where none had existed before.

How many powers would be devolved to the Kurdish region? Some

groups, notably the Kurdish parliament in exile, are on record demanding

sweeping regional federal power. The same economic impediments associ-

ated with any kind of autonomy arrangement would be exacerbated under

a federal option. The southeast is poor and underdeveloped, which is one

of the primary reasons for the mass emigration to the western parts of

Turkey and even to Europe of Kurds over the last decades.

Analyses of binational ethnic federations—especially in which there is

considerable imbalance in the power and size of the regions—suggest that

a federal arrangement can be unstable, possibly leading to a reassertion of

power of the majority population and region over the minority, and thus

encouraging a longer range trend toward total separation of the minority

region. In fact, the ‘‘civilized’’ divorce between the Czechs and Slovaks has
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become an example, if not a banner, for many in such federal states as

Belgium and Canada. Whereas federalism was supposed to cement the

different groups around the idea of a common state, it has invariably be-

came a stage in the process of dissolution.30 Yet the federal solution is

advocated by many Kurds, including the parliament in exile. Possible ways

to prevent this include creation of several different federal regions, similar

to the case in the United States, or—less felicitously—Canada.

For all the discussion among Kurds of alternative arrangements, the

TOBB study by Dogu Ergil showed that while 13 percent of those Kurd-

ish citizens interviewed in the southeast and south wanted independence,

42.5 percent preferred a federation, while those in favor of autonomy and

noncentralization represented only 13 and 19.4 percent, respectively.31

However, Ergil argues that those interviewed were not clear about the

differences between federation, autonomy, and regional devolution of

powers. In fact, to most respondents, they all signified a degree of indepen-

dence from Ankara to conduct their own affairs. Such confusion also indi-

cates the necessity of opening Turkey’s press and civil society to debate the

broad ramifications of these issues for both Kurds and Turks, so that all

the advantages and disadvantages are clearly understood.

Independence and a Pan-Kurdish State

The principle of self-determination for individual nations, an idea that

gained much credence with Woodrow Wilson after the end of World War

I, is an idea that still mobilizes individuals and groups. The Kurds are no

exception. Whether in Iraq or in Turkey, many Kurds volunteer their de-

sire to see an independent Kurdistan on any part of the ancestral home-

land. Kurds in Turkey who may genuinely not wish to secede from Turkey

may still harbor the desire to see Kurds in northern Iraq become indepen-

dent. It may represent a form of vicarious independence.

The fact remains that an independent Kurdistan on Turkish soil is both

unrealistic and undesirable from an ‘‘objective’’ point of view. While satis-

fying the needs of die-hard nationalists, it does not reflect the preferred

outcome of Kurds in Turkey. The same may not be said of Iraqi Kurds.

Given the distribution of Kurds within Turkey and their level of integra-

tion in the economy and polity, even if a significant segment are still poorly

adapted or unadapted, independence is unlikely to meet the needs of

Kurds for whom nationalism is not necessarily of the first order of prefer-
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ence. Alongside cultural and human rights, Kurds do expect to benefit

from the fruits of their labor, which has gone into making Turkey into the

industrial powerhouse that it is. Therefore, independence is viewed as an

unrealistic option by all Kurdish parties. Kurdish separation would desta-

bilize the region and create new crises for Iraq, Iran, and Syria, in that it

would produce pressures for a pan-Kurdish state. Almost everyone under-

stands that Ankara could not accept such a ‘‘solution,’’ thus resulting in a

resurgence of warfare and bloodshed. A Kurdish state born under such

circumstances would be quite isolated and unprepared for an independent

existence, as even Öcalan himself has recognized.

Kurds in Turkey who discuss independence conceptualize the issue in

very general terms. To many it is a right they ought to have, but they have

no wish to exercise it. The TOBB report showed that those who favored

the independence option were more heavily represented among Kurds

forced to migrate as a result of the conflict,32 indicating the polarizing

aspect of the insurgency. The belief in secession results from the conviction

that citizens will be better off under a new political arrangement, even

though examples from history amply demonstrate that this is not necessar-

ily the case. The desire for such an outcome is, therefore, a function of

how the existing order serves a group of people. It is clear that, in Turkey,

Kurdish desire for secession (as opposed to simple cultural rights) has

ebbed and flowed with the political and economic performance of the

state.

No Kurdish party in Turkey advocates a pan-Kurdish state at this point,

although the PKK had spoken of it in its early years. This solution is, of

course, not within the prerogatives of Turkey to grant, even if it wanted

to, since it involves the territory of sovereign neighbors as well. Given the

rise of ethnic separatism around the world and the high incidence of bad

governance that often sparks such separatism, genuine questions exist as

to whether Iran or Iraq will ever be able to settle their problems with

dissatisfied Kurdish populations peacefully. Eventual separation of Kurds

in either of those states thus cannot be ruled out, which would affect Tur-

key. But Turkey has the ability to meet the needs of most of its Kurds

before the problem fully explodes. Thus the future of any pan-Kurdish

state over the long run is uncertain; but preservation of the present Turkish

state is still a possibility if the state deals positively with Kurdish needs

now.
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Process

How can the state reach a peaceful and permanent settlement that enables

essential Kurdish aspirations to be fulfilled? Two basic things at least are

required: a mechanism by which the Kurds can discuss with state officials

their grievances and goals within Turkish society and the state; and a legiti-

mate, legal means by which the state will permit Kurds to attain their

goals. But is there a willingness on the part of the state to rethink the

character of the problem? The discussion of potential avenues of solution

discussed below may be unrealistic as long as the state apparatus is un-

moved by a desire to alter the status quo. As long as the state still perceives

Kurds as yet-to-be-assimilated Turks, present circumstances lack the ele-

ments of mutual willingness that, for example, at least began the Oslo

process for an Israeli-PLO dialogue.

In general, one can conceive two kinds of instances in which one or both

parties to a conflict are unwilling to pursue a resolution of their conflict.

The first occurs when either one or both of the parties perceive the conflict

as zero sum—that is, in which any degree of gain by one represents that

degree of loss to the other. A zero-sum situation considerably increases

tolerance for incurring costs, because any gain by one is perceived as a

direct and unacceptable loss by the other. The second case of tolerance for

protracted conflict arises when the costs of the conflict are not significant

enough for one side to consider it worth contemplating a change in policy;

as a result, maintenance of the status quo remains desirable for the stronger

party. A conflict may inflict untold damage to one side, while requiring

only a minimum effort and modest expenditure of economic and political

resources for the other. Clearly, the latter actor has few incentives to seek

remedies. Therefore, from the perspective of those directly involved in a

conflict, an opportunity to resolve it can exist only if the conflict is not

perceived as a zero sum, and if calculations of the future costs of a contin-

ued conflict are sufficiently high to warrant considering alternatives.

Calculations ought to reflect both estimates of the direct costs of contin-

ued conflict—such as economic, matériel, and even moral losses—as well

as the tangible and intangible damage incurred in the international political

arena in the form of loss of support, diplomatic damage, access to foreign

exchange, investments, and the like.33 At an estimated 3 percent of GNP,34

the direct cost of the Kurdish insurgency has so far been bearable for the

Turkish state. However, these costs can easily climb if the conflict were
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to spread into other sectors of the economy, including tourism. Already,

businessmen blame the pursuit of the military solution for the high rate of

inflation in the country. Continued costs—economic and political—

together with diminished expectations that the insurgency will soon end is

ultimately what will move the state to seek political solutions. Having

shored up Turkish confidence by admitting it into the customs union, Eu-

ropean allies too may now feel the time has come to press Turkey into a

resolution of the Kurdish question.

The state can follow two broadly differing procedural approaches in

dealing with the Kurds: unilateral solutions by the state, or democratic

arbitration. Both have advantages and disadvantages.

Unilateral State-led Processes

A state-led unilateral initiative involves recognition by the state of cer-

tain needs within the Kurdish community and a unilateral move to fulfill

them. For instance, the state could—on its own and without reference to

the Kurdish community—officially recognize the existence of a Kurdish

minority within the country and grant them certain cultural rights includ-

ing media and private education. It could also unilaterally lessen the scope

of military and security action in the southeast and assist in the reconstruc-

tion and economic development of the southeast. These measures would

unquestionably have a powerful impact upon the Kurdish community and

would weaken some of the appeal of the PKK. All of the above initiatives

toward the Kurdish community would be made unilaterally by state execu-

tive organs without direct reference to the Kurdish population.

Such a move is typically the course of a state confident of its ability to

maintain the struggle for a long period to come but yet averse to its

mounting costs. The chief advantage for the state in this approach is that

the state requires no Kurdish interlocutor, the process is entirely within

state hands, no parliamentary process need complicate it, and the state

could determine precisely just how far it would be willing to make unilat-

eral ‘‘concessions’’—although they would never be termed as such—to the

Kurds. It would not (yet) require substantial change of philosophy on the

part of the state. It would be based on the state’s own interpretation of

what the minimal needs of the Kurds are and would be presumably imple-

mented at a time when it feels it has most if not all of the cards in its own

hands. The state would simultaneously hope that such concessions might
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satisfy a large measure of Kurdish aspirations, thereby causing Kurds to

abandon the costly armed struggle against the state and instead to cooper-

ate with the state or seek new means to attain their goals.

From the state’s perspective, another advantage of this approach is that

it would seem far more preferable for Turkey to undertake unilateral ac-

tions in favor of the Kurds before engaging in dialogue with Kurdish inter-

locutors. Then such changes would not be perceived as responding to

Kurdish demands, but rather to the demands for Turkey’s conformity to

European standards—part of the preconditions for close Turkish associa-

tion with the European community in any case.

In short, the strategy would aim at preempting broader demands and

co-opting the majority of the Kurdish population, most of whom are alien-

ated today and who, at least passively, support the idea of PKK operations.

We believe that the state is highly likely to select this option first, before

introducing other major changes in policy, as both the safest and most

controlled course, and as buying the state time. In fact, the state can at any

time claim ‘‘victory’’ against the PKK—even if this is correct only in a

military and not a political sense—and declare that the time had come to

initiate reforms.

The chief disadvantage of the unilateral approach lies in its effort to

avoid any empowerment of the Kurdish population by any official recogni-

tion, status, or dialogue. It is based on the calculation that the state’s con-

cessions would be sufficient to destroy the major source of PKK support.

But what if it did not? What if most Kurds feel they still want formal

recognition as an official ethnic component of the Turkish state? Whether

or not the PKK’s own ability to conduct guerrilla warfare would be fatally

compromised, the PKK—or similar nationalist organizations—will almost

surely continue the political struggle to raise the Kurdish national con-

sciousness and to get explicit recognition by the state of Kurdish existence

as a community with legal rights. Nor has the state’s nearly exclusive focus

on the PKK served Turkey well: While in the short run it highlights the

activities and evils of a paramilitary organization, in the longer run it

makes the PKK the only logical ultimate interlocutor.35 Kurds could con-

ceivably even be emboldened by these unilateral concessions and the PKK

would take credit for having pressured the state into granting them; this is

the greatest fear of Turkish authorities. This question is thus of exceptional

importance: How many concessions and reforms are required before the

armed struggle will lose most Kurdish support—passive or active? There
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is no obvious answer to this question; much will depend on the tenor of

the approach taken by the state.

In addition, the Kurdish and PKK presence in Europe will remain a

strong center from which any Kurdish movements can continue to influ-

ence the Kurdish population in Turkey, either if they feel they have been

excluded from a settlement, or if serious reservations remain among Kurds

in Turkey about the deal offered by the state. The political struggle could

continue with a quest to establish Kurdish political parties (assuming there

are none) and to use existing concessions to strengthen Kurdish unity and

press for formal political gains. Other Turkish political parties could also

criticize the government for either excessive or unwise concessions to the

Kurds, threatening the party in power with the charge of ‘‘treason.’’

In short, this limited unilateral approach would undoubtedly have major

impact upon the Kurdish situation, but whether or not it would put an

end to the conflict depends on the extent of the reforms as well as other

accompanying factors, such as the health of the economy, which would

affect the resources available for investment in the southeast and compen-

sation for victims. If these reforms were to fall short, at the very least this

approach could buy time and possibly weaken the armed struggle in the

interval. But the armed struggle will be difficult to contain without mainte-

nance of the massive military and security presence in the region—that

itself is one of the largest of Kurdish grievances. Removal of this security

presence would lead to renewed political activity by the PKK and other

nationalist organizations, even if political violence were dropped. Partial

solutions thus leave critical dilemmas unresolved.

In a variation of the above unilateral approach, the state could seek a

dialogue with Kurdish interlocutors of its own choosing, probably in pri-

vate. The immediate problem, of course, would involve the selection of a

credible interlocutor: whom to choose, and how? Would this be done

openly or behind closed doors? The very act of anointing people interlocu-

tors could automatically cast aspersions on their credibility with Kurdish

nationalists, especially if the choice does not appear to them representative.

What most Kurdish nationalists would like to see is a genuine body of

nationalist Kurdish interlocutors that does not exclude the PKK, the single

largest Kurdish force. This option remains completely unacceptable to the

state at present. There was, however, a precedent during the Özal period,

when he used the DEP parliamentarians as an indirect conduit to the
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PKK; this possibility cannot therefore be completely excluded. Alterna-

tively, the state could appoint key Kurds from inside Turkey (and perhaps

a few from outside Turkey as well) to represent Kurdish opinion and to

serve as interlocutors—although they would have to be credible if the ini-

tiative were to go anywhere. These interlocutors would then ‘‘negotiate’’

unofficially with the state on Kurdish demands with the hope of reaching

agreement. In view of the positions that have so far marked the state’s

stance, however, it is unlikely that it would engage in ‘‘negotiations,’’ be-

cause that would suggest a kind of parity between the parties—even if it

were with individuals of its own choosing.

In fact, what is really suggested here is a dialogue. If the state were

uncomfortable that ‘‘dialogue’’ risks placing the Kurds on the same level

as the state, it could alternatively appoint a commission that would include

prominent Kurds as well as Turks to explore Kurdish grievances. The state

would then have the liberty to accept as much of the commission’s reserva-

tions as it wished.

The advantages of this approach lie in the fact that the Kurds would be

represented by at least partially credible interlocutors. If a PKK-sanctioned

group were selected, it would enjoy broad legitimacy as being representa-

tive of the Kurdish population. They could credibly engage themselves in

a process of reform with the state that might prove durable. If the changes

and reforms they obtained from the state were perceived by the Kurdish

population as substantial and meaningful, their acceptance would mark-

edly reduce Kurdish support for PKK operations in the region; popular

support for the PKK would drop off sharply, and new recruits would be

harder to come by. The PKK would be under pressure from the popula-

tion to stop actions that were only complicating Kurdish daily life, now

that hope for real improvement and new status was in sight. Indeed, if the

PKK is politically astute, it will itself take the initiative in making a transi-

tion from paramilitary organization to political party.

This approach of unilaterally appointed interlocutors also contains sev-

eral disadvantages. From the state’s point of view, credible Kurdish inter-

locutors would probably demand more and greater concessions than

would be required by a strictly unilateral approach. Second, non-PKK in-

terlocutors could suffer from several potential disadvantages: unless the

interlocutors were perceived as possessing strong nationalist credentials,

they would stand vulnerable to the charge of a ‘‘sellout’’ at the expense of

more nationalist forces. The PKK could act as a spoiler, reject the interloc-
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utors, and attempt to continue the armed struggle in the hope that the

Kurdish public would share their view that the interlocutors selected by

the state were not credible. By this process, too, the result would create a

more politically active Kurdish population. Even if they were quite willing

to give up the armed struggle, they would seek to use the democratic proc-

ess to seek more rights. In other words, the Kurdish struggle would not

be entirely over. Finally, the Turkish party in power during the negotia-

tions would remain vulnerable to potential charges of sellout by other po-

litical parties.

This is not to say that such a strategy, if it were adopted by the state,

would necessarily fail. Obviously, the sooner a state engages in such action,

the greater are its chances of success. Any unilateral move by the state can

also be seen as a first step to a more engaged process, described below.

More important, there is a need to build a majority coalition behind a

peaceful political solution; any attempt by the government to seriously

consider alternatives brings society closer to a search for a majority coali-

tion. Özal, it is said, proposed to discuss the idea of a federation, not be-

cause he thought it viable but precisely because he wanted to demonstrate

through a public argument how futile it was as a potential solution.

A Process of Democratic Arbitration

A process of democratic arbitration departs considerably from the uni-

lateral approaches described above. Under unilateral state initiatives, the

state either ignores the need for an interlocutor or appoints one itself. The

question then arises, which interlocutor? Under a process of democratic

arbitration, on the other hand, Kurdish interlocutors are chosen freely and

democratically, outside the control of the state.

In addition, democratic arbitration would require the state to create the

conditions whereby not only elections to select Kurdish representatives

would result, but also an environment of openness, trust, national dia-

logue, and reconciliation that would facilitate discussions and negotia-

tions. The role of the state indeed becomes that of facilitator rather than

that of sole monopolizer of political developments.

The place for discussing the Kurdish question is the Parliament, and

normal parliamentary elections would be the best vehicle for selection of

Kurdish representatives. Kurds elected in Kurdish regions under free con-

ditions would speak for the Kurdish people. Given the large number of
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potential delegates from the region, these Kurdish and non-Kurdish mem-

bers of Parliament would then select from among themselves a much

smaller representative body for dialogue with the state. In this way the

question of specific party representation is avoided. But it would be imper-

ative for the state to accept the legitimacy of all those chosen, regardless of

political orientation. If many representatives chosen were close to the

PKK, this would be a fact of life, democratically reflecting the strength (or

weakness) of the PKK at elections.

The question of which Kurds are ‘‘representative’’ is a common theme

in discussions with Turkish officials. The general working assumption held

by many has been that while the PKK is vastly more radical than the ma-

jority of Kurds, it is imposing its ideas on the Kurdish population and

pushing an agenda that most Kurds do not seek. Hence the PKK represent

only a ‘‘small minority’’ of Kurdish thinking—and a ‘‘silent majority,’’ in

effect, does not follow them. Questions of ‘‘silent majorities’’ have always

been a problem in politics. In reality, many big political movements in

history, including the American Revolution, have not always represented

the majority opinion, but rather the opinion of elites and leadership. These

elites over time educate, persuade, or push nervous majorities into a course

of political action. The PKK almost certainly does not represent a ‘‘major-

ity’’ of Kurds, but does it represent a consensus among a politically active

elite? The benefit of an electoral process is that it removes all question

about ‘‘silent majorities.’’ The state will need to deal with those whom the

people select.

The Basque negotiations in the late 1970s and early 1980s were the

most difficult ones because they were overshadowed not only by the vio-

lence coming from ETA but also by the intense pressure from the military,

which adopted an uncompromising attitude toward nationalist demands.

Critical to the process was the role played by the Basque Nationalist party,

which assumed the role of the primary interlocutor with the Spanish

state.36 Because it had achieved a legitimacy in the eyes of the public, it

could serve as a negotiating partner, although its previous positions on the

issue had often displayed a great deal of ambivalence regarding its future

goals and especially independence.

During any dialogue or negotiations, furthermore, the state would be

wise to permit Kurdish representatives to consult with anyone, anywhere.

If they wished to telephone to PKK headquarters in Damascus or the par-

liament in exile in Brussels, so be it. Any PKK support for the negotiations
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would only strengthen the legitimacy of the negotiations and ensure that

the PKK would not then repudiate them later on.37 Similarly, Kurds in jail

or in exile abroad for nonviolent political ‘‘crimes’’ should be allowed to

return home and participate in elections. Those involved in guerrilla activi-

ties might conceivably be allowed to return only after several years of

peace, in the way that Israel is permitting radical Palestinian activists

abroad to do. To ensure the democratic representation of all citizens of

Turkey, Parliament could elect or select a commission representing all par-

ties from their midst who would make recommendations on reforms and

changes required to meet Kurdish needs.

A question still remains, however, on the legal status of the negotiations.

On what legal basis would even a democratically elected body of Kurdish

interlocutors then be negotiating with the state? Furthermore, many re-

forms are not within the purview of the executive alone: They require

changes in Turkish security law, electoral law, the constitution, and the

central structure of Turkish national administration, leading to greater de-

centralization. How could the state commit itself to these changes, which

involve parliamentary approval? Or would a parliament, with all its public

deliberations and grandstanding, be a better venue for tackling a deeply

contentious issue like the Kurdish problem? And would changes in the

Kurds’ status be subject to ratification by the entire political system—

remaining, in effect, hostage to the Turkish political electorate and party

politics? In that case, the present one-third Kurdish membership in Parlia-

ment, currently almost totally silent—or intimidated—on the Kurdish

issue, would be locked into bruising political confrontation with the ma-

joritarian Turkish representatives—a likely source of intense national divi-

siveness. In short, there are a number of complex procedural issues that

would need to be worked out—but nothing that creative statesmen could

not do if the will exists.

Under any circumstances, it is imperative for the state to encourage the

strong and active participation of civil society in search of a common

agenda. The activities of civil society have the great virtue that they do not

have to contend with the blinders the state has imposed upon itself. All

elements of civil society—the press, intellectuals, professionals, trade

unions—should freely engage in discussion of these issues in order to over-

come the stereotypes and demonizations of the past, and to inform the

broader public about the choices involved. Kurds too need to consider

deeply not only their current grievances against Turkey but also the impor-
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tant potential benefits of continued association with Turkey—otherwise by

far the most politically advanced and westernized state that Kurds are deal-

ing with anywhere in the region. Debates must freely engage members of

the Kurdish community, as well as Turkish communities, to create work-

able relationships. By opening the doors to discussion by civil society on

this issue, the state can do a great deal to facilitate the transition to re-

formed relationships between Turks and Kurds.38

The business community has a vital role to play: As with Cem Boyner

and Sakip Sabanci, members of this group tend to benefit from an immu-

nity few others in society enjoy. Just as in South Africa, where the Anglo

business establishment was very instrumental in changing the attitudes of

many, though not all, with respect to apartheid, the Turkish business com-

munity has strong links with the West and also has a great many incentives

to see the situation resolved for its positive impact on Turkey’s economic

fortunes. The Turkish public, like the bureaucratic establishment, needs to

be educated on this issue; this is where the business elite can also play a

role in changing some hardened attitudes. However, such activity must

also be recognized for what it is: a small component of a larger-scale enter-

prise—one that would not succeed without changes at the level of the

state. In the short run, the bureaucratic elite in Ankara is more likely to

heed the discordant voices of its own business establishment than any

other civil sector.

Getting the Process Moving

Large numbers of Turks have grave anxieties about moving toward an

officially sanctioned multiethnic state. These anxieties are not without

foundation. They represent a retreat from classic Kemalist visions about

nation-building. They represent a calculated risk that the social glue of

Turkish society and economy is sufficient to keep the nation together once

the hands of the state have been lifted. We believe that Turkey as a society

is in fact mature enough to face this new challenge and survive as a state—

indeed, as a successful state. The process of national consciousness-build-

ing among the Kurds is irreversible; to attempt to arrest it is no longer

possible and will lead only to increased violence and alienation—and it

will ultimately guarantee the one outcome that Turkey fears the most, the

separation of the Kurds altogether.

We do not believe that Kurdish independence is even on the Kurdish
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agenda today. It is not a realistic goal, even in the eyes of the PKK. But,

Turks argue, may concessions not facilitate the independence of the Kurds

down the road? This question cannot be answered one way or another

with any certitude. Given the evolution of nationalist feelings in today’s

world, there is virtually no country in the world that is not threatened with

ethnic division, potential conflict, and even separation over the longer run.

Perhaps in fifty years the number of world states will have greatly multi-

plied. Or perhaps the concept of the state will have evolved into something

much softer, in which the real meaning of national sovereignty will have

been diminished, weakened from both above and below. If Europe is any

model, vast processes of decentralization will make the concept of separa-

tion and independence far less urgent or even realistic. Any independent

entity today must think very hard about how it will survive in tomorrow’s

economic world: Who will its trading partners be? What kind of links will

it maintain with the world?

As in the case of Israel and the Palestinians, foreign encouragement can

help in the process when governments sometimes get locked into frozen

positions. While strong foreign pressure on Turkey can create a negative

backlash, it is important for Turkey to know that the European Union—to

whose membership Turkey aspires—has levels of expectations and stan-

dards of procedure that Turkey must eventually meet—for the benefit of

all parties. Private, patient, and sensitive—but insistent—reminders to An-

kara at all levels of the government of the need for progress on the Kurdish

issue is essential to helping preserve Turkey’s stability, democracy, and

unity.

This persistent pressure and reminder is especially important at meetings

at the highest levels of government. Unless Turkish leaders are personally

convinced that the longer range success of Turkish cooperation and inte-

gration into Western institutions depends on progress toward resolution

of the Kurdish problem, they may tend to avoid focus on this complex

issue. U.S. policy in particular has so far not significantly changed Turkey’s

comfort level with the status quo—unlike the case with the more outspo-

ken European contacts. Peaceful resolution of the issue is so important to

the future stability of Turkey—a country of greatly increased geostrategic

significance in the region—that everyone’s interests, including Turkey’s,

are wrapped up in it. Western governments would be well advised to find

some basic ways to index progress in Turkey with other goals that Turkey

seeks from Western states, to ensure that the quest for a Kurdish settlement
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maintains forward momentum. Continued reminders to Turkey need not

be public, but they need to be clear.

Entry into the customs union in 1995, for example, was an important

milestone for Turkey—although the benefits to Europe too, must not be

underestimated in the this context. This entry must be used to get the

Turkish government to ease current restrictive policies. It is true that some

liberalization concessions were extracted from Ankara, but these were

largely symbolic. What the Turkish government has effectively managed to

do is to reduce access to information, and it is here that Turkey’s allies

must take a very hard position. Harassment and imprisonment of report-

ers, Turkish or foreign, and banning of books and newspapers must not be

allowed to continue. These are important values for the West, and since it

is Turkey that wants to partake in that world, it must live up to these

conventions and principles. While we recognize the importance of work-

ing through private channels, public positions are also important. Already,

the U.S. State Department publishes an annual human rights report that

is widely read. Armed with this document, Turkey’s friends in the U.S. and

Europe can be educated and asked to relay stern messages to Ankara.

The evolution of Turkish politics and society can also be promoted

through encouragement of civil society and increased openness of debate.

NGOs are in a position to help arrange meetings and seminars to discuss

ways of moving forward. Such organizations have the best chance of alter-

ing the perception of the public. Organizations affiliated with the Euro-

pean Union and the U.S. have the access and the means to lend financial

and logistical support to such civil society groups that include Turks and

Kurds. International exchanges among professional associations, parlia-

mentarians, lawyers, specialists on ethnic problems, businessmen, and so

forth can include friendly discussions of the Kurdish problem.

The U.S. in particular has other means of influencing Turkey. The U.S.

Department of Defense has access to many levels of the Turkish military.

Because these contacts are generally of a technical nature and do not attract

the political attention that other bilateral contacts do, the DOD is in a

position to influence members of the Turkish military, who exercise a great

deal of autonomy in the conduct of the campaign against the PKK and

influence with the civilian leadership.

Turkish leaders are very sensitive to U.S. pressure. The most telling ex-

ample came during Prime Minister Çiller’s visit to Washington. Primed by

her bureaucracy and entourage of journalists that she would be hearing a
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lot, especially from President Clinton, regarding human rights abuses in

her country, she was surprised and perhaps relieved when the President

did not bring up the issue. In fact, she told many on her plane ride back

that she did not think the U.S. particularly cared about the issue and that

the media and her bureaucracy had exaggerated the whole question.39

We realize that Turkey is an important strategic ally and that the policies

of the U.S. and other governments will not be determined by human

rights considerations alone. However, Turkey’s long-term stability is in

question, and it is in the interest of its allies to devise strategies that will

be conducive to averting instability and chaos.

Traditional ‘‘second-track diplomacy’’ should also play an increasing

role, as it did in settlement of the Arab-Israeli problem. Increased contacts

between Kurds and Turks in informal, preferably isolated sessions over

several days can have a major impact in bringing each side to appreciate

the concerns of the other and to treat the other side as human beings, not

as institutions, ideologies, or symbols. Turkey today is marked by a striking

gap of awareness and understanding on both sides. Increased awareness

will facilitate movement toward a settlement and lower the level of rhetoric

as wiser voices come to prevail in both communities.

Finally, the governments of the U.S. and Europe must encourage an

open and free debate in their own countries and especially encourage

human rights organizations and NGOs to publicize and criticize both their

own governments’ attitudes toward Turkey and Ankara’s practices. The

reports published by these organizations, while dismissed out of hand by

the Ankara government, if well done and documented, have an enormous

impact on Turkish public opinion. They also help generate pressure from

European or American political groups, whether concerned citizens or po-

litical parties, and in the process indirectly increase the pressure on the

Turkish state.
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C o n c l u s i o n

The end of the Cold War, the weakening of the left, and the process of

globalization have unleashed new forces in many countries. Of these, the

return of nationalism, almost with a vengeance, is probably the most nota-

ble. Turkey is no exception. Although it predates the dissolution of the

Soviet Empire and the ensuing nationalist scramble in Europe and else-

where, the Kurdish crisis in Turkey gained further momentum from these

events.

The forces of nationalism buffeting Turkey do not originate simply from

a resurgent Kurdish identity, but also from the discovery of the multicul-

tural character of Turkish society. The primordial essence of nationalism

aside, the problem confronting Turkey is the longer term repercussions of

the conflict in the southeast. In discussing the case of Bosnia, Jacques Rup-

nik argues that ‘‘it is not ‘ancient’ hatreds that are at the root of the war in

Bosnia. Rather, it is the war which created the hate.’’1 The conflict in the

southeast is particularly challenging because it is in the process of sowing

the seeds of future hatreds.

As William Zartman points out, ‘‘internal conflicts seem to have the

ability to continue for decades and arrive neither at victorious resolution

for one side nor satisfactory reconciliation for both.’’ Zartman also argues

that ‘‘ethnic conflicts are best handled early, before they get out of hand,

and they are best handled through an increased role in their own general

affairs and an elimination of blockages and discrimination.’’2 In the case of

Turkey, the Kurdish issue, while having lasted since the beginnings of the

republic according to some, or since 1984 according to others, is still in

— 221 —
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its relatively early stages. It is not a civil war, but an insurrection. As such,

the cost to the Turkish government and military establishment may be

tolerable. The cost calculations that tend to focus on tangible items omit

other indirect costs. Chief among them is the damage to institutions of

state and society.

It is not surprising, therefore, that democracy in Turkey has been one of

the primary victims of the conflict in the southeast. Whether it is the use of

emergency rule in the region, which puts severe restrictions on individual

liberties, or the growth and proliferation of security agencies and services,

or the use of repressive laws to ban newspapers and jail dissidents, Turkish

democracy has not given a good accounting of itself in recent years. No

matter how true the Turkish officials’ refrain about terrorism being a fun-

damental violation of human rights, a state’s behavior is not comparable

to that of an illegal organization. Turkey has always prided itself on being

a society that respects and lives by its laws; it cannot afford not to apply

them or be perceived as selectively interpreting them.

In the seventy-odd years since independence, the Turkish state has not

managed to trust its citizens; it has cajoled and nurtured them, but it has

never entrusted civil society with real power. The tutelary democracy into

which the Turkish system has evolved has learned to tolerate dissent, but

only within certain very prescribed bounds. Whether because of the watch-

ful eyes of the National Security Council or threats of military intervention

or interference by other state institutions, there have been many excuses

for the lack of determined political leadership. It is not just with respect to

the Kurds and the southeast that there has been resistance to change, but

also on issues relating to religion or the transfer of assets from the state

to the private realm—by this we mean not just the privatization of state

companies and their transfer to a burgeoning capitalist sector but also the

transfer of assets to private individuals. The conditions that necessitated

the restrictions of the early republican period have all but disappeared,

and, to the extent that some exist, they are the products of state policy. In

the words of one Turkish observer, it is the societal paranoia over the pros-

pect of the division of the country that hampers the prospects for democ-

racy.3

But democracy is precisely what is necessary to the emergence of a lead-

ership that does not have to look over its shoulder. This is not a new

insight, since many observers, especially Turkish ones, have advocated it.

On the Kurdish question per se, Sahin Alpay argues that there is no guar-

antee that democratization will completely eliminate the violence insti-
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gated by separatist forces, and it may, in the short run, even increase that

violence. In the longer run, however, it is the only means by which those

in favor of violence and separation will be isolated.4

In the end, we remain optimistic about Turkey’s prospects for settlement

of its agonizing Kurdish problem. The basic democratic structures are in

place, and Turkish society is strikingly mature in the regional context. But

these structures also need improvement, reform, and modernization. In-

deed, this process of political modernization is a global dilemma and never

easy. Turkey’s future success is linked to continued political and social evo-

lution, and not just for the sake of the Kurdish problem alone. For all its

opportunism and obscurantist views, the Welfare party was not, in the

final analysis, blocked from assuming power in the summer of 1996. This

represents a major watershed in Turkish politics even though the military

forced this government out. It may also augur well for the future of the

Kurdish problem, not because Welfare is capable of resolving or even will-

ing to resolve the problem, but because it pushes the limits of Turkish

democracy.5

It is important that Turkey not feel uniquely singled out for criticism in

this area, but rather made to realize that its problems are typical of ethnic

problems around the world in which a variety of potential solutions are

available for consideration, discussion, and examination. Turkey’s friends

and allies around the world can also be made more alert to the urgency of

a solution to the Kurdish problem, before it drags Turkey in dangerous

directions of broadened civil war, economic weakness, domestic terror,

polarization, chauvinism, and curtailment of democratic liberties.
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